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OVOD 
( Predlozeno - Presented 29. I I. 1960) 

Nuculanidn! mlzi tvor! ve spodn!m i v produktivn!m karbonu cesko
slovenske casti hornoslezske predhlubne ( OKR) velice zaj!mavou, tvarove 
dosti pestrou skupinu, v n!z nektefl autori rozlisovali nekolik druhu. Byl 
to predevs!m F le m in g u v druh attenuata, ktery radili bud k rodu 
Nuculana nebo Leda, dale Nuculana (nebo Leda) sharmani a konecne 
druh Nuculana (nebo Leda) stilla. Tyto ruzne druhy byly ruzne chapany 
a nebyly detailneji zpracovany, coz melo za nasledek, ze v geologicke 
praxi v ostravsko-karv!nskem rev!ru byly napr. vsechny protahle typy 
taxodontn!ch mlzu oznacovany jako Nuculana (nebo Leda) attenuata. 
Z tohoto duvodu jsme podrobili peclive revisi vsechny dosavadn! sbery 
nuculanidn!ch mlzu z OKR. Pfi revisn! praci jsme obecne pouz!vane po
pisne metody doplnili metodami biometricko-statistickymi, jimz v teto 
praci venujeme samostatnou cast. 

Revise nuculanidn!ch mlzu ukazala, ze jde o spolecenstvo tvorene ne
kolika samostatnymi druhy, ktere nalezeji dvema rodum: Polidevcia 
C e r n y s e v a Phestia C ern y se v, pro ktere soucasne navrhujeme 
zvlastni podceled Polidevciinae nov. subfam. Zastupci prvne jmenovaneho 
rodu jsou druhove pocetne!jsi, druhy rod "je zastoupen v nasich sberech 
pouze jedinym druhem. Pouze dva z popsanych druhu, a to Polidevcia atte
nuata a P. sharmani byly bezpecne zjisteny i v jinych karbonskych sedi
mentacnich oblastech. 

Po strance biostrationomicke je nutno zduraznit, ze V nekterych 
morskych patrech ma zjiStena fauna raz thanatocenosy, vznikle prepla
ven!m a redeposici jednotlivych misek odumrelych zivocichu. V jinych 
p:rlpadech se setkavame s uzavrenymi schrankami, ktere nasvedcuji, jak 
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se domnivame tomu, ze tito jedinci byli redeponovani do hlubsich partil 
sedimentacni panve, pficemz byli zaziva pohrbeni v mocnem sedimentu. 

V praci pouzite biometricke metody se ukazaly ve vetSine pripadu 
vhodne ke zpracovani nuculanidnich mlzu a forem jim bllzkych. 

Povazujeme ze svou milou povinnost podekovat dr. M. I? r ad a c 0 V e, 
prom. geol. F. Re h or o vi, prof. V o d i c k o vi, J. G en gel o vi a inz. 
V. B r i x o vi za laskave zapujceni, po pripade predani materialu. Rovnez 
jsme zavazani British Museum (Nat. Hist.) v Londyne za laskave zapujceni 
srovnavaciho materialu, Akademii nauk Ukrajinske SSR za zapujceni ne
ktere literatury a za pfipominky P. L. S u l go v e, M. S c h war z b a
chovi a J. Lintzovi. 

CAST VSEOBECNA 

Pracovnl metody. 

Metodika paleontologicke prace, ktere se doposud bezne uz1va pn 
urcovani fosilnich spolecenstev ma jiste, vetSinou zname nedostatky. Jed
nim z nich je skutecnost, ze sebe dukladnejsi, vycerpavajici slovni popisy 
zkamenelin zustavaji vcelku vice nebo mene subjektivnL Subjektivita 
techto popisu je jeste zvysovana odkazem na vyobrazeni nekterych stu
dovanych jedincu-predstavitelu popisovaneho druhu. Tyto tzv. holotypy}: 
lektotypy, syntypy atd. nereprezentuji totiz cely variacni okruh toho ci 
onoho taxonu. Ve vetsine pripadu jsou vyobrazovani sp!Se jedinci nejlepe 
zachovani a nikoliv jedinci nejtypiCtejsi, tj . takovi, kteri postihuji cha
rakter variacniho seskupenL Z toho vyplyva, ze napr. vyobrazeni samot
neho holotypu nelze povazovat z taxionomickeho hlediska za dostacujicL 

Dosavadni metodika prace nekdy zavinuje i neopodstatnene stanoveni 
novych druhu ci poddruhu. Studie, ktere zpracovavaly nektera fosilni spo
lecenstva jako celky s pfihlednutlm k jejich variabilite, prokazaly totiz, 
ze mnohe nave druhy byly stanoveny tak, ze za jejich holotypy byli vzati 
jedinci tvorici krajni meze jedineho variacniho seskupenL Dokonce se 
ukazalo, ze V nekterych prfpadech patrf holotypy ruznych druhu jedine 
rustove rade. Tak napr. A. P as t i e l s ( 1953) dokazal pomoci biometric
kych studil, ze nektere druhy rodu Carbonicola z belgickeho karbonu byly 
stanoveny naprosto umele. Proto V posledni do be nekteri pracovnici (G. G. 
Simpson, 1940; H. B. Burma, 1948, 1949; N. D. Newell, 1949 aj.) 
opravnene doporucuji, aby dosavadni vice mene ryze deskriptivni praxe 
paleontologickeho studia byla opustena a zaroveii, aby vymezovani taxonu 
na zaklade nekolika malo typickych jedincu bylo nahrazeno studiem ce
lych vzorku populaci, ktere by urcovaly vlastnosti fosilniho spolecenstva 
kterekoliv formy. V teto souvislosti, s odkazem na vyse uvedene autory, 
poznamenavame, ze vyznam holotypu a lektotypu neni vzdy spravne 
taxionomicky chapan. Podle naseho nazoru spociva hlavni teziste vyzna
mu techto pojmu na poli nomenklatorickem. Je to tedy zajiSteni stalosti 
a jednoznacnosti taxionomickeho nazvu vztahujiciho se k dane forme. 
Taxionomicky objem teto formy neni vsak tlmto systen1atickym pojmem 
ohranicen. Nomenklatoricka pravidla, ktera jsou pro systematickou 
paleontologii mezinarodne platna a vseobecne zavazna nas na dalsi nutl,. 
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abychom pro formaJni uzntmi platnosti taxionomickych nazvu, ktere nove 
navrhujeme, holotypy nadale stanovovali. Je nam vsak jasno, ze pro realne 
a pokud mozno objektivni stanoveni morfologickeho rozsahu kterehokoliv 
druhu bude nutno deskripci stanovit spfSe na vlastnostech celeho spole
censtva. Pfipojujeme se pro to k stanovisku G. G. S i m p s o n a ( 1940), 
ktery za zaklad paleontologicke systematicke prace doporucuje na miste 
holotypu stanoveni tzv. hypodigmz'J.. Podle N. D. New e 11 a ( 1949) je totiz 
hypodigm vzorek populace, kterym jsou urceny jeji vlastnosti. Slozeni hy
podigmu se meni tlm, ze jsou k nemu pridavani novi jedinci a jedinci ne
vhodni jsou z hypodigmu vylucovani. Kriticky·mi studiemi, zalozenymi na 
nove pfidanych jedincich, se rozsiruji znalosti o druhu tak, ze se zvetSuje 
velikost hypodigmu. Hypodigm je tedy statistickym vzorkem. Vzrusta-li 
tento vzorek pri dodavani novych sberu ruznych autoru v ruznych dobach, 
pak odhad vlastnostl cele populace, je-li zalozen jednotne na kvantitativ
nim statistickem vyjadreni vlastnostl hypodigmu, se postupne pfiblizuje 
skutecnemu stavu v prfrode. 

Je samozrejme, ze tento novy zpusob prace, ktery umoznuje kvanti
tativnf vyjadreni vlastnostl studovaneho spolecenstva jako celku na za
klade vlastnostl studovanych vzorku, vyzaduje nove pracovni metody. Proto 
pouzivame statisticko-biometrickych metod, ktere statisticky vysetruji 
vlastnosti vzorku populace na zaklade mereni jednoznacne stanovitelnych 
velicin ( morfologickych znaku). Vyznam statisticko-biometrickych metod 
spociva predevsim v tom, ze objektivni vysledky, ziskane jejich uzitlm, 
vhodne doplnuji popisy · druhu. Doporucujeme proto, aby v paleontologic
kych pracfch byl v systematicke casti zarazen vzdy za slovni popisy jed
notlivych druhu oddH ,Statisttcko-btometrtck6. charaktertsttka(( , ve ktere 
by byly tvarove vlastnosti studovaneho druhu objektivne vyjadreny. 
Domnivame se, ze takto vyjadrene vlastnosti vzorku jsou dobrym kriteriem 
pro srovnavaci prace. Statisticko-biometricke metody umoznuji dale jed
noznacne vyjadrit urcity morfologicky znak vzorku populace kolektivne, 
tj. s ohledem na vsechny jedince. Pro takove Vyjadreni ma statistika k dis
posici vyborne prostredky jako aritmeticky prumer, smerodatne odchylky 
apod., ktere nejen ze umoznuji velmi presne urcit skutecneho , typickeho 
jedince" (prumerneho ve smyslu statistickem), ale dovoluji stanovit i bra
nice, ve kterych se muze studovany morfologicky znak u celeho spole
censtva menit. 

Statisticko-biometricka analysa nam muze byt vyznamne napomocna 
pfi zjisfovani, zda material, se kterym pracujeme, obsahuje -jeden ci vice 
druhu, popffpade poddruhu. Je vsak zcela pochopitelne, ze problem roz
liseni druhu a poddruhu nelze rozhodnout pouze na zaklade statisticko
biometr icke analysy, nebof znaky, podle kterych druhy nebo poddruhy od 
sebe odlisujeme, byvaji casto tezko kvantitativne vyjadfitelne. 

Uziti statisticko-biometrickych metod pfi rozliseni druhu je zalozeno 
na zname skutecnosti, nejnoveji znovu zduraznene B. H. B u r m o u ( 1948), 
ze pomery dvou, pripadne vice n1orfologickych znaku, zustavaji u jedincu 
jednoho druhu v prubehu rustu velmi pfiblizne konstantni (napr. pomer 
vysky a delky misky u mlzu a pod.), jsou tedy navzajem ve vice nebo mene 
linearnim vztahu - korelujl spolu. Tato skutecnost, vyjadrena v podstate 
jil c u vi er o v y m korelacnim pravidlem, nam pak umoznuje vysetrit 
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pro kazdy druh rustove zakonitosti, ktere zastupci kazdeho druhu velmi 
pfiblizne zachovavajL 

Uvedli jsme, ze vyhody uzitf statisticko-biometrickych metod v paleon
tologii proti dosavadnfmu postupu spoc1vaj1 predevsfm v tom, ze umoziiuji 
objektivnf vyjadrenf vlastnosti celeho vzorku a ze mohou byt platnymi 
pomocniky pfi systematickych studilch. Vsestranne ( avsak pouze vse
stranne) uziti techto metod muze V budoucnosti prokazat znacne sluzby 
i stratigrafii. Je znamo, ze spolecenstvo jednoho horizontu byva spolecen
stvem stejnorodym, soustred'ujicfm se kolerri definovatelneho prumeru. 
Naproti tomu prumerne hodnoty morfologickych znaku spolecenstev ze 
stratigraficky ruznych horizontu se od sebe lis!, coz je zpusobeno casovym 
odstupem a vsfm, eo ssebou takovy odstup nese. Zda se tedy, ze v bu
doucnosti bude mozno vest detailnf biostratigraficka studia i touto cestou. 

Rozsahle pouzitf statisticko-biometrickych metod v paleontologii 
umoznf v budoucnosti sledovat v souvrstvfch s horizonty, bohatymi na 
faunu, krok za krokem i facialnf vyvoj panvf a tim, ve smyslu B u r m o v e 
( 1948) i zpresneni objektivnfho geologickeho vyzkumu. J e vsak pocho
pitelne, ze problemy stanovenf casovych a geografickych variet bude moci 
paleontologie uzitim statisticko-biometrickych metod resit jedine tehdy, 
budou-li k disposici velmi rozsahle sbery a dojdou-li hypodigmy sirokeho 
uplatnenL 

Aby bylo umozneno srovnanf fosilnfch spolecenstev, je treba, aby 
morfologicke znaky, ktere podrobujeme statisticko-biometrickym studilm, 
byly jednozacne definovany. 

Vyber parametrii. 

Pfi vyberu znaku, kterymi chceme dane fosilnf spolecenstvo bio
m.etricky studovat, musfme prihHzet k tomu, aby tyto znaky byly snadno 
stanovitelne a meritelne. Pri zpracovavanf ,mlzich forem studujeme pre
devsim obrysovou kfivku misek, nebof tato byva nejlepe zachovana a je 
ji mozno pomerne snadno rekonstruovat tarn, kde je mfrne poskozena. 
Obrysovou krivku charakterisujeme jejfmi zakladnfmi parametry, tj. del
kou a vyskou misky. Tyto veliciny meffme od nejvyssiho bodu vrcholu, 
protoze tento je ve vsech prfpa:dech jednoznacne stanoveny a takto do
drzujeme zasadu merit zakladni parametry ve smeru rustu. K mereni 
param,etru nepouzivame pfitom vrcholu dorsalniho uhlu ( respektive sub
umbonalnfho bodu), protoze ten to neni ve vetsine pripafi li Jec1n oznacn8 
stanovi teln y. 

Delku misky je mozno ve vetSine prfpadu stanoviti takto: ( obr. 1, 2). 
Na sedminasobnych zvetSeninach obrysove kfivky, poffzenych fotopro
jekcf, stanovime nejvyssf bod vrcholu (V), zadni krajni bod ( Z), prednf 
krajni bod (P). Soucet delek VP (parametr a) a VZ (parametr bl oznacu
jeme jako delku misky. 

Vysku misky ( obr. 1) stanovujeme pak tak, ze nejprve vedeme k vol
nemu okraji tecnu [t) rovnobeznou s PZ. Dotykovy bod teeny [t) s volnym 
okrajem je spodni krajni bod (T). Na tecnu [t) spustfme kolmici z nej
vyssfho bodu vrcholu. Delka teto kolmice je pak vyskou misky (v). 
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Je vhodne kvantitativne vyjadtit volny okraj misek, jehoz systema
ticky a biologicky vyznam je dari jiz tim, ze predstavuje ve skutecnosti 
geometricke misto bodu synchronne vylucovanych plastem. Volny okraj 
misek studoval predevsim L. L is o n ( 1939, 1940, 1941, 1949) a A. P as
t i e l s ( 1953). Zpocatku jsme i my pti studiu volneho okraje pouzivali 
castecne pozmenene metody, kterou navrhl A. Past i e l s ( 1953). Kvan-

Fig. 1 Determination of the basic parameters of the outline of nuculanid shells. 
P - anterior extreme point [predni krajni bad); Z - posterior extreme point 
[zadni krajni bad); V - highest point of the beak [nejvyssi bad vrcholu); 
T - inferior extreme point (spodni krajni bad); K - contraumbonal point 
[kontraumbonalni bad); a + b - valve length ( delka misky); v - valve height 
[vyska misky); p1, p2 - parameters characterizing the position of the beak 
(parametry charakterizujici pozici vrcholu); v 17 v2 - parameters characterizing 
the sloping of the posterior part of the outline ( parametry charakterizujici 
zvednuti zadni casti obrysove kfivky); t - tangent to the free margin, parallel 
to PZ [tecna k volnemu okraji rovnobezna s PZ); a, {3 - angles characterizing 
the lower margin (uhly charakterizujici spodni okraj); y - apical angle [vrcho
lovy uhel). 

titativni vyjadreni volneho okraje jsme provadeli totiz souctem vnitrnich 
uhh1 ( L'-r), ktere mezi sebou sviraly secny k volnemu okraji, vedene kon
covymi body pruvodicu, ktere mely pocatek v nejvyssim bodu vrcholu 
a sviraly s hlavni osou ( D o p it a-R u z i c k a, 1953) uhly, jez byly celymi 
nasobky 2oo. I kdyz parametr L'-r, jehoz tento autor pouziva, je vyznacnou 
velicinou, rozhodli jsme se u jedincu, nami studovanych, pouzH jednodussi 
charakteristiku, ktera by predevsim kvantitativne vyjadrila zvednutl zadni 
casti obrysove krivky. Za tim ucelem jsme studovali uhel {3 sevreny usec
kou KZ a tecnou t. Dale jsme zjistili, ze pro vyjadreni charakteru volneho 
okraje je vyznacna posice spodniho krajniho bodu(T) vzhledem ke kontra
umbonalnimu bodu ( K). Vzajemnou posici techto dvou bodu vyjadrujeme 
uhlem a, sevrenym useckou VT a vyskou. Tento uhel je bud'to kladny, je-li 
meren od vysky smerem k zadnimu okraji, nebo zaporny, je-li meren od 
vysky smerem k prednimu okraji, tj. podle toho, zda spodni krajni bod lezi 
za nebo pred kontraumbonalnim bodem. -

Polohu vrcholu jsme charakterisovali vzajemnym pomerem parametru 
PI a P2- Zakfiveni volneho okraje jsme se pokusili charakterisovat pomoci 
pomeru parametru vi k parametru v2 • 
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Dale jsme studovali velikost vrcholoveho uhlu y. Vrcholovy uhel je 
mefitkem spicatosti vrcholu. Konecne jsme studovali vzajemny vztah mezi 
delkou, vyskou a sirkou misky. 

Pocetnl metody. 

Pfi biometrickych studilch mlzich spolecenstev je mozno obvykle po
uzlt charakteristiky a metody, bezne v soucasne statisticke analyse. Pre
devsim je to aritmeticky prumer, jako nejjednoduss1 a nejcasteji uzivana 
charakteristika: 

A= _ lJ!_ 
n 

kde X • • • namerena hodnota studovaneho morfologickeho znaku, 
n ... pocet jedincu. 

Jiz tato jednoducha charakteristika muze podat informaci 0 homo
gennim vzorku. Je nutno vsak upozornit ria to, ze aritmetickeho prumeru 
hodnot, ktere se men! s rustem jedince, nen1 pochopitelne mozne pouzlt 
jako charakteristiky studovaneho spolecenstva, nepracujeme-li se stejnymi 
stadii rustu. Jelikoz paleontolog nejcasteji pracuje s ruznymi rustovymi 
stadii, uzivame aritmetickeho prumeru k charakteristice studovaneho 
vzorku homogenn1 populace jen u tech hodnot, ktere zustavaj1 v prubehu 
rustu jedince pfiblizne konstantnL U tech parametru, jejichz hodnota se 
s rustem jedince men!, muze aritmeticky prumer podat informaci napr. 
0 vyvoji daneho spolecenstva V rflznych horizontech nebo V rflznych ffilS

tech panve. 
Kdyz jsme vypocetli aritmeticky prumer studovaneho znaku, pouzije

me vysledku, ktery jsme obdrzeli, k vypoctu pro paleontologii zvlast du
leziteho druheho momentu kolem aritmetickeho prumeru, tzv. smerodatne 
odchylky. Nejprve zjistime rozdlly namerenych hodnot studovaneho mor
fologickeho znaku od aritmetickeho prumeru: 

~=x-A 
Pak smerodatna odchylka 

a .1;= VE(~p 
Smerodatna odchylka je vlastne mirou variability studovaneho znaku 

v danem vzorku a proto je jejl pouzitl pfi paleontologickych studilch 
zvlaste dulezite. Cim je ax vetS!, t1m jsou hodnoty mereneho znaku volneji 
rozptyleny kolem aritmetickeho prumeru. 

Nemuzeme z praktickych duvodu zpracovavat vsechny jedince, kter1 
by do studovane populace patrili. To je dano jiz povahou zachovan1 fosilil 
a neuplnostl nasich sberu. Presto vsak chceme, aby nam zavery, ucinene 
z biometrickych studil mensiho poctu jedincu ( statisticky receno - na
hodneho vyberu), umoznily objektivne charakterisovat celou populaci 
( cely tzv. zakladn1 soubor). Ve staticke matematice pro to existuj1 objek
tivn1 vyrazy. Vypocteme-li aritmeticky prumer a smerodatnou odchylku 
naseho vzorku, pak s jejich"pomoc1 muzeme urcit hranice variability ve 
studovanem spolecenstvu. 

Platl, ze mezi hodnoty 
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A ± lax zapadne .68,00% jedincu zakladniho souboru 
A ± 2ax zapadne 95,50% jedincfi zakladniho souboru 
A ± 3a.-r; zapadne 99,70% jedincfi zakladniho souboru 
A ± 4ax zapadne 99,99 % jedincu zakladniho souboru 

Za hranice variability v zakladnim souboru zpravidla prijimame hodnoty 
A+ 3£Jx (pro hranice variability uzivame obvykle symbolu h). 

Dale muzeme vypocftat tzv. odhad smerodatne odchylky vyberovych 
prumeru: 

axn 
aA = Vn 

kdyz jsme pred tfm zjistili nejlepsi odhad smerodatne odchylky zaklad
niho souboru 

axn = vEap 
n-1 

Rozmezi, do nehoz pak zapadne prumer populace, je A+ 3aA s pravdepo
dobnostl 99,70 Ofo (pro rozmezi prumeru populace pouzivame obvykle sym
bolu R). 

Statisticka analysa muze byt paleontologovi napomocna pri zjisteni, 
zda jeho sber je homogenni ci heterogennL 

K to mu je mozno doporucit ten to postup: Po provedenem mereni vy
branych morfologickych znaku sestavime diagramy cetnosti kazdeho zna
ku zvlasf a zjisfujeme, zda rozdeleni cetnosti ma jeden ci vice vrcholu. 
Druhy pripad nam napovi, ze podle toho znaku, u ktereho ma diagram 
rozdeleni cetnosti vice maxim, je studovany sber nestejnorody. Studium 
rozdeleni cetnosti doplnime posouzenim grafickeho zobrazeni vztahu dvou 
parametru (napr. d a v, p1 a P2J v systemu pravouhlych souradnic x, y tak, 
ze kazdemu jedinci odpovida v gratu bod. Rozmisteni bodu v takto ziska
nem korelacnim poli nam opet napovi, zda sber je stejnorody ci ruzno
rody. Zjistime-li nestejnorodost, rozdellme nas sber na pffslusne vybery 
a prikrocime k matematicke analyse, ktera ukaze, zda rozdily mezi sbery 
jsou nebo nejsou statisticky vyznamne. Podle toho pak muzeme usoudit, 
zda mame CO Cinit S variacnim okruhem jednoho taxonu Ci S variacnimi 

. okruhy nekolika taxonu. 
Nejjednodussi je provest srovnani dvou vyberu na zaklade jednoho 

morfologickeho znaku (napr. uhlu ~' v nasem pripade). Nejprve vypoci
tame aritmeticke prumery hodnot studovaneho znaku pro kazdy prumer 
zvlasf (A1 a A 2 ), a jejich smerodatne odchylky ( £J ~1 a £Jy 2). Dale vypocfta
me smerodatnou odchylku vyberovych prumeru 

kde n 1 ... pocet jedincu v prvem vyberu, 
n 2 •.• pocet jedincu v druhem vyberu, 

a rozdil vyberovych aritmetickych prumeru d=A1-A2 (nebo d=A2-A1. 
je-li A2) A1 ). Nyni zjisfujeme vyznamnost rozdilu mezi nasimi vyberovymi 

d 
prumery. Je-li- ( 2, je rozdil mezi prumery statisticky nevyznamny ; 

d lJd 

jestlize 3) ) 2, muze byt rozdil mezi prumery statisticky vyznamny, pri
ad 
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cemz pravdepodobnost, ze je statisticky vyznamny' stoupa s rozsahem obou 
d 

vyberu. Je-li -) 3, muzeme rozdll mezi vyberovymi prumery povazovat za 
- ad 

statisticky vyznamny. 
Pracujeme-li s malymi sbery, uzfvame radeji ke zjiStenf statisticke 

vyznamnosti rozdllu mezi vyberovymi prumery tzv. t-testu: nejprve zjistf
me nejleps1 odhad smerodatne odchylky vyberovych prumeru: 

- v! 2: ,;12 + 2: ,;22 acx,v)-
n 1+ n 2 -2 

kde vyraz n 1 + n2 - 2 nahrazuje v tomto prfpade pocet jedincu a je vlast
ne tzv. stupnem volnosti. Od celeho poctu pozorovanf zde odecftame 2 
proto, ze u kazdeho vyberu je jiz stanoven aritmeticky prumer. Dale vy
pocftame mnozstvf t 

d V nl. n2 
t = a(x, v) • n 1 + n 2 

Velikost takto t zfskaneho srovnavame s tabulkou hodnot t ( R. A. 
Fish e r a F. Y ate s, 1948), do niz vstupujeme se stupnem volnosti 
n1 + n2 - 2 a testujeme na jedno-, peti- nebo desetiprocentnf stupen vy
znamnosti (nejcasteji na petiprocentnf stupen). 0 staticke vyznamnosti 
rozdllu vyberovymi prumery uvazujeme, je-li vypoctene t stejne ci vetSf 
nez t, ktere jsme vyhledali v tabulce. 

Pri paleontologickych studifch muzeme vhodne pouzft metodu srov
nanf dvou vyberu na zaklade pomeru dvou znaku. Predpokladejme, ze 
mame dva vybery 1 a 2, jejichz srovnanf chceme provest na zaklade vztahu 
dvou znaku X ay (napr. delky a vysky nebo Pl a P2) a ze vztah mezi temito 
znaky je linearnL Tento pozadavek byva zejmena u mlzfch spolecenstev 
splnen. Vypocteme nejprve koeficient korelace mezi x a y pro kazdy 
z obou vzorku 

-kde ,; = x-Ax 
'YJ = y-Ay 

Kxy = 2:{,; · 'YJ) 
n. a.-c .ay 

ax, (Jy' ••• smerodatne odchylky. 

Koeficient korelace je mfrou tesnosti vztahu mezi x a y. Na zaklade 
vypocteneho koeficientu korelace muzeme jiz posuzovat, zda jedinci na
seho vyberu zachovavajf v prubehu rustu stejnou nebo pfiblizne stejnou 
zakonitost. Vseobecne muze mft koeficient korelace V paleontologii hod
notu od 0 do 1. J e-li k < 0,3, svedcf to o nfzkem stupni tesnosti vztahu mezi 
promennymi x ay. Jestlize je 0,3 < k < 0,5, je stupen tesnosti maly. Hodnota 
k) 0,9 svedci o velmi tesnem vztahu mezi promennymi. 

Dale vypocteme smerodatnou odchylku obou koeficientu korelace 

V'r,(ay1 2)(1-K1
2)+n2_(ayz 2){I-K2

2
) ·( 1 1 _ J 

a~= - . + . 
n 1 + n 2 + 4 n 1 • ax12 n 2 ax2 2 

.. 

Nyni zjistfme koeficient regrese y vzhledem ku x pro kazdy vyber 

byx = K . ay = 1: a. 'YJ) 
a.;; 2:('Y)j2 
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a rozdil koeficientu regrese obou vzorku 

db = byx1 - bxu2 

nebo db= byx'J- b.cy1, 

podle toho, kterym zpusobem zfskame kladne cfslo. Konecnou fazf tohoto 
vypoctu pro zjistenf statisticke vyznamnosti rozdilu mezi koeficienty 
regrese je zjiStenf hodnoty pomeru db/a db. Analogicky o postupu zjiStenf 
statisticke vyznamnosti rozdilu mezi vyberovymi prumery pfi srovnanf 
vzorku na zaklade jednoho znaku uvazujeme i v tomto prfpade o statisticke 

, t· · r db > 3 o vyznamnos 1, Je- 1 adb , • 

Pro zjistenf statisticke vyznamnosti rozdilu koeficientu regrese mu
zeme pouzit i t-testu. Nejprve zjistfme rozptyl koeficientu regrese pro 
kazdy vzorek 

8 
8b= -.,.-----

VEr;p 

kc1 e 8 = V n ~ 2 . E 172 
- b xy2 

• E ( ~) 2 

Tento vyraz odpovfda prumerne ctvercove odchylce hodnot promenne y 
pro urcita x od prfmky regrese. Dale zjistfme smerodatnou odchylku roz
dilu koeficientu regrese. 

d 
a hodnotu t = ---. Do tabulky hodnot t pak vstupujeme s n 1 + n 2 

8bt-b2 

stupni volnosti. 
Hodnot nekterych statistickych velicin, ktere jsme vypocetli pfi sta-· 

tisticke analyse, muzeme pouzft i pro charakteristiku fosilnfch spolecen
stev. Vedle koeficientu korelace je to predevsfm koeficient regrese. Koefi
cient regrese y vzhledem ku x je vlastne smernicf regresnf prfmky y 
vzhledem ku x. Je-li K < 1, jsou u vzorku takove prfmky dve, cfm vice se 
hodnota K blfzf 1, tfm vice se obe prfmky k so be pfiblizujf ( svfrajf mensf 
uhel), az pfi K= 1 splynou v jedinou regresnf prfmku. Ukazuje se, ze stu
dovane fosilnf spolecenstvo muze byt regresnfmi prfmkami vhodne cha
rakterisovano. Rovnice regresnfch prfmek nam ukaze, jaka je zmena jed
noho znaku pfi dane zmene znaku druheho (napr. jak se menf vyska mis
ky s delkou a pod.). To pfinasf velke moznosti paleontologii, vzhledem 
k tomu, ze pomery mnoha dvojic znaku zustavajf, jak jsme jiz podotkli, 
v prubehu rustu v ramci jednoho druhu velmi pfiblizne konstantnL Je tedy 
regresnf prfmka v nasem prfpade vyjadrenfm linearnf rustove zakonitosti 
fosilnfho spolecenstva. u fosilnfch i zijfcfch spolecenstev jsou totiz linearnf 
jen nektere rustove zakonitosti. Velmi hojny je rust podle spiraly, at jiz 
podle logaritmicke ci Archimedovy. V techto prfpadech je postup analysy 
odlisny od analysy v prfpade linearnf zavislosti. 

Sklon regresnf prfmky dany koeficientem regrese nam napovf o rus
tovych zmenach jednotlivych parametru fosilnf schranky. Jestlize ma 
regresnf prfmka v grafu sklon 450 k osam x a y, jsou pomerne zmeny x a y 
v prubehu rustu stejne. J estlize regresnf prfmka svfra s osou x mensf uhel 
nez 45°, je pomerna zmena vetSf U X nez U y a naopak. 
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Ukazali jsme, jak je mozno analysovat studovane spolecenstvo na 
zaklade jednoho znaku a na zaklade vztahu dvou znaku. Zda se vsak, ze 
nejvyhodnejs!m zpusobem muzeme srovnan! dvou vzorku provest meto
dami · multivarietn! analysy. Tato metoda je pouzitelna vsude tarn, kde 
mame vice znaku, ktere jsou ve vzajemnem vztahu. Vypocet nen! ani u teto 
metody slozity, zato vsak je dosti pracny, takze vyzaduje pouzit! elektric
keho pocltaciho stroje. Z tohoto duvodu ho v teto praci neuz!vame. 

Revision of the Nuculanidae from the Ostrava-Karvina District. 
(Pelecypoda) 

Introduction. 

In the present study dealing with the Carboniferous pelecypods of 
the family Nuculanidae from the Ostrava-Karvina District biometrical 
methods, besides the usual classical methods of paleontological work, 
were used in order to obtain more precise and objective methods of de
termining single taxons. In the biometrical analysis we proceeded essen
tially in the same way as in some previous works (B. R u z i c k a & F. 
P r a n t l, 1958, 1959). 

As to the details we refer to the preceding Czech text, where these 
methods are thoroughly described. 
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The shell morphology and used terminology. 

During the study of fossil assemblages in question we reached the 
conclusion that the existing terminology used for single morphological 
parts of the studied shells is not quite satisfactory. Therefore we are 
forced to give an explanation and definition of the new terminology used 
in the present work. The single terms are alphabetically arranged. (See 
also the diagrammatic drawings on text-figures 2-10). 

ACCESSORY MUSCLES: 

In some specimens of our collection minute impressions of accessory muscles are 
present, situated usually in a furrow left by the umbonal ridge. We designate them 
umbonal muscles scars. Moreover, in Phestia bellicostata muscle scars situated in the 
anterior part of the cardinal margin were ascertained. The function of these muscles 
is not yet clear. Some authors suppose that they are pedal muscles but this opinion h 
not sufficiently proved. Similarly it is not known as to what extent the number anu 
shape of accessory muscles could serve for a more detailed distinction within a taxon. 
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The material which is available does not permit us to solve this problem, yet it enabled 
us to ascertain that the number of the so called umbonal muscles is often variable even 
among specimens of the same species. Stratigraphically older populations of the same 
species have sometimes a greater number of umbonal muscles of about the same size, 
while stratigraphically younger forms of the same species show a reduction in number 
of the umbonal muscles, which results in the disappearing of the inferior muscles and 
in the tendency of the superior muscles to join into one larger muscle. For the time 
being we do not dare to decide whether this reduction of umbonal muscles of the 
studied specimens during their development in geological time has a general validity. 
We believe that a greater number of better preserved specimens would be necessary 
for a satisfactory solution of this problem. 

p 

pk /-

pd 
I 

~d k{ 
I 
I 
I 

- --zk 

Fig. 2 Some morphological parts of the nuculanid shells. V - highest point of the 
beak [nejvyssi bad vrcholu); K - contraumbonal point [kontraumbonalni bad); 
S - subumbonal point (subumbonalni bad); P - anterior extreme point [predni 
krajni bad); Z - posterior extreme point [zadn1 krajni bad) ; pk- anterior line 
[predni krivka); zk - posterior line (zadni kfivka) ; pd - anterior part of the 
dorsal margin ( pr edni cast dorsalniho okraje); zd - posterior part of the dorsal 
margin [zadni cast dorsalniho okraje); ro - rostral arch [rostralni oblouk) ; 
r - rostrum; kl - keel ( k£1); o - dorsal angle ( dorsalni uhel) . 

The umbonal muscles scars are usually small, subcircular or elongated towards 
the inferior valve margin or sometimes in the anteroposterior direction. According to 
the mode of fossilization they are either distinctly elevated or flat, faintly distinct or 
indistinct. In the first case the valve matter was dissolved so that there arose an internal 
mold; in the second case sculptural molds are involved. The distinctness of the umbonal 
muscles scars depends in this case on whether, in the course of fossilization, the lower 
or higher part of the shell matter was impressed. 

In our collection the umbonal muscles scars are most conspicuous in Polideucia 
attenuata and Phestia bellicostata. In the last mentioned species an additional accessory 
muscle scar was ascertained, visible in the dorsal view of internal maids, in which the 
valve material was dissolved. The scar is small, elongated in the direction of the dorsal 
line, subovoidal, elevated, and situated in the anterior part of the hinge line in the 
proximity of its end. Along its margin, which is nearer to the hinge margin, a narrow 
furrow runs on each valve towards the anterior adductor scar, the furrow corresponding 
to a rib which probably supported the accessory muscle as well as the anterior adductor. 
The state of preservation of the remaining forms does not enable us to decide whether 
the accessory muscles of this type are exclusively a feature belonging to the above 
mentioned species, or whether they occur in other species of the same genus as well, 
or whether they were present in other related genera too. 

ANGLE OF THE POSITION . OF THE INFERIOR EXTREME POINT [a): 

The angle formed by the straight line connecting the highest point of the beak 
with the inferior extreme point, and by the valve height. 
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ANGLE OF THE SLOPING OF THE POSTERIOR PART OF THE VALVE (fi): 

The angle formed by the tangent ( t) and the line connecting the contraumbonal 
point with the posterior extreme point. 

ANTERIOR EXTREME POINT : 

The point of the anterior part of the valve outline which is farthest from the 
posterior extreme point. 

APICAL ANGLE (y): 

The angle formed by the direction of the posterior part of the outline of the beak 
(drawn on the presumption that the plane of junction of the valves lies in the plan 
of the drawing] and the direction of the anterior part of the outline of the beak. By the 
"direction" of the outline of the beak we mean the straight line which substitutes best 
the curved outline of the beak in the posterior or anterior part: 

CONTRAUMBONAL POINT (K) : 

The point opposite the beak which is the intersection point of the outline with 
the plane passing through the highest point of the beak at right angles to the para-
meter PZ. 

DORSAL ANGLE (o): 

The angle at which the anterior a11d posterior portion of the dorsal line meet: 

ESCUTCHEON: 

The more or less depressed area defined by the keel and the dorsal line. 

___ ____,s,_._ 

Fig. 3 Diagrammatic representation of the dorsal view. 1 - lunule (lunula); 2 -
escutcheon ( stitek] ; 3 - inner part of the escutcheon ( vnitrni cast stitku); 
4 - keel of the right valve ( kyl prave misky) ; 5 - keel of the left valve ( kyl 
leve misky) ; 6 - posterior part of the dorsal margin ( zadni cast dorsalniho 
okraje); 7- anterior part of the dorsal margin (predni cast dorsalniho okraje); 
8 - beak [vrchol); 9 - rib separating the,inner and outer part of the escutch
eon [zebirko oddelujici vnitrni a vnejsi cast stitku); R1, R2 - points of maximum 
convexity of the right and left valve [body nejvetsiho klenuti prave a leve 
misky]; s - width of both valves [sffka obou misek). 
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HEIGHT OF THE VALVE (u): 

The length of the perpendicular dropped from the highest point of the beak to 
the tangent (t} which touches the valve outline in the inferior extreme point. 

HIGHEST POINT OF THE BEAK: 

The highest point of the outline of the beak which is drawn on the presumption 
that the plane of junction of the valves lies in the plane of the drawing. 

INFERIOR EXTREME POINT (T}: 

The tangent point of the tangent (t) to the inferior part of the valve outline, the 
t111gent being parallel to PZ. 

Internal rib: see umbonal ridge. 

LENGTH OF THE VALVE (d): 

The total length of parameter a and parameter b. 

LINE OF THE MAXIMUM CONVEXITY: 

The line following the outline of the valve presuming that the plane of junction 
of both valves and the parameter PZ are perpendicular to the plane of the drawing. 

OUTLINE OF THE VALVE: 

In the description of the valves a number of terms is used which are not at all 
precise. So for instance, the "anterior margin" is a term which in our opinion should 
not be used for the description of the outline, as the anterior margin is formed partly 
by the free (ventral) margin, partly by the anterior part of the dorsal margin. The 
same holds true for the posterior margin. The inferior margin, in our opinion, cannot 
be defined in many pelecypods at all, as it is impossible to determine on the outline 
where the margin ceases to be "inferior" and begins to be "anterior", or "posterior" 
Therefore, in the present work the existing terminology was abandoned and the terms 
"anterior line" and "posterior line" are suggested for the description of the outline 
of lamellibranch shells. 

By the t erm "anterior line" the anterior portion of the outline marked out by the 
contraumbonal point and the apex of the angle 8 is designated. By the .term "posterior 

' line" the posterior portion of the outline of the valve defined by the contraumbonal 
point .and by the apex of the dorsal angle is designated. 

In case of forms with a straight hinge line (forms with a dorsal angle of 180 
degrees) it is possible to consider the foot of the perpendicular line dropped from the 
highest point of the beak to the dorsal margin as the begimiing of the anterior and 
posterior line. This point which lies on the dorsal margin is designated "subumbonal 
point". 

In both lines the upper and the lower part is distinguished. The upper part of 
the outline is defined by the extreme point (anterior or posterior) and the apex of the 
dorsal angle (or the subumbonal point]. The lower part of the outline is defined by 
the extreme point (anterior or posterior) and the contraumbonal point. 

The terms "anterior", "posterior" and "inferior" margin of the valve are used in 
the present work only as general terms in cases where there is no need for an exact 
determination (e. g. "the umbonal ridge is elliptical, elongated towards the lower 
margin of the valve" etc.). 

PARAMETER a: 

The distance between the highest point of the beak and the anterior extreme point. 

PARAMETER b: 

The distance between the highest point of the beak and the posterior extreme point. 
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Fig. 4 Diagrammatic representation of the impression of the inner surface of the 
valve in the apical view of Phestia bellicostata ( S c h w a r z b a c h, 1939). (Type 
no 74). pa - anterior adductor scars (otisky prednich adduktoru); za -
posterior adductor scars (otisky zadnich odduktoru); v - beaks (vrcholy); 
uv - impressions of the umbonal ridges ( otisky umbonalnich valu); us -
umbonal musles scars ( otisky umbonalnich svall'l); ps - accessory muscles 
scars ( pfidatne dorsalni sval y) ; vr - impression of the inner dorsal furrow 
( otisk vnitrni dorsalni ryhy). 

PARAMETER P1: 

The portion of the parameter PZ defined by the intersection point of the height 
and PZ, and by the anterior extreme point. 

PARAMETER P2: 

The portion of the parameter PZ _defined by the posterior extreme point and the 
intersection po_int of the height and PZ. 

PARAMETER u1 : 

The portion of the valve height defined by the highest point of the beak and the 
intersection point of the height and PZ. 

PARAMETER u2 : 

The portion of the valve height defined by the intersection point of the height and 
PZ, and by the tangent [t). 

PLANE OF THE VALVE HEIGHT: 

The plane perpendicular to the plane of junction of the valves passing through 
the highest point of the beak and involving the valve height. 

POINT OF THE MAXIMUM CONVEXITY {N): 

The point of the line of maximum convexity which is farthest from the plane of 
junction of both valves . 

POSTERIOR EXTREME POINT ( Z}: 

The point of the posterior part of the valce outline which is farthest from the 
highest point of the beak. 
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ROSTRAL ARCH: 

The arch connecting the upper and lower parl of the posterior line. 

ROSTRUM: 

The rostrate or cuneiform elongation of the posterior part of the valve. 

SUBUMBONAL POINT [U): 

The point, which is nearest to the beak, and is the intersection point of the valve 
outline with the plane passing through the highest point of the beak at right angles 
to the parameter PZ. In nuculanid pelecypods it usually lies in the apex of the angle 
formed by the anterior and posterior hinge branch. 

UMBONAL MUSCLES: see accessory muscles. 

UMBONAL RIDGE: 

By the term "umbonal ridge" a swelling of the valve matter on the inner side of 
the valve is designated. The umbonal ridge extends from the highest portion of the 
beak and disappears towards the free margin. (Sometimes it bisects the apical angle, 
sometimes its beginning is placed somewhat forwards or backwards from the oldest 
portion of the beak.) In our specimens it is usually short, not too broad, most often 
simple, only rarely bifurcated. Its impression is more or less distinct and appears as 
a relative! y short, usually narrow furrow which disappears towards the ventral margin. 
Owing to the fact that our specimens are preserved in different stages of fossilization, 
the impression of the umbonal ridge on molds is variously distinct. On the whole it can 
be stated that the higher the layer of the valve matter has been fossilized the less the 
impression of the umbonal ridge is preserved and vice versa. 

The course of the umbonal ridge in our specimens is relatively various. In some 
cases the umbonal ridge runs more or less perpendicular to the antero-posterior para
meter, in other it is moderately curved towards the anterior extreme point of the valve 
or slightly towards the posterior end. In some cases the impression of the umbonal 
ridge, which is narrow and deep at the beginning, becomes in its course broader and 
shallower towards the free margin. In this case the umbonal ridge has the character 
of an internal rib. 

------M--
Fig. 5 Polideucia attenuara [F le m in g, 1828). Type no. 71 from the mine Sverma at 

Mar. Hory, Nanetta marine band. Posterior adductor scar and accessory umbonal 
muscles scars on a sculptural mold of the right valve. 

The first mention of the umbonal ridge was made by W. H i n d ( 1896-1900). This 
author, however, does not pay special attention to it, nor does he describe it or try to 
explain its function. He designates it less exactly as '' subumbonal ridge" G. H. Girt y 
( 1915), when describing the representantives of Leda bellicostata mentions an internal 
ridge running from the beak to the ventral margin, this ridge being according to the 
mentioned author more pronounced in the umbonal portion than near the free margin. 
As can be seen from Girt y's figure it is moderately oblique towards the antero
posterior parameter so that it reaches the ventral margin at about the middle of the 
valve length. 
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J. Dorlodot and G. Dele pine (1930, p. 87} suppose that the small internal ridge 
(petite lamelle ou cuilleron = umbonal ridge in our conception} in the members of 
Nuculana Link, 1807, supports the ligament. 

E. De mane t (1943} mentions in the description of Nuculochlamys attenuata an 
internal rib (cote interne} but does not pay further attention to it. 

B. I. C her n y she v (1943, 1951} designates the umbonal ridge in the members 
of the genera Polidevcta and Phestia as "radial rib" (radial'noje rebro j. He observes 
that it is situated on the internal surface of the valves and extends from the cavity 
near the beak, being short and distinct in Polidevcia, and curved in Phestia, broadning 
towards the posterior margin and disappearing in the proximity of the pallial line. The 
function of the umbonal ridge, according to the above mentioned author, is not known 
to him. He notes, however, that it undoubtedly did not serve only to support the 
umbonal muscles. · 

Fig. 6 Polidevcta gengeli nov. spec., type no 1 from the mine Pionyr at Orlova. Barbora 
marine band. Both adductors scras, accessory umbonal muscles scars and 
impression of the umbonal ridge on an incomplete mold of the left valve. 

It is plain from the above stated that no special attention has been payed so far 
to the umbonal ridge and, with the exception of the evidently wrong opinion of Do r-
1 o dot and D e l e p i n e ( 1930}, no attempt has been made to explain its function. 
On the basis of a limited number of specimens, which we have at our disposal, we do 
not think it possible to solve the question as to what extent the sourse and shape of 
the umbonal ridge is a constant feature which could be used for a more detailed syste
matic division within a genus or species and, therefore, we leave this question until 
further open. However, we consider our material sufficient to prove our view about the 
function of the umbonal ridge. We presume that in the elongated forms it served to 
strenthen the part of the valve which was most subjected to the external loading. When 
considering the valve a supporting surface which is affected by an evenly distributed 
loading we can see that the maximum moment against the anterior and posterior extre
me points affects in the umbonal portion of the valve. If we further know that the valve 
convexity varies indirectly with the thickness of the valve matter we reach the con
clusion that the umbonal ridge served as a mechanical stiffening of the vaulting of the 
valve. The size and distinctness of the umbonal ridge was ascertained to be rather 
variable owing to the stratigraphic age of the studied forms. In spite of this a certain 
regularity can be observed. In stratigraphically earlier specimens the umbonal ridge 
is usually short, less apparent, while it is mostly elongated and conspicuous in strati
graphically younger forms. As to the thickness of the valve, the opposite is the case. 
Stratigraphically older specimens have thick valves while stratigraphically younger 
forms have thinner shells. We suppose that in the course of development of the genus 
Phestia and Polidevcia during geological time a gradual thinning of the shell took place, 
during which the mechanical firmness of the valves, diminished through the decrease 
of the valve matter, was compensated by the increase of the arch of vaulting. When 
reaching the critical stage, after which a further increase of vaulting would not be 
capable to substitute statically the decrease of the valve matter due to the thinning of 
the valve, the development proper of the umbonal ridge began in order to increase the 
mechanical firmness of the valve. The development of the umbonal ridge is undoubtedly 
connected with the character of environment in which the development of a certain 
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genus took place. B. I. C her n y she v (1951) supposes that the specimens of the genus 
Phestia (that is, forms with a distinct umbonal ridge extending as far as the middle of . 
the valve height) lived on relatively solid, fine-grained bottom in the litoral zone, in 
which the mechanical effects of the waves are still perceptible. The representatives of 
the genus Polideucia (that is, forms with shorter and less expressed umbonal ridge), 
are supposed to have lived on the shelf beyond the boundary of the mechanical effects 
of the waves. We believe that this opinion can be accepted as correct. Thus far we 
leave the question as to what extent the development of the umbonal ridge is connected 
with the development of the accessory muscles, which are fixed on it in the umbonal 
portion, open, as we do not consider it possible to solve it on the basis of the material 
which is at our disposal. 

WIDTH OF THE VALVE [s}: 

The length of the perpendicular dropped from the poinj: of maximum convexity to 
the plane of junction of the valves . 

Nuculanidae Stoliczka, 1871. 

Type species: Nuculana L i n k, 1807 
Distribution: Ordovician to recent 
Diagnosis: Being generally known and cited by numerous authors, we do not 

consider necessary to quote the origin diagnosis again. We refer to the work of F. S to
liczka (1871, p. 318) and I. A. Korobkov (1954, p. 74). 

Synonym: Ledidae auctorum 

As is known, H. & A. Ad a m s ( 1853-1858) subdivided the family 
Nuculanidae on the basis of the position of the internal ligament into 
the subfamilies Nuculaniae, comprising the forms with internal liga
ment, and Maletinae wit external ligament. The presence of the moth
er-of-pearl layer is indicated by the authors as an additional feature 
of the subfamily Nuculaninae. 

According to the position of the ligament it would be possible to 
place the genera Polideucia and Phestia into the subfamily Nuculaninae, 
however, the presence of the umbonal ridge in both genera is in our 
opinion such a prominent feature that it justifies the establishing of a new 
subfamily for the two genera and others related. The name Polideuciinae 
nou. subfam. is suggested for this subfan1ily. 

Polidevciinae nov. subfam. 

Type genus: Polideucta C h er n y s h e v, 1951 

Diagnosis. Nuculanid pelecypods with the shells more or less pro
duced posteriorly into a rostrum. Hinge composed of two branches of 
taxodont teeth meeting under the beak. Ligament internal. Umbonal 
ridge distinct. 

Distribution and Occurrence. Carboniferous to Permian. (World
spread). 

Remarks . B. I. C he r n y she v ( 1951) placed his new genera Po
lideucia and Phestia in the family Ledidae ( = re c t e Nuculanidae). His 
view is newly shared by P. L. S h u l g a (1956) and M. K. El i as (1957). 
By the establishment of an independent subfamily Polideuciinae we wish 
io express the fact that both genera placed here differ in several common 
features from the remaining nuculanid forms. Those differences are, in 
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our opinion, the expression of a special evolutionary line inside the whole 
family. In the Permian of Europe a form, labelled as Leda speluncaria 
G e in it z, which is abundant in British and German Zechstein and in 
the Kazanian Formation of Eastern Europe, belongs to this subfamily. In 
our opinion, this G e in it z's species is not congeneric with Polidevcia 
or Phestia and, therefore, it would be necessary to establish a new generic 
taxon for it. 

Polidevcia Chernyshev, 1951 (nov. emend.) 

Polideucia C her n y she v, 1943 (nomen nudum) 
Polideucia C h e·r n y she v, 1951 
Polidevcia S h u I g a, 1956 
Polideuc'tia E I i a s, 1957 

Genoholotype: According to the original designation - Polidevcia karagandensis 
C her n y she v, 1951. Lower Carboniferous, Karaganda USSR. 

Synonyms: 
Nucula Sowerby, 1824 (partim) 
Nucula auctorum ( p a r t i m) 
Leda d'Orbigny, 1850 (partim) 
Leda auctorum (part i m) 
Nuculochlamys P a u I, 1041 (no men nudum) 
Nuculochlamys De mane t, 1943 (no men nudum) 
Culunana L i n t z, 1958 
N o n: Nucula L a m a r c k, 1799 

Nuculana L i n k, 1807 
Leda S chum ache r, 1817 

Original diagnosis. (A free translation of B. I. C h e r n y s h e v's 
original diagnosis, in which some of the author's terms are left, although 
we cannot agree with them entirely): "Shell relatively large, equivalve, 
strongly inequilateral, the posterior side being twice or even more times 
longer than the anterior. Beak opisthogyrate. A narrow rib below the beak -
separates along the margin of the valve a lanceolate area, on which the 
ribs ornamenting the valve continue. A blunt keel behind the beak passing 
to the posterior end defines a broad area along the valve margin. Inside 
this area, a rib runs from the beak to the valve margin. The rib separates 
anteriorly a slightly concave area, which is elevated beginning from the 
point of connection of the rib with the valve margin. The rib, the elevated 
portion of the valve and the keel define a triangular concave area. In 
some cases, a slight swelling in front of the keel can be observed rather 
suggesting the second keel of Leda. 

The hinge consists of two branches of taxodont tee_th, which meet 
at an angle under the beak. Number of teeth is in both branches ap
proximately the same. Teeth of the anterior branch are placed along 
the entire area, which is separated by the rib, while in the posterior 
branch the teeth continue only as far as the elevated portion of the valve. 
Chondrophore absent. Adductor scars faint. Pallial line without sinus. 
The internal rib short, sharply marked. Umbonal muscle scar large, 
situated on the rib near the beak. Below it, two shallower scars are 
visible. A short rib is present at the posterior end of the valve. 

The ornamentation consists of acute, concentric, fine ribs, which 
are abruptly bent at the above mentioned rib and continue further in the 
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form of fine lines on the posterior area. On the keel they are often 
smoothed off." 

Remarks and Relations. B. I. C her n y she v ( 1951) separated 
from late Paleozonic nuculanid forms two groups of pelecypods, which 
differ from the typical representatives of Nuculana Link ( = Leda 
S chum ache r) mainly in the presence of the umbonal ridge ("the 
internal rib" of C h e r n y s h e v). For the first group C h e r n y s h e v 
( 1951) established the genus Polidevcia, for the second the genus Phestia. 
The two genera differ from each other first of all in the general shape 
of the shell, the structure of the escutcheon, the character of the umbonal 
ridge and in some additional secondary teatures. The differences between 
the two genera and others related were discussed by B. I. C her n y she v 
in his previous article of the year 1943, to which we refer. We note that 
in this work B. I. C her n y she v already used the generic names 
Palidevcia nov. gen. and Phestia nov. gen., although he did not establish 
them systematically. The representatives of the genus Polidevcia have 
been placed by the previous authors in different genera, such as Nuculana 
Link, Leda S chum ache r, Yoldia M o 11 er, though they actually 
differ from the original diagnosis of these genera especially in the pre
sence of the umbonal ridge. H. P a u 1 ( 1941, pp. 38-40) placed some of 
them to his manuscript genus Nuculochlamys. P a u 1, however, even later 
did not present any diagnosis of this genus, nor did he determine its 
genotype and, therefore, it is necessary to consider it invalid. F. De
m a n e t ( 1943, pp. 88-89) used in his work the generic name Nuculo
chlamys P a u 1 MS., but neither did this author give any diagnosis of 
the genus or its genotype. 

On the basis of our own observations of the representatives of Poli
devcia we arrived to certain reservations concerning the original C h e r
n y s h e v's diagnosis. 

B. I. C her n y she v states in his diagnosis that chondrophore is 
absent in Polidevcia. We have not succeeded in ascertaining the basis 
of C her n y she v's conclusion. In the description of the genotype he 
remarks (pp. 26-27) that the internal structure of the valve is not known 
to him. The same remark can be found in the description of some other 
members of the genus Polidevcia in C her n y she v's work ( 1951). 
Even in the forms in which he describes the hinge apparatus C her n y
s he v does not explicitly state that chondrophore is lacking. On the 
other hand, neither in the species in which he describes the escutcheon 
does this author indicate whether he has observed the external ligament 
or not. 

M. K. E 1 i as ( 1957, p. 750), supposes, in connection with this ques
tion, that there is some misprint or error in observation in C her n y
s he v's work. He remarks that N. D. New e 11 too is very skeptical 
towards the question of the absence of chondrophore in late Paleozoic 
nuculanid forms. 

P. L. S h u 1 g a informed us in a written communication of 1959 that 
our supposition about the presence of chondrophore in Polidevcia is prob
ably right, although she could not ascertain it on her material owing 
to the poor state of preservation. 
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The presence of the internal ligament is also discussed in a separate 
article to which we refer (B. R u z i c k a & F. P rant l, 1960). 

When studying the descriptions of different species of Polidevcia 
one could suppose that the question of presence or absence of chondro
phore in this species is easily solvable. 

Already W. Hind (1896-1900) states in the description of Nuculana 
attenuata that chondrophore is present in this species. Similarly other 
authors, both previous and recent (e.g. El i as, 1957), refer chondro
phore in the descriptions of the forms of Polidevcia ( Leda, Nuculana, 
Yoldia), but they do not describe it precisely nor do they figure it. This 
drawback is probably due to the difficulties with which individual authors 
met in the course of the study of the above mentioned genus and which 
are the same as met by us. In most cases isolated valves, on which it 
would be possible to observe the connection of both hinge branches, are 
not available. The impression of the hinge on the molds, which are the 
essential part of our collection, is either quite indistinct or not distinct 
enough to enable to ascertain whether chondrophore is present or not. 
Only in a single case ( P. attenuata, our type no. 91) the posterior hinge 
branch narrows to underneath the beak while the anterior hinge branch 
continues with the same width as far as below the umbonal portion, 
which could indicate the presence of chondrophore. Valves with the shell 
matter preserved are known quite rarely. We have not succeeded in 
isolating the single valves in these forms and thus enable to the observa
tion of the hinge, but it is possible to study on them in detail the structure 
of the escutcheon. The latter is, as becomes evident from the diagnosis, 
divided into two parts on each valve by a thin rib passing froni beneath 
the beak to the valve margin: the external part being limited by the keel, 
the rib mentioned above and the raised portion of the dorsal line, and 
the internal part being defined by the rib and the depressed portion of 
the dorsal line. In the apical view the internal parts suggest a ligamenta! 
area of lanceolate shape. This impression is to a considerable extent 
increased by the inner area of the escutcheon being depressed. This area 
shows in one of our specimens ( P. attenuata, type no. 137) even in
dications of transversal striping and minute shallow pits along the ex
ternal borders which suggest small muscle scars. It is possible that 
a similar observation made C her n y she v believe that the external 
ligament is present in Polidevcia, which he expressed in his diagnosis 
by the statement: {{chondrophore absent". 

B. I. C her n y she v cites as one of the characteristic features of 
Polidevcia that the number of teeth in both hinge branches is approxim
ately the same. A more detailed scrutiny of his descriptions and figures, 
however, leads us to the opinion that this statement is not sufficiently 
proved. B. I. C her n y she v in so.me cases gives the number of teeth 
in both hinge branches, but it does not seem possible to determine a valid 
generic feature on the basis of such a small number of specimens with 
distinct hinge. Especially when isolated valves with distinct hinge ap· 
paratus are in fact unknown and the impression of the teeth on the 
molds, which form the majority of C he r n y she v's collection as well 
as ours, are not distinct enough as to enable to determine exactly their 
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number. It is rather possible to follow the lengths ratio of both hinge 
branches. In our material the posterior hinge branch appears longer 
than in the anterior branch. 

C h e r n y s h e v's expression: "posterior part twice or even more times 
longer than the anterior" is not in our opinion enough exactly defined 
and can be explained in various ways. (See p ... . ) We suggest to replace 
this part of the diagnosis with the expression of the parameter a/ para
meter b ratio, as this expression is considered more exact. The corrected 
part of the diagnosis would then read as follows: "parameter b twice 
or even more times longer than parameter a". 

Unlike C her n y she v we have not been able to ascertain in our 
specimens the course of the pallial line. Consequently, we cannot take 
a standpoint on his statement that pallial line in Polideucia is without 
sinus. We comment that C her n y she v did not express the course of 
the pallial line either by a drawing, nor did he mark it on the photo
graphs. These are poorly reproduced so that it is impossible to trace 
the pallial line on them. 

C he r n y she v's diagnosis can be complemented by an additional 
statement that the shells of single species need not be large even in the 
adult stage. They can be small but they are always more or less elon
gated and claviform. 

The part of the diagnosis concerning the beaks can be complemented 
as well. According to what we ascertained in our material, the beaks 
extend moderately over the hinge line, and are more or less opisthogyrate, 
either contiguous or slightly distant. 

B. I. C her n y she v states in his diagnosis that a short rib is pre
sent at the posterior end of the valve in Polidevcia. He does not mention, 
however, whether it is found on the interior or exterior surface of the 
valve. It can be only supposed that it is present on the interior surface 
of the valve, as the author cites it in connection with the adductor scars, 
pallial line etc. Our studies, however, prove that it is more a rounded 
fold of the interior surface of the valve than an interior rib in the proper 
sense of the term. 

Finally we state that in a number of our forms a more or less distinct 
radial striating on the lamellous concentric ribs has been observed, 
especially on the surface of the anterior portion of the valve near to the 
free margin. The diagnosis indicates that "ornamentation consists of 
sharp concentric ribs", but these are in fact flat lamellae arranged so 
that their margins are imbricated from below upwards. This is visible 
only at great enlargement, while with the naked eye the ribs appear 
to be sharp. In our opinion, the striation of the lamellae is due to the 
fact that the subsurface layer of the valve matter, which has prismatic 
structure, has been fossilized (the prisms are more or less perpendicular 
to the direction of the lamellae). 

The genus Culunana Lint z, 1958 is considered a later subjective 
synonyim of Polidevcia C he r n y she v, 1951. The former differs from 
Polideucia C her n y she v in reality only in the internal ligament, which 
has been reliably ascertained in it as well as it has been found in the 
British and Silesian representatives of the genus. Owing to what was 
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mentioned above we reached the opinion that C h e r n y s h e v's diagnosis 
of the genus Polideucia is wrong in this point and that even on the well 
preserved Russian material the internal ligament is preserved. The 
related genus Phestia C her n y she v differs from Polideucia especially 
in these features: Escutcheon and lunule are shallow to indistinct. In 
case of the escutcheon being distinct no special lanceolate area separ
ated by the ribs is visible in it, which is typical of Polideucia. The dis
tinctness of the escutcheon and lunule depends on several factors: First 
of all it was found to depend on the thickness :of the valves. In some 
cases the escutcheon and lunule are well distinct on the molds while 
they are less clear on the surface of the valves proper. The clearness 
of these features depends consequently on the state of preservation as 
well. B. I. C h e r n y s h e v ( 1943) considered both genera ecologically 
differenciated in spite of their close phyletic relationship and states that 
they substitute each other in different biotopes. However, our experien
ces from the Ostrava-Karvina Coal District do not prove this statement. 
Here in some stratigraphicallevels both genera occur together. Of course, 
we cannot exclude with certainty the possibility of our assemblages re
presenting redeposited thanatocenoses. 

The mutual distinguishing of Polideucia and Phestia meets in practice 
with considerable difficulties. The above mentioned distinguishing char
·acters are well visible only in the apical view of isolated shells, which 
are, however, very rarely found . On the single valves, which are most 
commonly found, the structure of the escutcheon and lunule cannot be 
observed, the assignment of these forms to one genus or the . other de
pending consequently mainly on general shape of the valve. This dif
ference is, in our opinion, only quantitative. Therefore, for the time being, 
we preserve the generic validity of Phestia C her n y she v only with 
certain doubts. We are hindered here by the impossibility of deciding 
whether these two morphological types are in this country, as well as 
in other countries, members of the original biocenosis, and in this case 
independant taxons, or postmortally associated forms of the same type 
altered according to the different environmental conditions either genetic
ally or phenotypicall y. 

Occurrence. Polideucia C her n y she v is in the Ostrava-Karvina 
basin represented by five species: P. attenuata ( F le m in g, 1828), P. 
sharmani (Ether id g e j u n., 1878), P. cepeki nou. spec., P. gengeli 
nou. spec. and P. uastceki nou. spec. They were found in the Ostrava beds 
( Namurian A, less probably the lowest part of the Namurian B) of the 
Upper Silesian fore-deep. 
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Distribution. Carboniferous of N. America, Asia and Europe. 

POLIDEVCIA ATTENUATA [FLEMING, 1828) . 

1793 - Multiarticulate cockle U r e, Nat. Hist. of Rutherglen, p. 310, pl. XV., fig. 5. 
1828 - Nucula attenuata F 1 e m i n g, Hist. Brit. Animals, p. 403. 
H336 - Nucula claviformis? Phi 11 i p s, Geol. Yorkshire, p. 210, pl. V., fig. 17. 
1843 - Nucula attenuata M o r r is, Catal. Brit. Foss., p. 94. 
1844 - Nucula attenuata M'C o y, Garb. Limestone Fossils Ireland, p. 68. 
1844 - Nucula birostrata M'C o y, ibid, p. 68, pl. XI., fig. 23. 



1844 
1844 
1849 
1850 
1850 
1850 
1850. 
1855 
1862 
1863 

Nucula clavata. M'C o y, ibid, p. 69, pl. XI., fig. 25. 
Nucula leiorhynchus M'C o y, ibid, p. 69, pl. XI., fig. 27. 
Nucula claviformis Brown, Illustr. Foss. Conch., p. 185, pl. 76, fig. 38. 

- Leda claviformis d'O r big n y, Prodrome paleont., p. 129. 
Leda birostrata d'O r big n y, ibid, p. 129. 
Leda clavata d'O r big n y, ibid, p. 129. 
Leda leiorhynchus d'O r big n y, ibid, p. 129. 
Nucula? attenuata M'C o y, Brit. Palaeoz. Foss., p. 511. 
Leda attenuata Bail y, Mem. Geol. Surv. Ireland, p. 9, fig. 2a-c. 
Leda attenuata Roe mer, Z. deutsch. geol. Ges., 15, p. 568, pl. XV, 
9a-d. 

fig. 

1876 - Leda attenuata Roe mer, Leathea geognostica, pl. 44, fig. 11a-b. 
1878 - Ctenodonta attenuata Big s by, Thesaur. Devonico-Carb. p. 303. 
cf. 1885 - Nuculana leiorhynchus K on in c k, Faune calc. carb. Belg., Lamellibr. 

p. 137, pl. 26, fig. 44-46. 
1888 - Nuculana attenuata Ether id g e, sen. Brit. Fossils, p. 288. 
1896-1900 - Nuculana attenuata Hind, Brit. Carb. Lamellibr., 1, p. 195, pl. XV., 

fig. 1-16. 
1912 - Nuculana attenuata K l e b e l s b erg, Marine Fauna Ostrauer Schichten 

1914 

1915 

1923 
1928 

p. 487, pl. XX (II), fig. 43, 45, 46, 47 non pl. XX (11), fig. 44. 
Nuculana ( Leda] attenuata Dun I o p, Trans. geol. Soc. Glasgow, 15, pl. 20, 
fig. 17-19. 
Nuculana attenuata S m et a n a, Rozpravy Ces. Ak., roe. XXV, tr. II, c. 1, 
p. 23-24. 
Nuculana attenuata 
Nuculana attenuata 
pl. XII, fig. 32. 

C. S c h m i d t, Jb. preuss. geol. Land.-Anst. 44, p. 365. 
Sus t a Stratigr. Ostrau-Karwiner steinkohlenrevier, 

non 1929 - Nuculana attenuata De mane t, Mem. Mus. r. Hist. natur. Belg., 40, 
p. 9; pl. 1., fig. 1. 

1929 - Nuculana attenuata D a g u in, p. 33; pl. VII, fig. 12a-e. 
1929 cf. Nuculana attenuata V o o g d, Geol. Bureau Heerlen, Jaarverslag over 

?1930 

1932 

1928; pl. V, fig. 10. 
Nuculana attenuata Do r I o dot & De I e pine, Mem. Inst. geol. Univ. 
Louvain, 6, 1, p. 87; tab. VI, fig. 13-15. 
Nuculana attenuata C or si n, Trav. et Mem. Univ. Lille, Albums, 5, pl. 37, 
fig. 14, a, b. 

1932 Nuculana attenuata P fa b, Mitt. naturwiss. Ver. Troppau, 24/25, p. 77. 
?e. p. 1933 - Leda attenuata H. S c h mid t, Kellerwaldquarzit, p. 22, tab. Ill (XX) , 

fig. 17, non. fig. 16. 
1935 - Nuculana attenuata B i:i h m, Dev. sup. et Garb. inf. Montagne Noire, p . 146; 

pl. VIII, fig. 4, a, b. 
1937 - Nuculana attenuata We i g ne r, Bull, serv. geol. Pologne, 9, 2, p. 29. 
1939 Leda attenuata S c h w a r z b a c h, Die Muscheln im Oberkarb. Oberschl. 

1941 

1941 

1943 

1949 

1949 

1949 

1956 

I. Taxodonta, p. 12, non pl. 1., fig. 9-10. 
Nuculana attenuata De mane t, Faune et stratigr. de l'et. Nam. de la Belg., 
Mem. Mus. Royal, No 97, p. 238, pl. 14, fig. 13, non fig. 12. 
Nucu(ochlamys attenuata P a u I, Foss. Catal. I. Animalia, 91, Lamellibr. 
infracarb, p. 38. 
Nuculochlamys attenuata De mane t, Mem. Mus. r. Hist. nat. Belg., 101, 
p. 88, pl. Ill., fig. 8, 9, 10, 12, non fig. 11. 
Leda ( Nuculana) attenuata H r o m a d a, Rozpravy I I. Ceske Akademie, 
roe. LVIII, c. 6, p. 7, pl. IV, fig. 11. 
Leda attenuata Schwa r z b a c h, Die Fauna d . Bug-Karb. u. ihre Strat. 
u. Paleogeogr. Bed., p. 43, textfig. 27. 
Leda attenuata rettculata S c h w a r z b a c h, ibid, p. 44, non textfig. 28, 
non pl. 4, fig. 1. 
Polidevcia attenuata S h u I g a, <l>ayHa H . <jlJiopa KaMeHoyroJibHbiX oT.lO)KeHHH 

raJI.-BOJib!HCKOH BTI3)J,HHb!. nJiaCT. MOJIJIIOCKH, p. 115, p}. 1, fig. 15, non fig. 16. 
?1956 Polidevcia gigantea S h u l g a, ibid, p. 116, pl. 1, fig. 18. 
?1956 - Polidevcia ex. gr. attenuata S h u I g a, ibid, p. 118, p"l. 1, fig. 17. 
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Non 1824 - Nucula claviformis Sower by, Mineral. Conchology vol. V. p. 119, 
pl. 476, fig. 2. 

Non 1932 - Leda cf. attenuata Fed o to v, Carb. Pelecyp. Donetz Basin, p. 26; 
pl. 1, fig. 22-26. 

Non 1932 - Nuculana attenuata R a k us z, Oberkarb. Foss. Dobsina u. Nagy
visny6, p. 92, pl. V., fig. 29. 

Holotype: Nucula attenuataJ F 1 em in g, 1828, Hist. Brit. Animals, p. 403, according 
to U re's figure as Multiarticulate cockle (U re, 1793, Nat. Hist. of Rutherglen, p. 310, 
pl. XV, fig. 5). 

Locus typicus: Glasgow.!) 
Stratum typicum: In F 1 e m i n g ( 1828): Independent Coal Formation. 

Material. A number of left and right non-isolated valves and their 
fragments and several free shells. Eighteen best preserved forms have 
been used for biometrical studies. Material comes partly from our own 
collections, partly from the collections of the Geological Department of 
the Syndicate of the Ostrava-Karvina Coal Mines. It is deposited in the 
collections of the Mining University in Ostrava. Besides, we have at our 
disposal the comparative material lent by the British Museum ( Nat. Hist.). 
This material comes from the following strata and localities: Dunferm
line, Scotland; Lanark, Scotland; Coal Measures, Five, Scotland, and Coal 
Measures, Howick, Northumberland. 

Mode of preservation. The majority of our material are internal 
molds and sculptural molds. Impressions and free shells with the shell 
matter preserved are also known. 

Original F l e m in g's diagnosis. "Transversally elongated, ventri
cose, one end short rounded, the other produced with a broad concave 
area, elevated in the middle along the point; the whole covered with 
regular fine concentric ribs, or striae." We note that the complementing 
of the original F l e m in g's diagnosis is given under the remarks on the 
species, to which we refer. 

Description. Outline. Anterior line long, lobate, in its upper part 
nearly straight, passing at about two thirds of the distance between the 
beak and the anterior extreme point into a broad arch, which coalesces 
in its lower part with the lower part of the posterior line. The inferior 
extreme point of the outline lies close beyond the contraumbonal point, 
exceptionally in front of it. The subumbonal point lies a little before the 
umbonal plane; dorsal angle obtuse, of about 160 degrees. Upper part 
of the posterior line is more or less concave, rostral arch narrow, minute, 
lower part of the posterior line either moderately bent downwards or 
straight, or ..in the proximity of the rostral arch slightly bent upwards. 
Rostrum is usually produced into the form of a duck or goose beak or 
a spur, according to the variability of the course of the posterior line. 

1) W. Hind ( 1896-1900] figures as the type species on the plate XV. fig. 1 the 
form which Phi 11 i p s considered as a typical representative of Nucula claviformis? 
This· form from G i 1 b e r t so n's collection have been reported from Carboniferous 
Limestone, Bolland. H i n d does not believe that this specimen comes from limestones. 
Of the localities which could yield this form, he prefers Harelaw or Otterburn rather 
than Bolland. F 1 e m in g ( 1828], does not refer to any locality. In the present work 
Glasgow is referred to as the typical locality on the basis of Hind's statement (1896-
1900, p. 197) about the frequent occurence of this species in its surroundings. 
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Vaulting. Valves vaulted or strongly vaulted, the line of maximum 
convexity passing from the beak approximately at right angles to the 
anteroposterior parameter. The point of maximum convexity lies in the 
middle third of the valve height in most cases nearer to the midpoint, 
Keel is conspicuous, in the proximity of the beak acute, in the rostral part 
more rounded, being more or less bent throughout its course. It dis
appears in the vaulting of the valve before the posterior end or remains 
apparent as far as the rostral arch. 

Beaks. Vaulted, rounded, distinctly incurved, contiguous, raised over 
the hinge line, in the oldest portion pointed, moderately opisthogyrate, 
situated on the boundary between the anterior and the ·middle third of 
the anteroposterior parameter, or sometimes a little before it. 

Escutcheon. Long, distinctly depressed, raised along the dorsal line 
in the posterior part, separated by the keel from the remainder of the 
valve, divided into two parts by an acute thin rib, which passes on each 
valve from the oldest part of the beak and joints the elevated dorsal 
margin in the middle third of the distance between the umbo and the 
posterior extreme point. In the apical view the inner part of the es
cutcheon appears narrowly lanceolate. Its surface bears fine longitudinal 
striae which are parallel to the dorsal margin. These striae break at an 
obtuse angle on the acute rib towards the external part of the escutcheon. 
In our type no. 137, minute, shallow, regularly spaced, anteroposteriorly 
slightly elongated pits are visible along the thin ribs, suggesting to a 
certain degree the muscles insertions of the external ligament. On the 
inner area, low inconspicuous ribs connect transversally the above men
tioned pits, which suggests the striping of ligamenta! groove. 

Lunule. Inconspicuous, shallow. 
Hinge. In our collection isolated shells preserved in such a way as 

to enable to study in details the hinge character are missing. Most often 
there are only more or less distinct impressions of teeth of different 
levels. In cases where it was possible to observe the structure of the 
hinge plates it was evident that the posterior, moderately concave hinge 
plate was longer than the anterior one which was slightly convex. The 
junction of both hinge branches was not clear enough as to enable to 
state whether chondrophore was absent or not. Only in the type no. 91 
the posterior hinge branch is narrowing in a typical way to beneath the 
umbo, while the anterior hinge branch continues with the same width 
as far as the umbonal part, which could indicate the presence of chondro
phore. .It was impossible to study the shape and number of teeth, con
sequently, we are unable to take up an attitude towards Hind's remark 
(1896-1900) that both branches bear a row of vertical V-shaped teeth 
having the apex of the V directed towards the umbo. 

Muscle scars. Posterior muscle scar on the internal molds is large, 
oval, in the direction of the keel strongly elongated, situated partly on 
the keel, partly on the valve body. The side nearer 1to the umbo is dis
tinctly raised. Anterior muscle scar is nearly circular, relatively large, 
situated near the anterior margin. The portion nearer to the valve mar
gin is raised. The muscle scars observed on the fragments of the shells 
quite agree with the above given description. 
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Pallial line. It was impossible to observe the entire course of the 
pallial line in any of our specimens. 

Umbonal ridge. In our collection the impression of the umbonal 
ridge on molds in which the shell material has been removed can be 
observed. The impression of the ridge is short, running somewhat back
wards either straight or moderately curved. In the upper part it is broad 
and deeper, being produced downwards and becoming shallower. Gener
ally it does not exceed the anterior third of the valve height. As far as 
it was possible to observe the umbonal ridge directly on the fragments 
of the shell, its course agrees with the above given description. 

Impressions of the accessory muscles. They can be observed best 
on molds in which the shell material has been removed. They are minute, 
somewhat raised, subovoidal, mostly vertically, even somewhat horizon
tally elongated, being either three, situated in a triangle in which the 
lower impression is the largest, or two, the upper impression being larger 
than the lower one. They lie in the impression of the umbonal ridge or 
on its borders. 

The shell proper. As far as it could have been observed it is mostly 
thick, about 1 mm. 

Costation. The valves proper bear regular, narrow, close, flat con
centric ribs imbricating from bellow upwards. Close before the keel the 
ribs disappear, so that the surface of the keel is smooth. On the sculptural 
molds the concentric costation is similar. Besides, a fine, threadlike 
vertical costation is visible on the single ribs, which is distinct especially 
on the ribs situated nearer to the free margin. The vertical ribs do not 
seem to be continuous. They are not visible on the surface of the valves 
proper. Only after a thorough etching of the shell matter do their traces 
sometimes become visible. Therefore, we presume that the vertical cos
tation on the sculptural molds appears in those cases where some lower 
layer of the valve material has been fossilized. 

Biometrical characterization. Equation of the regression line of v 
as plotted against d: 
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V = 0.35 d + 0.45 

Equation of the regression line of p1 as plotted against p2 : 

d = 2.81 V - 1.0 
d 
-=2.6 

V 

_v_ == 0.41 
P1 +P2 

Equatation of the regression line of p1 as plotted against p2 : 

P1 = 0.45 P2 + 0.02 

Equation of the regression line of p2 as plotted against p1 : 

P2 == 2.2 
P1 

P2 = 1.48 P1 + 3.2 



Pl = 0.31 (boundary 0.24-0.136) 
P1 + P2 

Equation of the regression line, of v1 as plotted against v2 : 

v1 = 0.73 V2 + 0.66 

Equation of the regression line of v2 as plotted against v1 : 

v2 == 1.05 
v1 

Aa = 50 22'; 
A(3 = 170 30'; 
Ar = 128° 04'; 

V2 = 0.59 v1 + 1.3 

ha = - 120 30' to 23'0; 
hf3 = 130 to 220; 
hy = 1090 45' to 146'o 09'; 

Ra = 3° 58' to 6° 48' 
R{3 = 16'o 45' to 18° 55' 
Ry = 123'o 33' to 1320 33' 

Remarks and Relations. The above mentioned species has been es
tablished by F le m in g ( 1828) on the basis of U re's ( 1793) figure. The 
author gives the diagnosis of the species but does not figure it. As can 
be seen, the above cited diagnosis is rather general and in our opinion 
it is applicable to a number of species. Therefore, it has been comple
mented and made more precise by some authors, especially by Hind 
[1896-1900), whose description is refered to by subsequent authors ·more 
often than the original F le m in g's diagnosis. Therefore, we consider 
it necessary to quote the original Hind's diagnosis. "Shell moderately 
gibbose, produced and attenuated posteriorly almost to a point. The 
anterior end is of moderate size, and has a regularly rounded margin. 
The inferior or ventral border is gently convex for the anterior four fifths; 
it then may become straight. The posterior border is very narrow, and 

· is acutely rounded. The dorsal border is rounded and short in .front, 
produced and straight behind, the latter portion being at a lower level 
than the anterior. 

The umbones are small and inconspicuous, incurved and non-conti
guous. They are situated at about the junction of the anterior and middle 
thirds of the hinge-line. In front of the umbones is a small elongate 
elliptical lunette, and posterior to them is an elongated, comparatively 
broad escutcheon, which is marked off by an acutely edged fold arising 
from the apex of the umbo; and, curving at first outwards and backwards, 
soon passes inwards and below the level of the hinge edge, terminating 
at the extreme posterior point of the shell. The escutcheon is divided 
into two parts by obscure lines, which arise fro1m the edge of the ridge, 
and pass obliquely inwards and backwards to meet in the middle line. 
The portion in front of these lines is diamond-shaped and concave; pos
terior to them the upper edge of the valve rises in the middle line, so 
that this part is roof-shaped, but slightly hollow at the sides. The valves 
are gently and evenly convex; the great test convexity is at a point 
midway on the vertical line which passes from the umbo to the ventral 
border. 

Interior. The hinge-plate is thickened, and consists of two portions, 
anterior and posterior, separated by a pit for the internal cartilage, situ-
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ated immediately beneath the umbones. The anterior portion is curved, 
convex upwards, and is set with a number of vertical V-shaped teeth 
having the apex of the V directed towards the umbo. The anterior teeth 
are larger in front, and diminish in size as they approach the centre. 
The posterior portion also consists of numerous similarly shaped teeth, 
but arranged with their apices pointed forwards. They are larger in the 
middle than at either end, and do not occupy the whole of the posterior 
part of the hinge-plate, the hinder half being edentulous. This part is 
gradually thinned and twisted upwards to form a very thin and delicate 
edge to the produced portion of the valve. 

The scar of the anterior adductor muscle is shallow and not very 
conspicuous; it is situated at the anterior-superior angle of the shell, and 
is marginal, and extends some little way backwards along the hinge
plate. It is marked off fron1 the umbo by a slight ridge which runs for
wards and downwards. The posterior adductor muscle-scar is narrow 
and transversally elongate, and situated just below the hingeline near 
the posterior end. A ridge extends downwards from the interior of the 
umbo, shown as a wellmarked hollow in casts. On the anterior portion 
of this are two pit-like hollows, probably from the insertion of the pedal 
muscles. The pallial line is not sinuated. 

Exterior. The surface is for the most part ornamented with fine, 
regular, concentric lines of growth, which terminate behind abruptly at 
the acute edge which forms the boundary of the escutcheon. At the 
posterior end the lines are bent upwards and twisted forwards over this 
ridge, and are less well marked, giving rise to a wavy appearance. Here 
and there on the surface of the valve the regularity of the marking is inter
fered with by deeper lines, especially near the ventral margin. The valves 
are closed all round. 

Dimensions ( Pl. XI, fig. 3). An average-sized specimen from Thorton~ 
in our Collection, measures 

Antero-posterior l y 
Dorso-ventrally (at umbo) 
From side to side 

28 mm. 
12 mm. 

6.5mm. 

Subsequent authors, who based their studies on H in d's diagnosis, 
did not complement it essentially. Our observations agree in principal 
features with H in d's description. The differences lie first of all in that 
we could not reliably ascertain the chondrophore, the entire course of 
the pallial line, the shape and number of teeth and their placing on the 
hinge plates. However, in several features our specimens differ from 
H in d's forms. The dorsal margin is in our specimens curved, not 
straight, beaks are sometimes contiguous, the ribs dividing the escutcheon 
are distinct, the posterior muscle scar is not narrow, but large and oval, 
and the sculpture does not consist of growth lines, but of flat, narrow 
lamellous ribs. (We believe that Hind's formulation is rather inexact 
and that the sculpture of both ours and H in d's forms is the same.) The 
Namurian representatives of P. attenuata F l e m in g ( 1828) which form 
the majority of our collection, differ further from H in d's forms in their 
rostral part not having the shape of a duck beak and not bearing a more 
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or less distinct narrow furrow which emphasizes the above mentioned 
character of the rostral portion. ( H i n d figures this furrow running on 
the rostral part in the direction of the keel, but he does not describe it.) 
On the contrary, in our Namurian species the rostral part is evenly vaul
ted, ending by a narrow upwards sloping point. A similar difference in 
the form of the rostral part was ascertained also by P. L. S h u 1 g a ( 1956). 
This author explains it by the fact that H in d's forms are Visean in age 
while the Russian forms are Namurian. The structure of the rostral part 
described by W. Hind was ascertained only in our Visean forms. 

We do not consider it necessary to separate from P. attenuata the 
forms which have the end of the rostral part pointed because the r ostrum 
of the shape of a duck beak is not equally developed even in H in d 's 
form and, besides, it is possible that H in d's illustrations are not free 
from drawing errors. -

M. S c h war z b a c h ( 1949) subdivided the above mentioned species 
into two subspecies, the first designated Leda attenuata attenuata, the 
second Leda attenuata reticulata. The typical subspecies, as becomes 
evident from S c h war z b a c h 's diagnosis as well as from his remarks, 
corresponds on the whole with H in d's and F 1 e m in g's conception of 
Nuculana attenuata. Specimens assigned by Schwa r z b a c h to the 
subspecies Leda attenuata reticulata are characterized, according to this 
author, by their sculpture consisting besides concentric costation from: 
"einer noch feineren regelma:Bigen, radialen Rippung, die besonders in 
den Zwischenraumen der Langsrippen hervortritt und mit blo:Bem Auge 
kaum erkennbar ist." This reticulate sculpture is according to 
S c h war z b a c h visible " . .. nur im vorderen Teil der Klappe ( etwa 
bis in Ho he des Wirbels) ". Under the remarks of this species S c h war z
b a c h states further that " .. . die netzformige Skulptur ... nicht als s 'el
tenheit gelegentlich bei kleineren Exemplaren von Leda attenuata an
gedeutet find et ... " . 

We believe that S c h war b a c h's subdivision of Leda attenuata 
into two subspecies on the basis of presence or absence of reticulate sculp
ture is not well-founded and justified. (The specimen that was selected 
by M. S c h war b a c h [ 1949 j for holotype of the subspecies Leda at
tenuata reticulata [text-fig. 28, pl. IV, fig. 1] falls in our opinion beyond 
the variation circle of P. attenuata.) As becomes evident from the above 
cited quotations the reticulate sculpture is not an exclusive character of 
a group within the species P. attenuata. We have even found that a similar 
sculpture is more or less visible in some other forms of Polidevcia and 
also in Phestia. As already has been mentioned above we consider the 
radial costation of the lamellar ribs a fossilized subsurface layer of the 
shell mater, which shows such structure. 

We point out that the form figured by M. S c h war z b a c h ( 1939, 
pL I, fig. 9) designated Leda attenuata does not seem to belong to the 
described species, as it differs from it, besides other features, in its more 
elongated form. Also R. v. K 1 e be 1 s be r g ( 1912, pl. XX [ 2] fig. 44) 
figures a similar form. We consider both these forms belonging to the 
species designated Polideucia cepeki nou. spec. 
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Other forms figured by K l e b e l s be r g ( 1912, pl. XX [ 2], fig. 46 
and 47) suggest through their general shape the holotype of Polideucia 
gigantea S h u l g a, 1956. On the basis of the existing description we do 
not dare to decide as to what extent this species is related with Polideucia 
attenuata ( F l e m.) and, therefore, we leave this question open. How
ever, it is possible that a study of the original material could even prove 
that both species could be considered the same. 

Several authors assign to P. attenuata also such specimens of which 
the basal parameter or even the shape of the outline indicate only a dis
tant relationship with the mentioned species. In our opinion it is not 
possible to consider a representative of P. attenuata the specimen figur
ed by De mane t (1941) on pl. XIV, fig. 12, and the specimen figured 
by the same author ( 1943) on pl. Ill, fig. 11. The latter suggests our speci
mens of Phestia bellicostata ( S c h war z b a c h, 1939). In our collection 
Polideucia cepeki nov. spec. stands nearest to P. attenuata. Polideucia 
attenuata differs from P. cepeki nou. spec. in the less slender outline, 
the distinctly bent keel, the escutcheon raised only along the posterior 
part of the dorsal margin, the inner part of the escutcheon and the less 
produced and more sloping posterior part of the valve. 

From P. vastceki nou. spec. in the less slender and more vaulted shell, 
the rostrate and less narrowing posterior part, more depressed and broader 
area, less distinct lunule, and continuous course of the ribs which are 
not wavy in the posterior part of the valve in front of the keel. The 
posterior part of the valve is more upwards sloping in Polideucia at
tenuata. 

P. attenuata differs from P. gangeli nou. spec. in the larger, less 
slender shell, the more acute keel, the distinctly depressed escutcheon, 
the less expressive lunule, in the absence of a depression passing from 
the umbo to the posterior part of the free margin and in the more up
wards sloping posterior part of the valves. 

The above described species differs from P. sharmani first of all in 
the position of the beak, the position of the inferior extreme point (the 
value of the angle a), in the more vaulted valves and in the position of 
the maximum convexity point. Lunule is in P. attenuata, unlike in P. shar
mani, broad and indistinct, escutcheon deeply depressed, keel acute and 
in most cases raised above the dorsal margin. 

Distribution. . The above described species occurs in the ·Lower Car
boniferous of British Islands, in the Central, Western and Eastern Europe, 
and in the Namurian of Belgium, Upper Silesia and Volyn-Galicia. 

Occurrence. Our collection contains specimens from the Visean and 
Namurian A (less probably from the lower part of Namurian B) from both 
marine bands of the Nanetta seam from the mines Stalin at Hrusov, 
Sverma at Mar. Hory, and Bezruc at Sl. Ostrava, from the outcrops of the 
mine Urx at Petrkovice, from the Frantiska marine band, from the mines 
Stalin 11 and Bezruc, and from the bores StariC NP 133 and 123, from the 
third Enna marine band, from the mines Zarubek at Sl. Ostrava and Cingr 
at MichaJkovice and from several undesignated marine bands of the 
Enna seam from the mines Vaclav at Orlova, Alexander at Kuncicky, 
J eremenko at Vltkovice, and from the bore Star!c NP 133, from the third 
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Barbora marine band from the mine Vaclav, from an undesignated marine 
band of the Barbora seam from the mine Fucfk 11 at Petrvald and from 
the Gabriela marine band from the mine Pionyr at Petrvald. The Visean 
specimen comes from the Culm strata near Opatovice which are ranged. 
by K. Hr o mad a (1949) to the Zone Ill a-~. 

Polidevcia cepeki nov. spec. 

cf. 1912 - Nuculana attenuata K l e b e l s b e r g, Die marine Fauna der Ostrauer 
Schichten; Jahr. d. K. K. geol. Reichsanst., Vo. 62, No. 3, Pl. XX, fig. 44, non fig. 43, 45, 
46, 47. 

1939 - Leda attenuata S c h w a r z b a c h, Die Muscheln im Oberkarbon Ober-
schlesiens, Jahrberichte d. geol. Vereinig. Oberschles., pl. I, fig. 9, non fig. 10. 

Non 1827 - Nucula attenuata F le m in g, Hist. Brit. Animals, p. 403. 
Holotype: Right valve, type no. 170, figured on pl. 11, fig . 7. 
Derivatio nominis: In honour of Ing. Dr. L. Cepek, who greatly contributed to the 

investigation of the Carboniferous and Permian of Czechoslovakia. 
Locus typicus: Petrkovice, mine Urx. 
Stratum typicum: Bohdan marine band, Petrkovice zone, Namurian A. 

Material . Several right and left valves and their fragments. Material 
coming partly from our own collections, partly from the collections of 
the Mining School in Ostrava. The biometrical analysis could not be made 
because of the small number of specimens. 

Mode of preservation. Sculptural molds and forms in which the valve 
material has been preserved. · 

Diagnosis. A species of the genus Polidevcia characterized by a long, 
narrow vaulted shell. Keel is acute, reaching as far as the posterior ex
treme point. Anterior line short, lingulate, posterior line produced in the 
form of a goose beak, rostral arch minute. Beaks broad, rounded, strongly 
incurved, moderately raised above the hinge line, straight to slightly 
opisthogyrate, situated in the anterior third or anterior quarter of the 
antero-posterior parameter. Escutcheon narrow, elongated depressed 
moderately raised throughout the length of the dorsal margin; it is finely 
striated, divided into two parts by a thin rib, which joins the dorsal mar
gin at about the midpoint of the distance between the umbo and the 
posterior extreme point. Lunule minute, distinct. Muscle scars not very 
pronounced, the anterior scar being smaller, subcircular, posterior some
what larger, elongated in the direction of the rostrum. Umbonal ridge 
short, not too high, approximately bisecting the apical angle. Accessory 
muscle scars minute, faint, their number is not known to us. It was not 
possible to ascertain the entire course of the pallial line. Surface cos
tation of the valves close, regular, concentric; single ribs narrow, flat, 
imbricating so that the border of the younger rib covers the lower border 
of the older rib. Besides, on sculptural molds fine, close, thread-like 
radial ribs, which are more distinct in the anterior part of the valve near 
the free margin, are apparent. Granulation of the fr ee margin appears 
on the internal molds. The hinge character could not be ascertained. 

Description. 

Outline. Anterior line lingulate, rather short, vaulted, its dorsal and 
ventral part being formed by a broad arch, while the anterior part is 
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formed by a narrow arch. Dorsal angle nearly 180 degrees. Posterior 
line long, produced in the form of a goose beak, its upper part being more 
or less straight, passing fluently in the proximity of the posterior extreme 
point into a minute arch of small radius. Below the rostra! part the lower 
part of the posterior line is moderately bent upwards to straight and 
passes fluently by a moderate arch into the lower part of the anterior line. 

Vaulting. Valves evenly vaulted, the maximum convexity line passes 
from the umbo to the inferior extreme point, approximately in the plane 
of the valve height. The maximum convexity point lies in the upper 
half of the valve height, nearer to the midpoint. Keel very acute, in the 
dorsal view passing from the beak to the posterior extreme point in a 
broad arch, which becomes straight in the posterior portion. In the lateral 
view the keel appears almost straight. 

Beaks. Broad, rounded, only in the oldest portion moderately point
ed, strongly incurved, slightly raised above the hinge line, straight to 
moderately prosogyrate, situated in the anterior third or the anterior 
quarter of the anteroposterior parameter. 

Escutcheon. Narrow, elongated, distinctly depressed, moderately 
raised along the dorsal margin, marked off by an acute keel from the rest 
of the valve. The internal structure and character of striation as in Poli
deucia attenuata. The inner part of the escutcheon is, however, narrower, 
slightly depressed, and the little rib dividing the escutcheon into two 
parts joins the dorsal margin at about the middle of the distance between 
the umbo and posterior extreme point. 

Lunule. Minute, shallow, unpronounced. 
Hinge. In none of our specimens is the hinge apparatus preserved 

well enough to enable a detailed study of its character. 
Muscle scars. Shallow, not too prominent. Anterior muscle scar 

subcircular, situated near to the dorsal margin, its portion nearer to the 
umbo is elevated. Posterior muscle scar somewhat larger, in the direction 
of the rostrum strongly elongated, situated between the keel and the 
dorsal margin on the boundary of the middle and posterior third of the 
distance between the umbo and the posterior extreme point. 

Pallial line. Faintly distinct, its entire course is not known. 
Umbonal ridge. The impression of the umbonal ridge has been studied 

only on the internal molds. It is short, rather shallow, approximately 
bisecting the apical angle and disappearing in the vaulting of the valve 
at about the third or half of the valve height. 

Accessory muscle scars. Impressions were observed on the internal 
molds. They are minute, not too prominent, produced towards the free 
margin, situated on the impression of the umbonal ridge. Owing to the 
poor preservation, their total number is not known. 

Shell proper. In one of our specimens almost the entire shell was 
preserved; in another specimen we removed a fragment of the shell 
matter from the dorsal margin. In both cases the shell matter is consider
ably thick. 

Costation. The surface of the valves proper bears regular, narrow. 
close, flat ribs arranged as in P. attenuata. Keel is for the most part 
smooth, bearing only in the proximity of the posterior margin relatively 
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irregular, wavy, not too prominent striae. At a great enlargement, close, 
.fine, threadlike radial costation, which is distinct especially near the free 
margin, can be observed in the anterior part of sculptural molds. In
dividual costae are continuous and diverge out from the beak. Further
more, in the type no. 170 a fine crenulation of the anterior valve border 
is visible. 

Biometrical characterization. Owing to the s:mall n~mber of speci
mens only two basic parameters of two best preserved specimens are 
given. 

~~·~I b I d 
I 

vi I v, I V I PI I 
p2 

I 

ao 

1

40 I Yo 
. 

170 6,3 16,6 22,9 3,6 3,45 7,05 5,1 16,1 1 11,5 147 
------ ---------- -------

69 4,9 12,25 17,15 2,45 2,45 4,9 4,2 12,0 12 11,5 138,5 

1] All legth values in tables I-+ LII are 7 X enlarged. In tables VII, XIV, XXI, XXVIII. 

Remarks and Relations. TQ.e specimen figured by M. S c h war z
b a c h ( 1939) on pl. I, fig. 9 can be in our opinion considered the member 
of the above described species. The specimen figured by R. v. K le bel s
b e r g ( 1912) on pl. XX, fig. 44 suggests also to certain extent Polidevcia 
cepeki nov. spec. Relations and differences of the new species have been 
discussed under the Remarks on P. attenuata (F le m in g) (see p . . .. ). 

Distribution and Occurrence. The above described species was re
liably ascertained only in the Namurian of the Upper Silesian basin. 

In our collection speci:mens from the Bohdan marine band of the 
Petrkovice zone of the Ostrava beds from the mines Urx and Lidice at 
Petrkovice are found. One uncertain specimen is known from Enna 11 
marine band and from the mine Alexandr at Kuncicky. S c h w a r z
b a c h's specimen ( 1939) designated Leda attenuata, which according 
to the figure is very close to our species, comes from the marine band V 
from the Polish part of the basin. 

Polidevcia cepeki nov. spep. differs from P. attenuata in the more 
slender, posteriorly more produced valves, the sharp keel, which is nearly 
straight in the lateral view, the escutcheon, which is raised throughout 
the length of the dorsal margin, and the narrower, less depressed inner 
part of the escutcheon, the larger apical angle and the posterior part of 
the outline being less upwards sloping. 

The above described species differs from P. vastceki nov. spec. be
sides other features in the less elongated shell and the general shape of 
the rostral part, which in Polidevcia cepeki has the form of a goose beak; 
furthermore it differs in the broader, more rounded keel and less ex
pressed lunule and in the ribs being continuous, not wavy in the posterior 
part in front of the keel. 

The species differs from P. gengeli nov. spec. in the more produced 
shell, more acute keel, broader and contigubus beaks, in the more de
pressed escutcheon, less apparent lunule and the narrower rostrum. 
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It differs from P. sharmani mainly in the structure of the escutcheon 
and keel, in the beak being more anterior, in the position of the inferior 
extreme point (in the angle -a), and in the course and shape of the maxi
mum convexity line. 

Polidevcia gengeli nov. spec. 
cf. 1956 - Polideucia attenuata S h u l g a, <PayHa 11 tiJJiopa KaMeHoyroJibH,b;X OTJIO-

)KeHHH raJI. -BOJihiHCKOH sna.n.HHibi, DJiacT. MOJIJIIOCKH, p. 115, pl. 1, fig. 16, non fig. 15: 
N o n 1827 - Nucula attenuata F l e m i n g, Hist. Brit. Animals, p. 403. 
Holotype: Right valve, type no. 98, figured on pl. II., fig. 12. 
Deriuatio nominis. In honour of J. G en gel a, who contributed to the investiga

tion of the coal bearing sediments of the Upper Silesian fore-deep. 
Locus typicus: Doubrava near Karvina, mine Doubrava. 
Stratum typicum: Roemer's marine band, Poruba zone, Namurian A (less probably 

the lowest part of the Namurian B). 

Material. Several left valves, one right valve and two complete speci
mens. Material comes partly from our own collections, partly from the 
collections of the Syndicate of the Ostrava-Karvina Coal Mines. It is 
deposited in the collections of the Mining University in Ostrava. 

Mode of preservation. Sculptural molds and specimens with the shell 
material preserved. 

Diagnosis. A species of the genus Polidevcia characterized by a small, 
slender, moderately vaulted shell with rounded keel and rounded rostrum. 
Anterior line short, lobate, posterior line longer, wedge-shaped, rostra! 
arch narrow, minute. Beaks narrowly rounded, inflated, slightly incurved, 
raised above the dorsal line, straight or opisthogyrate, situated approxim
ately on the boundary between the second and third fifth of the antero
dorsal parameter. Escutcheon long, narrow, moderately depressed, 
strongly raised along the dorsal margin, its inner part is not too clear. 
Lunule pronounced. Muscle scars shallow, subcircular. Accessory muscles 
scars two to three, small, vertically elongated, non elevated, situated in 
a vertical row in the proximity of the anterior border of the umbonal ridge. 
Umbonal ridge short, rather distinct, straight or moderately bent anterior
ly, not exceeding the upper third of the valve height. The course of the 
entire pallial line is not known. The surface costation close, concentric, 
arranged as in P. attenuata. It was not possible to study the hinge in our 
specimens. 

·:--·.:· · ·. 

Fig. 7 Polidevcia gengeli nov. spec., type no 89 from the mine Zofie, Koks marine band. 
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Both adductors scars, accessory umbonal muscle scars and impression of the 
umbonal ridge on an incomplete mold of the left valve. 



Description. 

Outline. Anterior line lobate, short, straight in its beginning; at 
about two thirds of the distance between the beak and the anterior ex
treme point it breaks at a very obtuse angle and passes into a high arch, 
which coalesces fluently with the posterior line. Dorsal angle very obtuse. 
Posterior line long, elongated in the form of a narrow wedge with 
rounded point. In its upper part it is straight, at about one third or in 
the middle of the distance between the beak and the posterior extreme 
point it breaks at a very obtuse angle and runs directly to the posterior 
extreme point. Rostral arch narrow, small. Lower part of the posterior 
line more or less straight, passing fluently into the moderate arch of the 
lower part of the anterior line. 

Vaulting. Shell slightly vaulted, the line of maximum convexity 
passing from the umbo to the free margin approximately following the 
direction of the beight. The point of maximum convexity lies between 
the third of the valve height and its middle. Keel rounded, inconspicuous, 
straight or moderately curved, in the portion near to the rostrum being 
somewhat broader, more rounded, less pronounced, in the umbonal por
tion more clear. A depression runs from the umbo obliquely back towards 
the free margin, widens downwards and emphasizes morphologically the 
lower part of the keel. 

Beaks. Narrowly rounded, vaulted, only slightly incurved in the 
oldest portion, non contiguous, raised above the hinge line, straight or 
only faintly opisthogyrate, situated approximately on the boundary of 
the second and third fifth of the anterodorsal parameter. They are some
times very near to each other, sometimes rather distant. 

Escutcheon. Long, narrow, moderately depressed, strongly raised 
along the dorsal margin. Its inner part is not too clear and does not 
exceed the middle of the distance between the umbo and the posterior 
extreme point. Striation of the escutcheon indistinct. 

Lunule. Conspicuous, rather broad. 
Hinge. In none of our specimens the hinge apparatus was well 

enough preserved to enable the study of its character. However, both 
branches seem to be of the same length. 

Muscle scars. Shallow, subcircular, the posterior one situated below 
the keel at about two thirds of the distance between the beak and the 
posterior extreme point, the anterior one in the proximity of the dorsal 
angle. 

Pallial line. Obscure, its entire course unknown. 
Umbonal ridge. The impression of the umbonal ridge was studied 

on the internal molds. It is clear, short, widening downwards, straight 
or anteriorly curved, approximately bisecting the umbonal angle and dis
appearing in the vaulting of the valve at about the upper third of the 
height. 

Accessory muscle scars. Two or three impressions of accessory 
muscles situated in the furrow left by the umbonal ridge are visible on 
the molds. They are small, oval, vertically elongated, faintly elevated, 
arranged in a vertical row nearer to the anterior border of the furrow. 
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Shell proper. In one of our specimens the shell matter is preserved 
almost entirely. In this case it is evident that the shell matter was rather 
thick. 

Costation. The shell proper bears flat, close, regular concentric ribs 
arranged so that the upper border of the younger rib partly covers the 
lower border of the older rib. Costation is well distinct mainly in the 
anterior portion of the valve, while it seems to lose its distinctness pos
teriorly. The poor preservation, however, does not allow us to follow 
the course of concentric ribs with certainty. 

Biometrical characterization. 

Equation of the regression line of v as plotted against d: 

V = 0.26 d + 0.63 

Equation of the regression line of d as plotted against v: 
d = 3.63 V - 1.8 

d V z; 3.0; {[ = o.36 

Equation of the regression line of p 1 as plotted against P2: 

P1 = 0.32 P2 + 0.36 

Equation of the regression line of p.2 as plotted against p1: 

P2 = 1.93 P1 + 1.56 

P2 
.:____ 2.6 (boundary 2.0-3.4) 

P1 

Pl · 0.27 (boundary 0.22-0.3 J 
P1 +P2 
Equation of the regression line of v1 as plotted against V2: 

v1 = 1.05 V2 + 0.11 

Equation of the regression line of v2 as plotted against v1: 

v2 = 0.86 v1 + 0.04 

0.88 (boundary 0.75-1.0) 

Aa = 8° 18'; ha = 
A(3 = 13° 00'; h(3 = 
Ar = 133° OD' ; hr = 

40 33' to 200 38'; Ra = -
100 52' to 150 08'; R(3 = 

1150 04' to 148o 19'; Rr = 

0° 02' to -3° 30' 
120 01' to 130 59' 

1240 53' to 141 o OB' 

Remarks and Relations. The above described species suggests to a 
certain degree the specimen figured by P. L. S h u l g a ( 1959 J on pl. I, 
fig. 16, designated Polidevcia attenuata ( F 1 e m.). This form differs from 
P. gengeli in the more central position of the beak and in the more acute 
keel. 

Distribution and Occurrence. The specimes of our collection come 
from the Nanetta II marine band from the outcrops near the mine Urx 
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at Petrkovice, from the Enna II marine band from the mine P. Cingr at 
Michalkovice, from Barbora marine bands from the mine Vaclav at Orlova, 
from Roemer's marine bands from the mine Doubrava at Doubrava and 
from Gaebler's marine band from the mine Zofie at Orlova. 

S h u l g a's specimen comes from the Visean of Lvov District. 

Polidevcia vasiCeki nov. sp. 

cf. 1956 - Polidevcia sp. S h u l g a, <DayHa H cpJiopa KaMeHoyroJibHbiX OTJIO:>KeHHH 
raJI.-BOJibiHCKOH Brra.u.HHbi, ITJiaCTHHtraTo:>Ka6epHibie MOJIJIIOCKH, p . 119, p.l. 2, fig. 21. 

Holotype: Right valve, type no. 142b, figured on pl. IV., fig. 2. 
Derivatio nominis: In honour of the prominent paleontologist Dr. M . Vas 1 c e k 

who contributed to the investigation of the coal bearing sediments of the Upper Silesian 
fore-deep. 

Locus typicus: Staric, bore NP 178, depth 668,70 m. 
Stratum typicum: Stur's marine band, Petrkovice zone, Namurian A. 

Material. Several left and right valves, partly postmortally deformed, 
and their fragments . Material comes from the bore samples of the Coal 
Survey in Ostrava, where it is deposited with the exception of the halo
type. Six specimens have been used for the biometrical analysis. 

Mode of preservation. Sculptural molds, i'mpression, in one case a 
fragment of the shell matter. 

Diagnosis. A species otf the genus Polidevcia characterized by a re
latively large, very slender shell, moderately vaulted and strongly pro
duced posteriorly. Keel is indistinct, rounded, rostrum. pointed. Anterior 
line short, lingulate, posterior line in the shape of a long, narrow point 
with rounded end. Beaks small, vaulted, narrowly rot~nded, opisthogyrate, 
moderately raised above the dorsal margin, situated near the boundary 
of the anterior and middle third of the anteroposterior parameter. Es
cutcheon very narrow, long, slightly depressed, raised along the dorsal 
line, lunule distinct. It was not possible to study the hinge, muscle scars, 
pallial line and umbonal ridge in our specimens. The surface costation 
close, concentric, single ribs being narrow, arranged so that the upper 
border of the younger rib partly covers the lower border of the older rib. 
In the posterior part of the valve the concentric ribs are distinctly bent 
upwards, producing a narrower or broader wavy band, becoming then 
straight and running parallel to the posterior portion of the free margin. 
The ribs disappear before the keel so that only a faint, slightly distinct 
striation is visible on the keel. 

Description. 

Outline. Anterior line short, lingulate straight in the upper part, in 
the lower part forn1ing a semicircular arch, which coalesces with the 
broad arch passing fluently into the lower part of the posterior line. 
Dorsal angle obtuse, about 170 degrees. Posterior line has the shape ot 
a long narrow thorn with a rounded point. Its upper part isi at first 
moderately bent, in the rostral part straight; it passes by a small pointed 
rostral arch into the lower part, which is straight in front of the rostral 
arch, breaking at an obtuse angle near the boundary of the third and 
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fourth quarter of the anterodorsal parameter and passing into the moder
ately vaulted arch, by which it joins the anterior line. 

Vaulting. Valves evenly Inoderately vaulted, the line of the maximum 
convexity passing from the beak to the inferior extreme point, that lies 
approximately in the plane of the valve height. The point of maximum 
convexity lies approximately in the superior third of the valve height. 
Keel rounded, inconspicuous, more prominent only in the umbonal por
tion, disappearing in the vaulting of the valve around the middle of the 
distance between the beak and the posterior extreme point. (This is true 
only of adult specimens. In young forms it is distinct as far as the pos
terior extreme point.) 

Beaks. Small, vaulted, narrowly rounded, opisthogyrate, moderately 
raised above the dorsal line, situated approximately on the boundary of 
the anterior and posterior third of the anterodorsal parameter. 

Escutcheon. Very narrow, slightly depressed, raised along the dorsal 
line. It was not possible to study it in details in our specimens. 

Lunule. Pronounced. 
It was not possible to study the hinge, muscle scars, pallial line and 

umbonal ridge. 
Shell proper. The shell matter is preserved only on the type no. 155. 

It is thin, bearing close concentric ribs arranged as in P. attenuata. Only 
in the posterior part of the valve the course of the ribs is distinctly dif
ferent. In P. vasiceki nov. spec. the concentric ribs are abruptly bent 
upwards in the posterior part of the valve, producing a more or less nar
row wavy band, b.ecoming then again straight and running parallel to 
the posterior part of the free margin. The axis of the waving of the con
centric ribs passes from the free margin approximately through the middle 
third of the anteroposterior parameter obliquely upwards to the umbo. 
In front of the keel the ribs disappear so that only a faint, little distinct 
striation is visible on the keel. In the close proximity of the free margin 
the ribs are sometimes somewhat dilated. 
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Biometrical characterization. 

Equation of the regression line of v as plotted against d: 

V = 0.27 d + 0.39 

Equation of the regression line of d as plotted against v: 

d = 3.52 V - 0.98 
d V v = 3.1; ct = o.33 

Equation of the regression line of p 1 as plotted against p 2 : 

P1 = 0.36 P2 + 0.41 

Equation of the regression line of p2 as plotted against p1 : 

P2 = 2.7 P1 - 0.97 

P2 = 2.3 (boundary 1.7-2.6) 
P1 



~1 = 0.30 (boundary 0.27-0.32) 
P1 P2 
Equation of the regression line of v1 as plotted against v2 : 

V1 = 0.7 v2 - 0.17 

Equation of the regression line of v2 as plotted against v1 : 

v2 = 1.29 v1 - 0.08 
v2 - == 1.22 (boundary 0.78-1.54) 
v1 
Aa = 5°; ha = 100 34' to 200 34'; Ra = 
A(3 = 160 45'; h(3 = 100 10' to 21 o 20'; R(3 = 
Ay = 1400 50'; hy = 1220 32' to 1590 08'; Ry = 

10 58' to 110 58' 
130 14' to 18o 14' 

1320 13' to 149o 26' 

Remarks and Relations. Polidevcia vaszcekf is most similar to the 
form figured by P. L. S h u l g a ( 1956) on pl. II, fig. 31, designated Poli
devcia sp. We cannot decide with certainty whether it is the same species, 
as S h u l g a does not describe its surface sculpture. The relations to 
other related forms are discussed under the remarks on P. attenuata 
[ F le m.) (see p .... ) . P. vaszceki differs from all species of our collection 
mainly in the slender, strongly elongated shape of the outline, the pointed 
rostrum and the characteristic wavy appearance of the ribs in the pos-
terior part of the valve. · 

Distribution and Occurrence. Polidevcia uaszceki nov. spec. has been 
hitherto ascertained only in the Namurian of the Ostrava part of the Upper 
Silesian basin, where it is lim.ited to the lowermost horizons of the Petr
kovice zone of Ostrava beds (Namurian A). 

This species is in our collection represented by some specimens 
coming from the Stur's marine band from the bores Stafic NP 93, NP 100, 
NP 123, NP 178, NP 181, NP 184 and from the Bohdan marine band from 
the mine Lidice at Petrkovice. 

The specimen figured by P. L. S h u l g a ( 1956) on pl. II, fig. 21, de
signated Polidevcia sp., which strongly resHmbles to our new species, 
comes from the Lower Namurian of the Galizia-Volyn Basin. 

POLIDEVCIA SHARMANI (R. ETHERIDGE JUN., 1878) 

1878 - Nuculana Sharmani R. Ether id g e j u n ., The Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc., 
London, vol. XXXIV, pl. II., fig. 18, p. 15. 

1885 - Nuculana Sharmani R. Ether id g e j u n., Brit. Fossils, pt. 1, Palaeoz., 
p. 288. 

1896-1900 - Nuculana Sharmani Hind, Brit. Carb. Lamellibr., 1. pl. XV, fig. 17-
22, p. 199. 

1905 - Nuculana Sharmani Hind, Quart. J. geol. Soc. London, 61, pl. XXXV, fig. 
19, p. 536. 

1912 - Nuculana Sharmani K le bel s be r g, Die marine Fauna der Ostrauer 
Schichten, Jahrb. K. K. Geol. Reichsanstalt LXII, p. 588. 

1932 - Nuculana Sharmani P fa b, Die Begleitfauna der Goniatiten des Ostsude
tischen Unterkarbons, Mitt. naturwiss. Ver. Troppau, Nr. 24/ 25, 38, p. 77. 

1937 - Nuculana sharmani Paul, Abh. preuss. geol. Land.-Anst., N. F. H. 179, 
pl. I., fig. 11, p. 74. 
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1938 - Nuculana sharmani Re n i er, Stockmans, Demanet et Van Straelen, Flare 
et Faune houilleres Belg., pl. 113, fig. 16-20, p. 134. 

1941 - Nuculochlamys sharmani P a u l, Fossilium Catalogus, 1., Animalia, pars 
91: Lamellibranchiata infracarbonica, p. 39. 

1949 - Leda sharmani Schwa r z b a c h, Die Fauna des Bug-Karbons und ihre 
stratigraphische und palaeogeographische Bedeutung, Sond.-Abd. aus Pa
laeontogr., Beitr. Naturgesch. Vorz., Vol. XCVII, Abt. A., p. 45. Non textfig . 
29. 

1956 Polidevcia sharmani S u l g a, <PayHa 11 cpJJ o pa KaM eHoyroJJbHhiX oTJIO:tKeHHH 

raJJ.-BOJlhiHCKOH BnanHHhi, TIJJaCTHWiaTo:tKa 6 epHhre MOJJJJIOCKH, p. 117', pi. 1, 
fig. 19. 

N o n 1941 . - Nuculana sharmani D e m a n et, Faune et stratigrafie de l'etage 
Namurien de la Belgique, Mem. Mus. Royal Hist. Nat. Belg., No 97, pl. XIV, 
fig. 14 et 15, p. 239. 

Non 1943 - Nuculochlamys sharmani De mane t, Les horizons marins du West
falien de la Belgique et leurs faunes, Mem. Mus. Royal Hist. Nat. Belg. , 
No 101, pl. 3, fig. 6-7, p. 88. Non fig. 4-5. 

Holotype: Nuculana sharmani Ether id g e j u n ., 1878. On Lower Carboniferous 
Invertebrata - The Quartely Journal of the Geol. Society of London, vol. XXXIV., pl. II., 
fig. 18. 

Locus typicus: Woodhall, Water of Leith, near Edinburgh, Scotland. 
Stratum typicum: Calciferous Sandstone series, Tournaisien. 

Material. A number of left and right non-isolated valves and frag
ments. Fifteen right and eleven left valves were used for biometrical 
studies. Material is partly from our own collections, partly from the col
lections of the Mining University in Ostrava, of the Ostrava Museum and 
of the Geological Section of the Syndicate of the Ostrava-Karvina Coal 
Mines. It is deposited partly in the collections of the Mining University, 
partly in the collections of the Ostrava Museum. 

Mode of preservation. Our material are.internal molds and sculptural 
molds. Forms with the shell 1natter preserved are unknown. 

Original Et he r i dge's diagnosis. "Transversally elongated, slight
ly clavate, moderately convex. Anterior end rounded; posterior end pro
duced gradually compressed laterally to the bluntly rounded point. Ven
tral margin convex, sloping upwards posteriorly. Umbones nearly but 
not quite central, a little anterior; lunule probably s:mall and ill-defined; 
escutcheon or posterior lunette narrow and not duple marked, or bounded 
by ridges from the beak. Surface of the valves ornamented with imbric
ating striae; on the posterior end these striae widen out, become coarser 
and broad and assume the aspect of small waves or fluctuations." The 
emendation of Ether id g e's diagnosis is given under the remarks of 
the species. 

Description. 

Outline. Anterior line long, lingulate, in the upper part more or less 
straight, passing at about two thirds of the parameter between the beak 
and the anterior extreme point into a vaulted arch, the lower part of 
which coalesces with the lower part of the posterior line. Dorsal angle 
very obtuJse. The upper part of the posterior line straight to slightly 
curved, ' rostral arch small, sometimes rather acute, sometimes more ob
tuse. The upper part of the posterior line nearly straight or slightly bent 
downwards. Rostrum broadly cuneiform with rounded point. 
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Vaulting. Valves moderately vaulted, in the posterior part less than 
in the anterior. Keel rounded, more or less bent downwards. In the part 
nearer to the beak it is more pronounced, nearly disappearing in the con
vexity of the valve in the rostral part. Line of maximum convexity lies 
usually in front of the umbonal plane. Point of maximum convexity lies 
on this line, most often in the anterior third of the valve height. 

Beaks. Small, vaulted, considerably broad, incurved, moderately 
raised above the hinge line, more or less opisthogyrate, sometimes nearly 
orthogyrate, their placing being rather variable. However, beaks are 
never situated essentially near to the valve anterior margin but are always 
more or less distant from the middle of the anterodorsal parameter. 

Escutcheon. Relatively long, narrow, moderately depressed, raised 
along the dorsal line, bounded off from the rest of the valve by the rounded 
keel, more distinctly in the umbonal portion than in the rostral part. The 
inner part of the escutcheon is in the specimens of our collection poorly 
preserved. It is relatively short, moderately depressed, broadly lanceolate, 
and the small rib bordering it joins the dorsal margin on the boundary of 
the anterior and middle third of the distance between the beak and the 
posterior extreme point. Striation of the escutcheon is not distinct in our 
specimens. 

Lunule. Small, moderately depressed, in our forms not clear, its sculp
ture being indistinct. 

Hinge. Isolated valves preserved so that it would be possible to study 
the character of the hinge are missing in our collection. Most frequently 
only more or less distinct teeth fossilized in different levels are preserved. 
The obscurity of the hinge apparatus is increased by the impressions of 
the teeth of both valves meeting often on a single hinge plate. It is con
sequently evident that the shape, number and placing of teeth on the 
hinge plates could not be observed. The hinge plates, as far as it was 
possible to observe them in the impressions, are not too broad, relatively 
short, the anterior being broader than the posterior. Their length's ratio 
is usually 1: 1. The state of preservation of our material ·does not allow 
us to decide with certainty, whether chondrophore was present or not. 

Muscle scars. The impressions of both adductors are preserved in 
none of our specimens. Generally it can be stated that in our specimens 
the muscle scars are preserved only exceptionally. They are faint, not 
too clearly defined, small, flat, elevated on the molds. The anterior ad
ductor scar is small, ovoidal, situated in the anterior part of the valve 
more or less distant from the anterior margin. The posterior adductor 
scar is usually situated on the keel, approximately in the anterior third 
of the distance between the beak and posterior extreme point, being 
divided into two unequal parts by the line of maximum convexity of the 
keel. The shape of the posterior adductor scar is very variable. l j( The 
variability of the posterior adductor scar is due to the form of the pos
terior part of the valve; in forms with the posterior part extremely ,pro
duced and narrow it has the shape of a narrow ovoid or ellipse, the axis 
of which only slightly deviates from the anteroposterior parameter; in 
forms with the posterior part only slightly produced and rather blunt, the 
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posterior adductor scar is more or less circular. ) The posterior adductor 
scar is twice as large as the anterior one. 

Pallial line. It was not possible to ascertain the entire course of the 
pallial line. 

Umbonal ridge. We point out that in forms which were at our dis
posal the impression of the umbonal ridge on the internal molds is usually 
more or less smoothed off so that, consequently, its shape and course 
are rather misrepresented. When it is observable, it appears as a shallow 
narrow, posteriorly moderately bent furrow, which starts from the urn
banal part and nearly bisects the umbonal angle. 

Accessory muscle scars. Owing to the unfavourable state of pre
servation it is not possible either to localize them or to determine their 
number. In several cases only one small sub circular impression of the urn
bonal muscle was observed, situated near the umbo. Sometimes even the 
indications of two small muscle scars were observed in the urnbonal 
portion. 

Shell proper. None of the specimens of our collection has the shell 
matter entirely preserved. Only on a few specimens thin rests of the shell 
matter are present. Although they do not inform us about the thickness 
of the shell we suppose that it was not too thick. 

Costation. The costation is indistinct in the specimens in which frag
ments of the shell matter are preserved. The concentric ribs are only 
faintly marked. Sculptural molds bear regular, close, flat concentric ribs 
arranged so that the upper border of the younger rib partly covers the 
1ower border of the older rib. Ribs are most distinct in the anterior part 
of the valves, losing in distinctness posteriorly and disappearing before 
the keel or on it. 
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Biometrical characterization. 

Equation of the regression line of v as plotted against d: 

V = 0.33 d + 0.58 

Equation of the regression line of d as plotted against v: 

d = 2.48 V + 0.09 
d V v = 2.5; ([ = 0.44 

Equation of the regression line of p 1 as plotted against p 2 : 

P1 = 0.86 P2 - 1.10 

Equation of the regression line of p2 as plotted against p1 : 

P2 = 0.82 P1 + 2.27 

P2 - -~ 1.6 (boundary 2.0-1.08) 
P1 

Pl · 0.4 (boundary 0.48-0.31) 
P1 +P2 
Equation of the regression line of v1 as plotted against v2 : 

v1 = 1.19 v2 - 0.01 



Equation of the regression line of v2 as plotted against vi: 

V2 = 0.65 VI + 0.35 

v2 
· 0.85 (boundary 1.1-0.75) 

VI 

Aa = 50 18'; ha = - 31 o 24' to zoo 47'; Ra = - oo 06' to - 100 32' 
A(3 = 
Ay= 

180 21'; h(3 = 140 20' to 220 22'; R(3 = 17o 32' to 190 09' 
1270 37'; hr = 104o 35' to 15oo 39'; Rr = 1230 02 ' to 132o 12' 

Remarks and Relations. Among the specimens of our collection two 
types can be distinguished on the basis of the general structure of the 
valve. The specimens of the first type agree on the whole with the halo
type of the species figured by R. Et he rid g e j u n. ( 1878) on pl. II, 
fig. 18. The specimens of the second type have subcentral to central beaks, 
the anterior line sometimes long, lingulate, the lower extreme point situ
ated anteriorly and the line of maximum convexity passing obliquely to 
the front. In all remaining features the representatives of both types 
are similar, even passing over from one type to the other so that it was 
not possible to separate them on the basis of biometrical studies. Con
sequently, we have worked them as one sample. 

When comparing Ether id g e's original diagnosis with our de
scription we do not see any fundamental difference. The only objection 
against Ether id g e's diagnosis would refer to the "imbricating" of the 
surface ribs. In fact the younger rib covers the lower border of the older 
rib. The "imbricating" character would appear if the shell would be ob
served from the free margin towards the beak, consequently, against the 
direction of growth. 

W. H i n d ( 1896-1900) emended the original E t h e r i d g e's di
agnosis by several uew statements. He notes that the dorsal border of 
the valves consists of two parts, which meet at an obtuse angle below 
the beak; he describes the shape and position of adductor scars, the urn
banal ridge and pallial line which he refers to as faintly marked, without 
sinus. Our observations agree with Hind's statements except for the 
pallial line, which we could not reveal in its entire course. 

We believe that it is possible to agree with the opinion of P. L. 
S h u 1 g a (1956) that the forms described by F. De mane t (1941) as 
Nuculana sharmani ( p. 239, pl. XIV, fig. 14, 15) do not belong to this 
species. However, we do not accept the further opinion of the author 
that these forms belong to the genus Anthraconeilo Girt y, as we do not 
consider possible to make a reliable generic determination on the basis 
of a mere figure, which does not even show the hinge. 

Also the forms described by F. D e mane t ( 1943, pl. Ill, fig. 4-5) 
as Nuculochlamys sharmani cannot be, in our opinion, regarded as con
specific with Polidevcia sharmani because they fall outside the circle of 
this species by the general shape of the outline. 

The differences between E the rid g e's species and related forms 
have been sufficiently discussed 'by this author (1878) and therefore we 
refer to him. Polideucia sharmani differs so distintcly from the remain-
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ing representatives of the genus described in the present work that we 
do not think it necessary to point out single differences. 

Distribzl,tion. The species Polideucia sharmani is refered from the 
Lower Carboniferous of Scotland and from the Lower Carboniferous of 
the Volyn-Galizia District of the European part of USSR, from the Visean 
and Namurian of the Upper Silesian Basin, and from the Namurian of 
Belgium. Its occurrence in the Westfalian of Belgium is uncertain. 

Occcurrence. The species is typical of the Petrkovice zone of the 
Ostrava beds. Our collection contains specimens from the Bohdan marine 
band of the mine Lidice at Petrkovice, from the Leonard marine band 
of the mine Urx at Petrkovice, from the Poustevnik marine band of the 
mine Stachanov at Hrusov, from the second Bruno marine band, of the 
bore Koblov-NP 87, from the Vilema marine band of the mine Urx at 
Petrkovice, .from the Pavel marine band of the mine Vitezny unor at Pfi
voz and a great quantity of forms from both Nanetta marine bands from 
the mines Sverma at Mar. Hory, Jiti at Pfivoz, Stachanov at Hrusov, Stalin 
II at Hrusov, Petr Bezruc at Sl. Ostrava, Vitezny unor at Privoz, and from 
the outcrops of Carboniferous strata near the mine Urx at Petrkovice and 
from the bore Koblov NP 87. 

Polidevcia sp. 

From the collections of the Coal Survey in Ostrava a sculptural cast 
of a specimen was gained from the Frantiska marine band from the bore 
Ostrava-Kuncicky NP 133. This specimen, although not very well pre
served (beaks and escutcheon are not distinct) is very characteristic in 
its general shape and does not suggest any known representative of the 
genus Polideucia. Therefore we describe it with open nomenclature. 

Shell slender, vaulted, strongly produced posteriorly, rostral part 
very narrow, moderately curved upwards, rostral ·arch comparatively 
broad. Anterior line lingulate, two thirds of the upper part of the pos
terior line are straight, then it slopes upwards at an obtuse angle and 
passes in a broad arch to the posterior extreme point. The lower part 
of the posterior line is only slightly curved downwards. The shape of 
the posterior part of the shell is very typical of this form. Two incon
spicuous keels, between which a shallow, not very broad depression runs, 
are present. -The first keel begins probably on the beak (owing to the 
poor preservation we are not able to follow the beginning of the keel), 
the second extends from the dorsal line to below the posterior extreme 
point. Both are rounded and oblique towards the back. The rostral end 
produced upwards from the second keel is also characteristic of this 
form. Sculpture, as far as it can be observed, consists of flat concentric 
ribs, which pass over the first keel and disappear before reaching the 
second, which is consequently smooth. Only in the close proximity of 
the free margin 'do the ribs pass over the second keel. The ribs are ar
ranged in a similar way as in other members of the genus Polideucia 
which are described in this work. Muscle scars, pallial line and hinge 
indistinct. This form has been ranged to the genus Polidevcia only on 
the basis of its general shape. 
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Phestia Chernyshev, 1951 (nov. emend.) 

Phestia C her n y she v, 1943 (no men nudum) 
Phestia C h e r n y s h e v, 1951 
Phestia S h u l g a, 1956 
Phestia E l i a s, 1957 
Genoholotype: According to the original designation Phestia inflatiformis C h er
n y she v, 1937. Upper Carboniferous, C3

2 • Donietz Basin. 
Synomyms: Nucula auctorum (part i m) 

Leda auctorum ( p a r t i m) 
Yoldia auctorum (part i m) 

Non: Nucula La marc k, 1799 
Leda S c h u h mac her, 1817 

D i a g no si s. Shell equivalve, small, elongated, posteriorly pro
duced into a rostrum. Beaks opisthogyrate, somewhat raised above the 
hinge margin. A keel 'runs from the beak to the upper part of the pos
terior margin. The keel defines together with the valve margin a rather 
flat area similar to the escutcheon. On the inner surface of the valve 
a distinct rib curved to the posterior border runs from the cavity near 
the beak. This rib broadens and disappears in the proxi'mity of the pallial 
line or somewhat sooner. On the anterior slope of the rib or before it 
a comparatively large ellipsoidal impression of the umbonal muscle is 
situated in the umbonal portion. The anterior adductor scar is small, 
more or less rounded, distinct, the posterior adductor 'scar being elon
gated, as large and pronunced as the anterior scar. Pallial line without 
sinus. Hinge consists of two branches of taxodont teeth which meet at 
an angle under the beak. Number of teeth in both branches does not 
differ very much, their ratio being approximately 1: 1.5. Hinge branches 
are separated by an oblique ligamenta! groove. The teeth · of the posterior 
branch extend over the border of the groove, the anterior teeth only touch 
it without changing in size. Sculpture consists of numerous acute con
centric ribs. 

Remarks and Relations. The genera Phestia and Polidevcia are 
closely related. The differences between them were discussed by B. I. 
C her n y she v already in his article of 1943, to which we refer. In the 
present work the mutual relationship between the two genera is dis
cussed in the description of the first genus (see p. 34) . We note that 
several forms of the genus Phestia fron1 the Ostrava-Karvina District, 
which correspond by the general habitus to the original diagnosis, show 
certain small differences. The umbonal ridge is in some cases relatively 
short and keel inconspicuous. Of course, we are fully aware of the fact 
that it is not possible to draw precocious conclusions concerning the com
plementing of the generic diagnosis, on the basis of a single species. 
Therefore, we leave the systematic significance of the length of the urn
banal ridge in Phestia open as yet. The genus Phestia is in our material 
represented by a single species Phestta belltcostata ( S c h war z b a c h 
1949). 

Distribution. Carboniferous of Europe, North America and Asia. 
Occurrence. Ostrava beds of the Ostrava-Karvina District. 
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Phestia bellicostata ( Schwarzbach, 1939} 

1939 - Leda sharmani (Ether id g e) var. bellicostata Schwa r z b a c h, Die 
Muscheln im Oberkarbon Oberschlesiens, Jahrb. Geol. Vereinig. Obersch., pl. I, fig. 11-13, 
p. 12. 

1939 - Leda stilla (Mac Coy) Schwa r z b a c h ibid. pl. I, fig. 14, p. 13. 
Holotype: Specimen designated Leda sharmani bellicostata S c h war z b a c h 

(1939), (pl. I, fig. 11). 
Locus typicus: Bytom, Poland. 
Stratum typicum: Undesignated marine band, 110 m under the Prokop seam. 

Material. A number of right and left separated valves, and their 
fragments and several shells with both valves preserved in the natural 
biological position. The documentary material comes mostly from our 
own collections, partly from the collections of the Geological Depart
ment of the Ostrava-Karvina Coal District. It is deposited in the collec
tions of the Mining University in Ostrava. Twenty specimens were used 
for the biometrical analysis. 

Fig. 8 Phestia bellicostata ( S c h w a r z b a c h, 1939), type no. 9, mine Bezruc at Sl. 
Ostrava, Nanetta marine band. Posterior adductor scar, impression of the 
umbonal ridge and accessory umbonal muscles scars on a sculptural mold of 
the left valve. 

Mode of preservation. Sculptural molds and shells with the shell 
matter preserved. In some cases, after having photographed the forms 
we dissolved the shell matter in order to study the inner parts of the 
shells. In such cases, internal molds are left as documentary material. 

Diagnosis. A species of the genus Phestia characterized by a clavate 
shell, small to medium sized, moderately produced posteriorly, with 
rounded inconspicuous keel and rounded rostrum. Anterior line short, 
Ungulate, posterior line broadly cuneiform. Beaks small, vaulted, moder
ately raised above the hinge line, moderately prosogyrate, contiguous. 
Escutcheon in the proper sense of the term as well as lunule wanting. 
Hinge of taxodont teeth, the posterior hinge branch a little longer than 
the anterior. Adductor muscle scars clear, partly elevated, well defined, 
large. Pallial line partly clear, its entire course unknown. Umbonal ridge 
not too long, distinct, nearly bisecting the umbonal angle. Umbonal 
muscle scars are two, situated on the umbonal ridge. In the dorsal view 
a small, elongated, subovoidal 1nuscle scar is visible in the anterior part 
of the internal molds. Along its border nearer to the hinge margin an 
acutely defined furrow runs on each valve. 
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The shell matter is comparatively thick, costation consists of con
centric ribs which disappear before the keel and appear as close, fine 
striation behind the keel, converging towards the beak. 

Description. 

Outline. Anterior line not very long, lingulate, semicircular curved. 
Dorsal angle obtuse. Posterior line broadly cuneiform. Its upper part 
straight or slightly curved. It passes fluently into a small rostral arch 
above the posterior extreme point. The lower part of the posterior line 
is moderately curved downwards and coalesces in a broad arch with the 
anterior line. Inferior extre1me point is either identical with the contra
umbonal point or lies somewhat behind it. 

Vaulting. Valves considerably vaulted, line of maximum convexity 
lies in the plane of the valve height. Maximum convexity point lies ap
proximately in the upper third or the middle of the valve height. Keel 
inconspicuous, broadly rounded, more distinct in the umbonal part only. 
In some cases it may be even more acute. 

Fig. 9 Phestia bellicostata (Schwa r z b a c h, 1939), type no. 74, mine Pionyr at 
Petrvald, Koks marine band. Adductor scars, accessory umbonal muscles scars, 
impression of the umbonal ridge and incomplete pallial line on a pyritized 
mold of the left valve. 

Fig. 10 Phestia bellicostata ( S c h war z b a c h, 1939), type no. 104, mine Pionyr at 
Petrvald, Koks marine band. Adductors scars, accessory umbonal muscles scars 
and impression of the umbonal ridge on a pyritized mold of the right valve. 

Beaks. Forms with the shell matter preserved have the beaks very 
small, vaulted, raised above the hinge line, in the oldest portion incurved, 
moderately opisthogyrate, contiguous. Beaks in the internal molds are 
usually not in curved over the hinge line; they are rather elevated, non 
contiguous and appear more orthogyrate than opisthogyrate. 

Escutcheon. A shallow, inconspicuous depression, raised along the 
dorsal margin, which cannot be taken for an escutcheon in the proper 
sense of the term. 

Lunule. The beaks are emphasized anteriorly by a minute depression, 
which cannot be considered a lunule. 

Hinge. Specimens with distinct hinge are missing in our collection. 
Only indistinct teeth impressions of different levels can be observed in 
our specimens. In forms with the shell matter preserved the junction of 
both hinge branches can be studied after the solution of the shell. The 
impression of the anterior hinge plate is usually narrow and shorter than 
the impression of the posterior hinge plate, which is broader. 
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Muscle scars. Muscle scars can be best studied on molds in which the 
shell matter was removed. They are conspicuous, well defined and partly 
elevated. Anterior adductor scar is subcirculatr, heart-shaped, consider
ably large, situated in the anterior part of the valve, close to the margin. 
The portion of the anterior adductor which is nearer to the umbo is in 
molds more elevated than the portion nearer to the margin. The posterior 
adductor scar is large, distinct, larger than the anterior, reniform and 
elongated in the direction of the keel. It is situated near to the posterior 
border of the valve, partly on the keel, partly on the moderately concave 
area between the keel and the dorsal margin. Its portion which is nearer 
to the beak is more elevated, the rest being only slightly raised. 

Pallial line. Conspicuous in the anterior part of the valve, getting 
gradually less distinct. Its junction with the posterior adductor scar 
indistinct. 

Umbonal ridge. The impression of the umbonal ridge is in our spe
cimens represented by a broad, curved furrow, which extends from the 
umbonal portion, approximately bisects the apical angle and disappears 
in the upper third or the middle of the valve height. This impression is 
best preserved on molds in which the shell matter was dissolved. 

Accessory muscle scars. Two distinct impressions of umbonal muscles 
are visible on pyritized molds gained after the solution of the valve 
matter. They are situated in the umbonal portion on the impression 
of the umbonal ridge. The first scar is longer, narrow, elongated in the 
direction of the valve height, situated outside the middle of the apical 
angle, nearer to the anterior margin. It is well defined and elevated. 
The second muscle scar is situated much lower, most often in the axis 
of the apical angle or nearer to the posterior margin. It is circular to 
subcircular, elevated, very small. In the anterior part of the shell a Simall 
muscle scar is visible in the dorsal view. The scar is subovoidal, elongated 
in the direction of the dorsal line, situated near the end of the hinge line. 
A relatively deep, narrow, well defined furrow runs on each valve along 
the border of the scar towards the anterior adductor. The furrow cor
responds very likely to a small supporting rib in the positive. 

Shell proper. The shell matter is relatively thick. 
Costation. The costation of the shell of small specimens is indistinct 

by the naked eye. The concentric ribs are flat, regular, close and ar
ranged so that the upper border of the younger rib covers the lower 
border of the older rib. The costation is equally distinct on the entire 
surface of the shell. In front of the keel the ribs sometimes disappear 
so that the keel is smooth. Behi.nd the keel the ribs become apparent 
again in the form of close, fine striae converging towards the beak. 
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Biometrical characterization. 

Equation of the regression line of v as plotted against d: 

V = 0.46 d + 0.13 

Equation of the regression line of d as plotted against v: 

d = 2.04 V + 0.17 



d V v == 1.91; Cf == 0.56 

Equation of the regression line of p1 as plotted against p 2 : 

P1 = 0.32 P2 + 0.73 
Equation of the regression line of p 2 as plotted against p 1 : 

P2 = 1.99 P1 - 0.27 

p 2 == 1.8 [boundary 2.1-1.5) 
P1 

~ == 0.35 [boundary 0.38-0.32) 
P1 P2 
Equation of the regression line of u1 as plotted against v2 : 

v1 = 0.82 v2 + 0.43 
Equation of the regression line of v2 as plotted against u1 : 

u2 = 0.68 v1 - 0.40 
v2 -- == 0.91 [boundary 1.16-0.69) 
vl 
Aa = 20 01'; ha = - 6° 59' to 100 58'; Ra = oo 01' to 40 04' 
A{3 = 220 39'; h(3 = 180 10' to 270 07'; R(3 = 21 o 38' to 230 40' 
Ay = 1oso 29'; hr = 920 47' to 1240 10'; Ry = 1040 47' to 1120 10' 

Remarks and Relations. M. S c h war z b a c h [ 1939) established 
a new subspecies, which he designated Leda sharmani [ E the r id ge) var. 
bellicostata and characterized as follows: "Ziemlich kurz, [ L: Ho he kaum 
2: 1). Wirbel ziemlich weit vorn. Schale dick, mit kraftigen, konzentri
schen Rip pen; Steinkern fast ohne Streifung. MaBe: L. durchschnittlich 
5-11 mm." This diagnosis is evidently incomplete, neglecting many 
characteristic features and can be therefore applied to a number of forms. 
Netther the originalS c h war z b a c h's illustriations [pl._ I, fig. 11-13) are 
sufficiently clear to compensate the imperfection of the diagnosis. In the 
remarks Schwa r z b a c h defines the differences between his new sub
species and some related species but neither these remarks do suifficiently 
clear up the right conception of his subspecies. 'He states: "Leda atte
nuata ist im Gesamthabitus ganz gleich, aber viel langer, Leda stilla da
gegen kiirzer. Leda sharmani (Ether id g e) · [Ether id g e 1878, S. 95, 
Taf. 2/18; H in d 1896-1900, S. 199, Taf. 15/17-22) hat diesel be Form, 
aber die Schale ist glatt [nach Hind ist die Streifung ,hardly visible 
to the naked eye" ) . 

Vielleicht ist unsere neue Form identisch mit Leda bellistriata S t e
vens [Girt y 1915, S. 122, Taf. 14/1-9) der nordamerikanischen Wewoka
Formation." 

Here should be noted that the specimens figured by M. S c h war z
b a c h [ 1939) lack the characteristic structure of the escutcheon, the keel 
and the rostral part of Polidevcia attenuata. Phestia ( Leda) still a as 
figured by M. S c h war z b a c h ( 1939, pl. I, fig. 14) does not correspond 
to the specific definition and belongs in our opinion to the shorter 
type of S c h w a r z b a c h's "subspecies" bellica'stata. The above cited 
Schwa r z b a c h's remark is therefore ungrounded. Furthermore we 
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pointed out that in our specimens of Polideucia and Phestia the surface 
costation is always indistinct to the naked eye. The last S c h war z
b a c h's observation seems also to be groundless, as this author does not 
state that his subspecies has a conspicuous umbonal r idge which is so 
typical of the American form Phestia ( Leda} bellistriata S t evens. 

Nevertheless, we presume that a number of forms of our collection 
is conspecific with S c h war z b a c h's specimens. Unlike S c h war z
b a c h, however, we do not consider them related to Poltdeucia sharmani 
but place them into the genus Phestia as an independent species-Phestta 
bellicostata (Schwa r z b a c h). 

This species was thoroughly studied, biometrically analysed and its 
diagnosis complemented. Two groups of slightly different forms were 
ascertained within the limits of the species. Forms of the Petrkovice zone 
are larger with more acute keel and greater angle y, forms of the Poruba 
zone are characterized by a smaller shell, which is evenly vaulted in the 
posterior part, by a rounded keel distinct only in the apical portion of 
the valve and by smaller angle y. These differences, however, are not 
significant and did not appear so even in the biometrical analyses. 

Our specimens of Phestia bellicostata suggest to a certain degree 
the forms which B. I. C her n y she v (1951, p. 10, pl. I, fig. 1-4) de
signated Phestia petri but differ from the latter in a slender shell, less 
conspicuous umbonal ridge and smaller, more acute beak. 

Distribution. Phestia bellicostata is known from the Ostrava beds 
of the Upper Silesian Carboniferous-Namurian A (less probably the 
lower part of the Namurian .B), both from the Czech and Polish part of 
the basin. 

Occurrence. Our specimens come from the Petrkovice zone of the 
Ostrava beds, from the Vilema marine band from the mine Urx at Petr
kovice, from the Pavel marine band from the mine Stalin II at Hrusov, 
from the marine bands Nanetta I and Nanetta II from the mine Sverma 
at Mar. Hory, from the mines Stachanov at Hrusov, Stalin II at Hrusov,. 
Bezruc at Sl. Ostrava, Jiri at Privoz and from the outcrops near the mine 
Urx at Petrkovice. The specimens from the Poruba zone come from the 
Koks marine band from the mine Pionyr at Petrvald and from the Roe
mer's marine band from the mine Doubrava at Doubrava. In the Polish 
part of the basin this species is reported by M. S c h w a r z b a c h ( 1939) 
from the marine horizons V, VI and VIII of the Ostrava beds. 

RESULTS OF THE STATISTICAL BIOMETRICAL ANALYSIS 
OF THE SAMPLESl 

The whole assemblage of nuculanid pelecypods from the Namurian 
of the Upper Silesian fore-deep was divided into six samples. As becomes 

1) All lenght values! in tables I-XLII are 7iX' enlarged. In tables VII, XIV, XXI, XXVIII, 
and XLII the f v values are cpmputed values of t, and t1 values are taken from statistical 
tables. Values of fv proving the statistical significance of the differences of individual 
samples are in frames. 
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evident from the preceding part of the present work, these samples cor
respond to the following species: Polidevcia attenuata ( F 1 e m in g, 1828), 
Polidevcia vaszceki nou. spec., Polidevcia gengeli nov. spec., Polidevcia 
sharmani (Ether id g e, 1878) and Phestia bellicostata (Schwa r z
b a c h, 1939). The collection of the last species was divided into two 
samples: sample no. I comprising the specimens from the marine bands 
Nanetta I and 11 of the Petrkovice zone of the Ostrava beds, and sample 
no. 11 composed of the specimens from Koks and Roemer's marine bands 
of the Poruba zone of the Ostrava beds. On the basis of these two samples 
of the collection of one species we studied by means of statistical bio
metrical methods as to what extent the species under study changed 
during geological time. The specimens of Polidevcia cepeki nov. spec. 
were not included in the comparative studies because of the small num
ber of well preserved specimen. 

Result of the comparison of the samples on the basis of the relation 
between v and d 

Statistical basis for the comparison is involved in the tables 1 and VI, 
and the results of the comparison in the table VII. From the diagram 
on figure 11 it is evident that the relation between v and d is rectilinear. 
The table VII presenting the t-values shows that Polideucia gengeli and 
P. vaszceki differ distinctly from our specimens of P. attenuata in the 
more elongated outline. From this table it is also evident that both 
samples of Phestia bellicostata differ remarkably from all representatives 
of the genus Polidevcia. 

10 

5 

a~--------~5~------~1~0~--~--~$~------~2~0~--d7c-m--~25~ 

Fig. 11 

5* 

Diagram of the relation between v and d in the studied nuculanid forms (all 
values 7 X enlarged) with the regression lines of v as plotted against d. 
• Polidevcia attenuata, 0 Polidevcia gengeli, 0 Polidevcia vastceki, 0 Poli
devcia cepeki, A. Polidevcia sharmani, 6,. Phestia bellicostata - sample I, 
+ Phestia bellicostata - sample II. Regression lines: - ---- Polidevcia 
attenuata, - · - · - · - Polidevcia gengeli, - · · · - · · · - Polidevcia vastceki, 
----- Polidevcia sharmani, - ·· -··-·· - Phestia bellicostata- sample I, 
·······:······ ·· ····· ·· ··· ·· Phestia bellicostata - sample I I. 
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On the whole there can be observed that the relation between v and d 
in all studied samples does not vary greatly. This is evident especially 
from the values of the correlation coefficients of individual samples 
which vary from 0.90 to 0.99. Consequently, the relation between v and d 
is very close within the assemblage of one species and can be considered 
an important specific feature. This relation is especially close in the 
associations which are synchronous and synpatric (e.g. Phestia belli
costata-sample II). In these cases the difference between the "typical" 
specimen (the mean specimen in · the statistical sense) and the specimens 
from the periphery of the variation field is in most cases very s:mall. 
However, a synchronous assemblage can exceptionally greatly vary in 
some .feature. · The closeness of the relation between v and d is also 
evident ~from the diagram on figur.e 11. Therefore, in the graphical ex
pression of this relation only one regression line was drawn, the second 
regression line being nearly coincident with the first. 

Res,ult of the comparison of the sampll~s on the basis of the relation 
between P1 and Pz 

The computations of the principal characteristics are involved on 
the tables VIII-XIII. The resultant t-values are presented on table XIV. 
The relation is expressed by a graph on figure 12. The analysis proved 
that the samples of individual species do not usually differ remarkably 
in the position of the beak. The sample of Polidevcta sharmani, which 
differs remarkably from the remaining samples in the subcentral position 
of the beak, is an exception. This division of the whole collection is also 
evident from the diagram on figure 12, in which the regression lines of 
Polideucia sharmant distinctly deviate from the regression lines of the 
remaining samples. From the diagram it will be seen that some specimens 
of P. attenuata have subcentral beaks. It is interesting that these speci
mens come from the Nanetta marine band, that is, from the same horizon 
in which also the specimens of Phestia bellicostata with subcentral to 
central beaks are frequent. 

On the whole the variability between p1 and p2 is greater than that 
between v and d (the correlation coefficient in most cases attaining the 
value of about 0.80). In one synchronous assemblage this relation is 
again very close ( K > 0.99 in Polidevcta vastceki from the Stur's marine 
band). 

Result of the comparison of the samples on the basis of the relation 
between v1 and Vz 

The results of the study of the relation between v1 and v2 are given 
on tables XV -XX and the results of the comparison of individual samples 
on table XXI. The relation between u1 and v2 is shown on figure 13. The 
comparison showed that in the relation between Vi and u2 only Polidevcia 
sharmant and Phestia belZicostata (sample from the Koks marine bands 
differ from each other. A distinct tendency to v1 > v2 appears in the 
first sample, in the second the opposite is the case. No further deviations 
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Fig. 12 Diagram of the relation between p1 and p2 in 76 studied specimens of the 

nuculanid pelecypods (all values 7 X enlarged) with the regression lines of 
p1 as plotted against p2, and of p2 as plotted against p1. 

• Polidevcia attenuata, 8 Polidevcia gengeli , 0 Polidevcia vasiceki, 0 Poli 
devcia cepeki A Polidevcia sharmani, 6 Phestia bellicostata - sample I, 
b., Phestia bellicostata - sample Il. Regression lines designated as in fig. 11. 

5 

0 5 ~cm 
Fig. 13 Graphical representation of the relation between v1 and v2 in 76 studied speci

mens of nuculanid pelecypods (all values 7 X enlarged). In the· diagram the 
regression lines of v1 as plotted against v2, and of v2 as plotted against v1 are 
marked. (All margings as in fig. 11). 
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in the frequency distribution of the v1/v 2 ratio occur in our assemblage. 
On the whole, the relation between v1 and v2 is greatly variable, varying 
to a considerable degree about the value 1, and is consequently not a good 
distinguishing feature. Like in the case of p 1 and p 2 , the assemblage of 
Polidevcia attenuata, which is a heterochronous and allopatric association, 
is also strongly variable in the v1 : v2 relation. However, a certain devi
ation can be observed in the specimens from the Enna marine bands. In 
this forms u1 > v2 • The tendency of v1 > v2 has been observed also in 
other specimens of P. attenuata from Enna marine bands from our col
lection which were not included in the biometrical studies and in many 
specimens from Enna marine bands from other collections which we have 
had the possibility to study. 

Result of the statis.tif!al biometrical study of the angle a 

The results of the study of the angle a are given on tables XXII-XXVII , 
the results of the comparison of individual samples according to the 
angle a on table XXVIII. Figure 14 represent a histogram of the frequency 
of the values of the angle a. 
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.. Polidevcia attenuata 

~ P. gengeli 

~ P. vasiceki 

11111 P. sharmani 

am Phestia bellicostata 
(sample I.). 

~ P. bellicostata 
(sample II.) 

Fig. 14 Histogram of the frequencies distribution of the values of the angle a in 76 -
studied nuculanid pelecypods. (A column of 5 mm in the histogram corresponds 
to one specimen) . 
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The investigation proved that the whole assemblage can be divided 
on the basis of the angle a into two parts: one formed by the specimens 
of Polidevcia sharmani with the angle a prevailingly negative, the other 
formed by the specimens of the remaining species with a positive angle a 
prevailing. A similar situation is shown in the· diagram of the figure 14, 
which has one apex within the interval from -2 to 2 degrees, the other 
within the interval from -18 to -20 degrees. From this diagram and 
table XXIV it is evident that the assemblage of Polideucia sharmant is 
greatly variable according to the angle a and has two apices of frequency 
distribution. 

Furthermore, a certain difference can be observed in Polideucia 
gengeli, which -shows a tendency to a comparatively large positive 
angle a. 

When cnmparing the results of the studies of the angle a and those 
of the relation between p1 and P2 , we see that the increase of p1/p2 ratio 
is accompanied by the increase of the negative angle a and, on the con
trary, the decrease of the mentioned ratio is accompanied by the increase 
of the positive angle a. This is especially evident in P. sharmani and 
P. gengeli which both have extreme values in the p 1 /p 2 ratio and angle a 
as well. 

Result of the statistical biometrical study of the angle (3 

The results of the study of the angle (3 are given on tables XXIX to 
XXXIV, the results of the comparison of individual san1ples on the basis 
of the angle (3 on table XXXV. Figure 15 shows the histogram of the 
frequencies of the values of the angle (3. 

The values t on plate XXV show that the size of angle (3 is a good 
distinguishing feature among the majority of species of nuculanid pele
cypods of our collection. The dHferences are especially distinct between 
the samples of the single species of Phestia and those of Polideucta. The 
frequency distribution on figure 15 has evidently two apices: one cor
responding to the members of Phestia ( 22-24 degrees), other belonging 
to the members of Polidevcia ( 18-20 degrees). However, the comparativ
ely small variability of the angle (3 enables even specific distinguishing. 

From the table XXIX it is evident that specimens of P. attenuata from 
Enna marine bands have the lowest values of the angle (3 of all speci
mens of this species. This is due to the form of the posterior part of the 
shell which is typical of the mentioned species from the Enna horizon. 
This appears, as mentioned above, in the u1/v 2 ratio as well. 

Result of the statistical biometrical study of the angle r 

The results of the angle r are given on tables XXXVI-XLI, the results 
of the comparison of individual samples on the basis of the angle y 
on table XLII. Figure 16 shows' the histogram of frequencies of the values 
of the angle y. 

The values of the angle r show, unlike the remaining angular fea
tures, a comparatively great variability. Also within the samples of single 
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Fig. 15 Histogram of the frequencies distribution of the values of the angle {3 in 76 
studied nuculanid forms. (A column of 5 mm in the histogram corresponds to 
one specimen). 

species the variability boundaries are considerably large. This is un
doubtedly due, to a certain extent, to the different mode of fossilization. 
The apical angle r depends the most of all morphological features on the 
mode of fossilization. The size of the apical angle can vary even in one 
specimen according to whether it is preserved as a sculptural mold, 
internal mold or with the shell proper preserved. In the sculptural molds 
the size of the apical angle may vary according to which level of the shell 
matter has been fossilized. 

Nevertheless, with a great number of differently preserved speci
mens this error of the arithmetic mean decreases to a minimum. The 
computed boundaries of the variability of the angle a in individual 
samples, however, are to be taken with precaution, as they are fully af
fected by the errors due to the unequal fossilization. 

However, from the table XLII it is evident that the values of the 
angle r are significantly different in the' samples of single species of 
our collection. This can be seen also from the diagram on figure 16, 
which has three apices. This diagram and the table XLII as well show 
that the whole collection can be divided according to the value of the 
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Fig. 16 Histogram of the frequencies distribution of the values of the angle r in 76 
studied specimens of nuculanid forms. [A column of 5 mm in the histogram 
corresponds to one specimen). 

apical angle into three parts: the first maximum limit of the variation 
field is formed by the specimens of Polidevcta vastcekt, in which the 
values of the angle r vary around 140 degrees and attain up to 148 de
grees. The second maximum limit is formed by Phestia bellicostata, in 
which the size of the angle r is about 150 degrees in forms from the 
Poruba zone and about 115 degrees in forms from Petrkovice zone. (This 
difference is partly due to the different ·mode of fossilization. Specimens 
from the Poruba zone have the shell matter preserved, while those from 
the Petrkovice zone are sculptural molds.) The third part of the variation 
field is formed by specimens of Polidevcia attenuata, P. sharmani and 
P. gengeli, in which the size of the angle r varies about 130 degrees. 

Conclusion and methodical remarks. 

The statistical biometrical methods have proved a significant dif
ferenciation of the samples of single species at least on the basis of two 
morphological features. The variability changes are interesting. Syn
chronous assemblages usually show little variability. On the contrary, 
heterochronous associations are much more variable. Especially Poli
devcia attenuata shows a great variability. It appears that the changes 
of one feature in the same species may be typical of some horizon (in 
our case e.g. Polidevcia attenuata from Enna marine bands). 

Statistical bimnetrical studies carried on by means of mathematical 
analysis are undoubtedly rather laborious for applied paleontology. How
ever, a paleontologist working in a basin should consistently use at least 
graphical methods of study of the morphology of fossils, which demand 
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less time and are sufficiently exact for practical pUlrposes. Use of these 
methods (graphical illustration of morphological features, which cor
relate with each other, in a correlation field, UiSe of diagrams of the dis
tribution of frequencies of single features etc.) will bring about the ex
plication of the dependence of variability on individual horizons and will 
help to clear up the facial development of fossil basins. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF NUCULANID PELECYPODS FOR THE STRATIGRAPHY 
OF NAMURIAN OF THE UPPER SILESIAN FORE-DEEP 

The biostratigraphical evaluation of the most abundant marine faunal 
group of the Namurian-taxodont pelecypods of the Czechoslovak part 
of the Upper Silesian basin is lacking. The existing opinion of the ap
plication of the pelecypod fauna for a more detailed stratigraphical 
division of the Ostrava beds are mainly skeptical. V. S us t a ( 1928) 
believes that the fauna of the so called "marine bands" of the Ostrava 
beds is on the whole · homogenous and, therefore, it is impossible to dis
tinguish these horizons on the basis of faunal analysis. This author 
reached the conclusion that only the thickness of these horizons can in 
some cases serve as a reliable n1eans of identification. 

M. S c h war z b a c h ( 1939) first pointed out that this opinion is 
untenable. He presented a stratigraphical scheme of the occurrence of 
taxodont pelecypods in single horizons with marine fauna on the basis 
o;f the material of the Polish part of the basin. This author quite cor
rectly observes the frequency of taxodont pelecypods in individual hori
zons as well as the changes in size of their shells, basing on the opinion 
that the assemblages of taxodont pelecypods react quickly on every en
vironmental change. 

From our studies it becomes evident that the morphological changes 
of shells in geological time in our assemblages may be ulseful for distin
guishing individual horizons containing marine fauna. Owing to the close 
dependence of the evolution of these assemblages on the environmental 
factors it is obvious that conclusions drawn in one part of the basin need 
not be valid for a different facial development in other parts. 

Polidevcia attenuata is known from both marine bands Nanetta 
of the mines Stalin, Sverma and Bezruc, and from the outcrops near the 
mine Urx at Petrkovice, from the Frantiska marine band from the mines 
Stalin II and Beruc and from the Bores Staric NP 133 and NP 123, from 
the third Enna marine band from the mines Zarubek and Cingr and from 
undesignated Enna marine bands from the mines Vaclav, Alexander and 
J eremenko and from the bore Stafic 133, from the third Barbora marine 
band from the mine Vaclav, from an undesignated Barbora marine band 
from the mine Fucfk II and from the Gabriela marine band. An especially 
interesting development of the assemblages of this species is that of the 
Nanetta marine bands and of the thtrd Enna marine band. The specimens 
of Polidevcia attenuata of the Nanetta marine bands usually have the 
posterior line sloping conspicuously upwards, the angle ~ attaining up 
to 20 degrees (in average 18.5 degrees in our sample). Furthermore, 
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some of the forms of these marine bands have the beaks situated nearer 
to the middle like the majority of specimens of Polideucta sharmani 
( E the ridge, 1878). This is especially evident in the fo1rm no. 91 from 
the mine Jiri, which is morphologically rather similar to the majority of 
specimens of P. sharmant known from the marine bands Nanetta I and 
Nanetta II. In this specimen the point of maximum convexity lies in the 
portion of the valve between the beak and the anterior extreme point. 
The beak is nearer to the middle-at about the forth tenth of the valve 
length from the anterior extreme point. On the whole the assemblage 
of Polideucia attenuata is considerably variable in the marine bands Na
netta I and II, so that forms with subcentral umbos are present together 
with forms with anterior umbos. Specimens of Polideucia attenuata with 
subcentral beaks are not known from other horizons with marine fauna. 

A characteristic assemblage of this species is known from the third 
Enna marine band. Its specimens are identical with those of the un
designated marine bands of the Enna seam from the Ostrava District. 
The majority of forms which we are able to study prove that in the Enna 
marine bands the specimens with the posterior part of the valve less 
sloping upwards (the angle (3 attaining the size of about 16,5 degrees) 
predominate. Furthermore, the specimens of P. attenuata of the Enna 
marine bands are characterized by the connecting line of the anterior 
and posterior extre,me point intersecting the valve height more or less 
below its middle. · 

As to the frequency of Polideucta attenuata, two maxima of occur
rence can be observed: marine bands Nanetta I and II (7 speci:rrtens in 
our sample) and the third Enna marine band (8 specimens) . In the Fran
tiska and Barbora marine bands their occurrence decreases. An inter
esting development appears here in comparison with the marine bands 
Nanetta and Enna. In these marine bands P. attenuata occurs isolated 
while in the Frantiska marine band of the mine Urx and Barbora marine 
band of the mine Vaclav it is found together with other groups of in
vertebrate fossils. In these layers carbonized plant rests of relatively 
great size also often occur. The accumulation of the faunal shells is in 
places so great that the rock appears to have a pseudolumachellous char
acter. This is evidently due to redeposition and assemblages found here 
are consequently pseudoassociations. The agitated sedimentation con
ditions were probably the cause of the smaller frequency of P. attenuata 
in these marine bands. 

The size of shells of P. attenuata decreases gradually from the Na
netta marine band to the Barbora marine band. Only one representative 
of this species is known from the Gabriela marine band of the mine Evzen. 
With this marine band the occurrence of P. attenuata in the Ostrava part 
of the basin seems to finish. 

Polideucia cepeki nou. spec. seems to be limited only on the Bohdan 
marine band of the Petrkovice beds. Specimens of our collection come 
from the mines Urx and Lidice at Petrkovice. *) 

*) One uncertain specimen is known from the Enna II marine band from the mine 
Alexandr at Kuncicky. 
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Polidevcta gengeli nov. spec. as well as P. attenuata pass from the 
Nanetta marine band to Gaebler's marine bands. Unlike P. cepeki, how
ever, it is notably less abundant. It appears to be more frequent only in 
Roemer's marine bands where specimens typical especially by the absence 
of keel, the uniformly vaulted posterior part of the valve with a slight 
depression near the posterior margin, and by considerably distant beaks 
are found. The changes in size of shells are interesting. In the marine 
bands Nanetta II, Koks and Roemer's marine band specimens of the 
length of about 1 cm. are known. In the Enna marine band the shells 
attain the length of more than 2 cm. Polideucta gengeli like P. attenuata 
attains evidently the maximum size in the Enna marine bands. 

Polidevcia uastceki nov. spec. occurs only in the lowermost horizons 
of the Petrkovice zone. It is very abundant especially in the Stur's marine 
band from the bores at StariC. It rarely occurs also in the Bohdan marine 
band of the mine Lidice. It is interesting that unlike the rest of nuculanid 
pelecypods P. vasiCeki is found mostly in the sandy or strongly sandy 
shales. In this case the specimens have an extremely produced and nar
row posterior part of the valve. The specimens of the Bohdan marine 
band are posteriorly less produced, their rostrum is shorter and the un
dulation of the ,ribs is less distinct. They are found in a more clayey 
material with a smaller sandy fraction. 

Polideucta sharmani ( E the ridge, 1878) is known only from the 
Petrkovice zone of the Ostrava beds, where it begins with the Bohdan 
marine band and ends with the marine band Nanetta II. It is especially 
abundant in the marine bands Nanetta I and II in which it is often pre
dominant. With these horizons, however, its occurrence abruptly ends. 
In the stratigraphically higher horizons it has not been ascertained. 

Phestta bellicostata ( S c h war z b a c h, 1939) is known to be abun
dant in the Petrkovice zone where it ranges similarly as P. sharmani from 
the Vilem marine band to the marine bands Nanetta I and II. Here its 
occurrence reaches the maximum. In the Frantiska marine band the 
specimens of Phestia bellicostata decrease in number but increase in size 
-their length is more than 20 1nm. In the Ostrava part of the basin the 
occurrence of this species ends with the last mentioned marine band. 
It was also ascertained in the upper horizons of the Poruba zone in the 
Koks marine band, where it is again abundant, and in Roemer's marine 
bands. After having seen some new samples from the new fields of the 
southern ( Stafic) part of the basin we can state that the stratigraphical 
position of Phestia bellicostata is here different from that of the Ostrava 
part of the basin. The species is here found even in horizons in which 
it has not been ascertained in the Ostrava part of the basin (e.g. in the 
Enna marine band). This is evidently due to the different facial develop
ment of this part of the basin. ( S c h w a r z b a c h [ 1939] indicates the 
maximum occurrence of his subspecies Leda sharmant belltcostata in the 
upper part of the Poruba zone. ) 

On the whole, in the entire assemblage of nuculanid pelecypods from 
the Ostrava beds a certain regularity in the course of their development 
in geological time can be observed. In the forms of Petrkovice zone the 
keel is prominent to extremely acute (e.g. Polidevcta cepekt nov. spec.). 
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On the contrary, in the stratigraphically younger forms (Polideucia 
gengeli from the higher part of the Poruba zone and Phestia bellicostata 
from the same horizons) the keel is almost lacking and the posterior part 
of the shells is evenly vaulted. Besides, a gradual decrease in size of the 
shells during the sedimentation of the Ostrava beds can be observed. 

An interesting break in the development of nuculanid pelecypods 
in the Ostrava beds took place on the boundary between the Petrkovice 
and Hrusov zone. In this period, as far as we could ascertain, Polideucia 
sharmant disappears completely and a sudden reduction in number or 
temporary disappearing of Phestia bellicostata comes about. The forms 
of the Petrkovice zone differ in several features from those of the upper 
parts of the Poruba zone. They are distinctly larger, apical angle attains 
the size of about 115 degrees, keel ranges from distinct to acute. On the 
contrary the specimens from the upper parts of the Poruba zone are very 
small (length about 0.75 cm., apical angle only slightly exceeding 90 de
grees), and their posterior part is more evenly vaulted, without a dis
tinct keel. 

The first horizon with rich n1arine fauna above this boundary-Fran
tiska marine band~has a special, from other horizons slightly different 
association of taxodont pelecypods which will be dealt with in a special 
work. 

Also an interesting change of fossilization can be observed on the 
boundary of the Petrko:vice and Hrusov zone. Fauna of the Petrkovice 
zone is predominantly preserved as sculptural molds. Exception is made 
only by the forms of the Bohdan marine band, which have preserved the 
shell matter. Starting from the FrantiSka marine band the fauna of our 
collection has the shell matter more or less altered. In Roamer's marine 
band the filling of the shellsis often pyritized. As was already mentioned, 
in the Frantiska and Barbora marine bands the fauna is in contrast to other 
horizons often redeposited and accu1nulated in pseudolumachellas. 

Finally we point out that the assemblages of taxodont pelecypods 
are not a constant component of the marine fauna of the Ostrava beds. 
A complete stratigraphical scheme of the species under study cannot be 
given owing to the small number of specimens. Our remarks concerning 
their stratigraphical value are therefore only preliminar. It appears, 
however, that in certain marine bands assemblages of a certain species 
are either predominant ( Polideucia sharmani in the Nanetta marine bands, 
Phestta bellicostata i'n the Koks marine band) or have a special develop
ment typical df these horizons. Some assemblages seem even to be 
limited only to one or two horizons ( Polideucia uaszceki and Polideucia 
cepeki]. 
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EXPLANATIONS OF PLATES 

Plate I: 

Polideucia attenuata ( F 1 e m i n g, 1828), studied type no. 118, mine Stalin II, 
Nanetta marine band. X 1,9 
Polideucia attenuata ( F 1 em in g, 1828], studied type no. 589, bore NP 210. 
depth 636 m, FrantiSka marine band. X 4,2 
Polideucia attenuata [ F 1 e m i n g, 1828), studied type no. 590, bore Stafic 
NP 184. X 2,6 
Polideucia attenuata [FIe m in g, 1828], studied type no. 126, mine Vaclav, 
Enna marine band. X 2,1 
Polideucia attenuata [ F l em i n g, 1828], studied type no. 577, bore Paskov 
NP 154, FrantiSka marine band. X 2,4 
Poliuecia attenuata ( F l e m i n g, 1828), studied type no. 71, mine Sverma, 
Nanetta marine band. X 2,4 
Polideucia attenuata ( F l e m i n g, 1828], studied type no. 565, bore NP 213, 
depth 448 m, Enna marine band. X 2,4 
Polideucia attenuata ( F I em i n g, 1828), studied type no. 91, mine Jiff, Na
netta marine band. X 2 
Polideucia attenuata ( F I e m i n g, 1828), studied type no. 1131, mine Zarubek, 
Enna marine band. X 1,9 
Polideucia attenuata ( F I em i n g, 1828), studied type no. 129, mine Sverma 
Nanetta marine band. X 1,8 

Plate 11: 

Polideucia attenuata ( F l e m i n g, 1828) , studied type no. 11, bore Ostrava 
NP 133, Frantiska marine band. X 2,6 
Polideucia attenuata (F 1 em in g, 1828], studied type no. 579, bore NP 414, 
depth 1006 m, Frantiska marine band. X 2,4 
Polideucia attenuata [F le m in g, 1828], studied type no. 111, outcroups near 
the mine Urx, Nanetta marine band. X 1,8 
Polideucia attenuata ( F 1 e m i n g, 1828), studied type no. 137, mine P. Cingr, 
Enna 11 marine band. X 1,9 
Polideucia attenuata ( F l e m i n g, 1828), studied type no. 140, mine J ere
menko, Enna marine band. X 2 
Polideucia attenuata ( F 1 e m i ng, 1828), studied type no. 137 mine P. Cingr, 
Enna II marine band. Dorsal view of the specimen figured on fig. 4. X 2 
Polideucia cepeki nou. spec., studied type no. 170, mine Urx, Bohdan marine 
band. Holotype. X 2 
Polideucia cepeki nov. spec., studied type no. 69, mine Urx, Bohdan marine 
band. X 2 
Polideucia cf. cepeki nou. spec., studied type no. 29, mine Alexandr, Enna II 
marine band. X 2,5 
Polideucia gengeli nou. spec., studied type no. 16, mine Sverma, Nanetta 11 
marine band. X 3 
Polidevcia gengeli nou. spec., studied type no. 134, mine P. Cingr, Enna IV 
marine band. X 2,3 
Polideucia gengeli nou. spec., studied type no. 98, mine Doubrava, Roemer's 
marine band. Holotype. X 2,9 

Plate Ill: 

Polideucia sharmani (Ether id g e, 1878], studied type no. 85, 
the mine Urx, Nanetta 11 marine band. 

outcrops near 

Polidevcia sharmani ( E t h e r i d g e, 18 78), studied type no. 162, mine 
ma, Nanetta marine band. 
Polideucia sharmani ( E t h e r i d g e, 1878), studied type no. 161, mine 
ma, Nanetta marine band. 

X 2,9 
Sver
X 2,9 
Sver
X 2,9 
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Polideucia sharmani ( E t h e r i d g e, 1878), studied type no. 150 bore Zabreh 
NP 92, Nanetta marine band. X 3 
Polideucia sharmani ( E t h er i d g e, 1878), studied type no. 90, outcrops near 
the mine Urx, Nanetta marine band. X 2,6 
Polideucia sharmani ( E t h er i d g e, 1878), studied type no. 70, mine Jiri, 
N anetta II marine band. X 2, 7 

Polideucia sharmani [ E t h e r i d g e, 1878], studied type no. 133, mine Sver
ma, Nanetta II marine band. X 2,7 
Polideucia sharmani ( E t h e r i d g e, 1878), studied type no. 131, mine Sver
ma, Nanetta II marine band. X 2,6 
Polideuci sharmani ( E t h e r i d g e, 18 78), studied type no. 124, mine Stalin II, 
Nanetta I marine band. X 2,6 
Polideucia sharmani ( E t h er i d g e, 1878) studied type no. 130, mine Sverma, 
Nanetta II marine band. X 2,7 
Polideucia sharmani [ E t h e r i d g e, 1878), studied type no. 171, mine Sver
ma, Nanetta II marine band. X 2,5 
Polideucia sharmani ( E t h e r i d g e, 1878), studied type no. 4, mine Jindfich, 
Nanetta marine band. X 2,9 
Polideucia sharmani [Ether id g e, 1878], studied type no. 67, mine Sverma, 
Nanetta II marine band. X 2,6 
Polideucia sharmani ( E t h e r i d g e, 1878], studied type no. 138, mine Sver
ma, Nanetta II marine band. X 2,7 
Polideucia sharmani [ E t h e r i d g e, 1878), studied type no. 139, mine Sver
ma, Nanetta marine band. X 2,6 
Polideucia sharmani (Ether id g e, 1878), studied type no. 120, mine Stalin 
II, Nanetta I marine band. X 2,6 
Polideucia sharmani (Ether id g e, 1878), studied type no. 160, Jestrabi, 
Bllovec beds. X 2,7 
Polideucia sharmani ( E t h e r i d g e, 1878], ·studied type no. 35, mine Lidice, 
Bohdan marine band. X 2,9 
Polideucia sharmani ( E t h er i d g e, 1878), studied type no. 23, mine Sverma, 
Nanetta marine band. · X 2,6 
Polideucia sharmani ( E t h e r i d g e, 1878], studied type no. 76, mine Urx, 
Nanetta marine band. X 2,6 

Plate IV: 

Polideucia uastceki nou: spec., studied type no. 142a, bore Staflc NP 178. 
Stur's marine band. X 2,9 
Polideucia uastceki nou. spec., studied type no. 142b, bore Staric NP 178, 
Stur's marine band. Holotype. X 2,7 
Polideucia uastceki nou. spec., studied type no. 10, bore Staric NP 178, Stur's 
marine band. X 3 
Polideucia uastceki nou. spec., studied type no. 145, bore Staflc NP 181, Stur's 
marine band. X 2,7 
Polideucia uastceki nou. spec., studied type no. 147, bore Staric NP 100, Stur's 
marine band. · X 3 
Polideucia uastceki nou. spec., studied type no. 144, bore Staric NP 184, Stur's 
marine band. X 3,1 
Polideucia uaszceki nou. spec., studied type no. 591, bore Staric NP 184, Stur's 
marine band. X 2,6 
Polideucia uaslceki nou. spec., studied type no. 143, bore Star!c NP 184, Stur's 
marine band. X 3,1 
Phestia bellicostata ( S c h war z b a c h, 1939), studied type no. 9, mine 
P. Bezruc, Nanetta marine band. X 2,9 
Phestia bellicostata ( S h war z b a c h, 1939), studied type no. 65, mine Pionyr, 
Koks marine band. X 2,5 
Phestia bellicostata ( S c h war z b a c h, 1939), studied type no. 156, mine 
Sverma, Nanetta marine band. X 2,8 
Phestia bellicostata ( £ c h w a r z b a c h, 1939), studied type no. 94, mine Jiff, 
Nanetta marine band. X 2,7 



Fig. 13 

Fig. 14 

Fig. 15 

Fig. 16 

Fig. 17 

Fig. 18 

Fig. 19 

Fig. 20 

6* 

Phestia bellicostata ( S c h w a r z b a c h , 1939), studied type no. 77, mine 
Pionyr, Koks marine band. X 2,8 
Phestia bellicostata ( S eh war z b a c h, 1939) studied type no. 104; mine 
Koks marine band. X 3,4 
Phestia bellicostata ( S c h war z b a c h, 1939), studied type no. 74~ mine 
Pionyr, Koks marine band. X 3,4 
Phestia bellicostata ( S c h war z b a c h, 1939), studied type no. 74, dorsal 
view. X 3,3 
Phestia bellicostata ( S c h w a r z b a c h, 1939), studied type no. 104, mine 
Pionyr, Koks marine band, dorsal view of the specimen figured on fig. 14. 

Phestia bellicostata ( S c h w a r z b a c h, 1939), studied type 
near the mine Urx, Nanetta marine band. 
Phestia bellicostata ( S c h w a r z b a c h, 1939), studied type 
nyr, Koks marine band. 

X 3,4 
no. 114, outcrops 

X 2,8 
no. 63, mine Pia~ 

X 2,7 
Phestia bellicostata ( S c h w a r z b a c h , 1939) , studied type no. 
Pionyr, Koks marine band. 

78, mine 
X 2,7 
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TABLE I 
Calculation of the correlation coefficient and of the regression coefficients of the rela· 

tionship between v and d in Polidevcia attenuata [FIe m in g, 1828]. 

Stud. 

I I 
Faunal 

n type d V ~d 1]v ~·17 ~2 172 band No 

1 18P 14,20 5,30 -1,04 -0,48 0,50 1,0733 0,234 Nanetta II 
---- - -----

2 26L 13,60 4,80 - 1,64 -0,98 1,61 2,6765 0,9004 Frantiska 
-------------

3 36P 15,80 6,15 0,56 0,36 0,20 0,3181 0,1296 Frantiska 
----- - - ---

4 55L 16,00 6,30 0,76 0,51 0,39 0,5837 0,2601 Enna 
----------

5 59L 11,75 4,50 -3,49 -1,28 4,48 12,1522 1,6384 Barbora 
----------

6 68P 20,70 7,80 5,46 2,01 11,00 29,8593 4,0401 G-abriela 
I 

----------

7 71P 17,05 6,20 1,81 0,41 0,75 3,2906 0,1681 Nanetta 
----------

8 91P 15,55 5,85 0,31 0,06 0,20 0,0986 0,0036 Nanetta 
-------------

9 93P 15,60 6,20 0,36 0,42 0,15 0,1325 0,1681 Nanetta 
- - -- - -----

10 96L 10,00 4,00 - 5,23 -1,78 9,35 27,4157 3,1684 Barbora III 
---- - -----

11 111P 17,95 7,10 2,71 1,31 3,56 7,3657 1,7161 Nanetta 
- - -- --- ---

12 liSP 24,80 9,10 9,36 3,31 31,69 91,4701 10,9561 Nanetta I 
----------

13 128L 16,65 5,75 1,41 -0,03 -0,05 1,9994 0,0009 Enna III 
-------------

14 129L 15,85 5,95 0,61 0,16 0,10 0,3770 0,0256 Nanetta II 
----------

15 136L 13,70 5,10 -1,53 -0,68 1,05 2,3593 0,4624 Enna III 
------- ---

16 140P 7,00 3,05 -8,23 - 2,73 22,53 67,8316 7,4529 Enna 
------- ---

17 155L 14,40 5,50 -0,83 -0,28 0,23 0,6989 0,0784 Frantiska 
-- --- --- ---

18 141L 13,70 5,50 -1,53 -0,28 0,44 2,3593 0,0784 Frantiska 

~= 274,35 104,151 88,20 252,0578 31,5380 
--

15,24 ~1 ~ 
14,0032 1,75 -= 

n 

ad = 3,75 av = 1,32 

Kdv = 0,99 
bdv = 2,81 

bvd = 0,35 
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TABLE II 

n 

1 

---

2 

--

3 

--

4 

--

5 

Calculation of correlation coefficient and of the regression coefficients of the 
relationship between v and d in Polidevcia gengeli nov. spec. 

I Stud. Fauna1 type d V ~d 'Yjv ~·'YJ ~2 'Yj2 
band No 

.. 

61L 7,25 2,55 -1,55 -0,37 0,5735 2,4035 0,1369 Roemer's 

----- ------

89L 6,70 2,55 -2,10 -0,37 0, 7770 4,4100 0,1369 Koks 

-- ------

97P 8,35 2,65 - 0,45 -0,27 0,1215 0,2025 0,0728 Nanetta II 

-- ---- --

98P 7,30 2,40 -1,50 -0,52 0,7800 2,2500 0,2704 Roemer's 

--- ------

134L 14,40 4,45 5,60 1,53 8,5680 31,3600 2,3409 Enna IV 

~= 44,00 14,60 10,8200 40,6250 2,9580 

---------
~ 

8,80 - = 2,92 8,12 0,59 
n 

l 

ad = 2,85 av = 0,77 

Kdv = 0,98 
bdv = 3,63 

bvd = 0,26 
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TABLE Ill 

Calculation of the correlation coefficient and of the regression coefficients of the 
relationship ·between u and d in Polideucia uastceki nou. spec. 

Stud. 

I I 
Fauw11 

n type d V ;d Uv ;.rJ .;2 'rj2 
band No 

1 142L 14,60 4,15 6,67 1,62 10,8054 44,4889 2,6244 Sttir's 

-- - - ------

2 143L 3,60 1,25 -4,33 -1,28 5,5424 18,7489 1,6384 Stur's 

- --- - -- ---

3 144L 9,80 3,15 1,87 0,62 1,1594 3,4969 0,3844 Stt:1r's 

-- --- ---

4 145P 7,80 2,30 -0,13 ...::.:0,23 0,0299 0,0169 0,0529 Stur's 

- - - - ------

5 146P 2,55 1,05 -5,38 -1,48 7,9624 28,9444 -2,1904 Stllr's 

- ---------

6 159P 9,25 3,30 1,32 0,77 1,0164 1,7424 0,5929 Stur's 

~= 47,60 15,20 - 0,02 +0,02 26,5159 97,4384 7,4834 

--------
~ 

7,93 - = 2,53 16,24 1,25 
n 

(Jd = 4,03 Cfv = 1,12 

Kdv = 0;98 

bvd = 0,27 

bdv = 3,52 
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TABLE IV 
Calculation of the correlation coefficient and of the regression coefficients of the 

relationship between u and d in Polideucia sharmani ( R. E t h e r i d g e j u n., 1878). 

I Stud. I 
I I I I 

I 
I I 

Fauna! 
type d ~d ~ . r; (:2 1')2 n V r;v 

I 
\; band No 

1 2L 6,75 2,60 -1,62 -0,74 1,20 2,6244 0,5476 Nanetta 
----------·--· ---

2 3P 6,95 2,70 -1,42 - 0,64 0,91 2.,0164 0,4096 Nanetta 
---- - -----

3 4L 6,30 2,65 -2,07 -0,69 1;43 4,2849 0,4761 Nanetta 
------- - - - ---

4 21L 5,85 2,30 -2,52 - 1,04 2,62 6,3504 1,0816 Nanetta 
----- --- --- - --

5 23P 7,15 2,70 -1,22 -0,64 0,78 1,4984 0,4096 Nanetta 
- - ----- - - -

6 67P 7,25 3,10 -1,12 -0,24 0,27 1,2544 0,0576 Narietta II 
-- - - --- ---

7 70L 8,15 3,65 0,22 0,31 -0,07 0,0484 0,0961 Nanetta II 
-------~ ------

8 SOP 8,10 3,10 -0,27 -0,24 0,06 0,0789 0,0576 Nanetta II 
---------- ---

9 81L 7,30 3,15 -1,07 -0,19 0,20 1,1449 0,0361 Nanetta II 
---- ------

10 85P 10,35 4,40 1,98 1,06 2,10 3,9204 1,1236 Nanetta II 
------- ---

11 88P 6,40 2,60 -1,97 -0,74 1,46 3,8809 0,5476 Nanetta II 
------ --- ---

12 90P 9,50 3,80 1,13 0,46 0,52 1,2769 0,2116 Nanetta 
- - -- - - - - --

13 101P 5,55 2,40 -2,82 -0,94 2,65 7,9524 0,8836 Nanetta II 
----------

14 109L 7,90 3,70 -0,47 0,36 -0,17 0,2209 0,1~96 Nanetta It 
- - -----------

15 117P 9,45 4,15 1,08 0,81 0,87 1,1664 0,6561 Nanetta 
---------- - -- - -

16 120L 11,90 4,60 3,53 1,26 4,45 12,4609 1,5876 Nanetta I 
------- - - - ---

17 124L 9,10 3,60 0,73 0,26 0,19 0,5329 0,0676 Nanetta I 
------- - -----

18 130L 8,20 3,45 -0,17 0,11 ~0,02 0,0289 0,0121 Nanetta II 
------- ---

19 131P 9,40 3,40 1,03 0,06 0,06 1,0609 0,0036 Nanetta II 
------- - ----- ---

20 132P 5,80 2,30 -2,57 - 1,04 2,67 6,6049 1,0816 Nanetta II 
- - ----- - -- - - -

21 133L 9,20 3,90 0,83 0,56 0,46 0,6889 0,3136 Nanetta II 
---------- ---

22 138P 10,35 4,00 1,98 0,66 1,31 3,9204 0,4356 Nanetta II 
------- - --

23 139P 8,25 3,55 -0,12 0,21 -0,03 0,0144 0,0441 Nanetta II 
- - --------

24 148P 11,80 4,05 3,43 0,71 2,44 11,7649 0,5041 Nanetta 
------- ------

25 149L 9,55 3,25 1,18 -0,09 -O,ll 1,3924 0,0082 Nanetta 
------------

26 150P 11,00 3,75 2,63 0,41 1,08 6,9169 0,1681 Nanetta 

~= 217,50 86,85 -j 27,33 83,0954 10,9502 
-2::--

3,20 - = 8,37 3,34 0,42 
n 

Gd = 1,79 av = 0,65 
Kdv = 0,90 
bdv = 2,48 
bvd = 0,33 
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TABLE V 

Calculation of the correlation coefficient and of the regression coefficients of the 
relationship between v and d in Phestia bellicostata ( S c h w a r z b a c h, 1939) -

sample I. 

I 

Stud. 
n type 

No 
d V r;v 

Faunal 
band 

1 QL s,so ~~ --o_, 4_7_ 1 ___ o_,o_9_
1 

0,0423 
1 

__ o_,_2_2o_9_
1 

__ o,_o_o_8_1_ ll . _N_ a_n_e_t_ta ___ 
1 

2 15P 5,80 2, 70 -2,53 -1,31 3,3143 6,4009 1, 7161 Frantiska 

-- --- ----------1- - --1----1-----1-----1- ------i 

3 43L 9,55 4,60 1,22 0,59 0,7198 1,4884 0,3481 Nanetta 

----- --~ ---------1----1-----1-- - --1- ------ J 

4 45L 10,25 4,90 1,92 0,89 1, 7088 3,6864 0, 7921 Nanetta II 

-- --- --------- -1----1----1----1----1------ -1 

5 73L 10,65 5,00 2,32 0,99 2,2968 5,3824 0,9801 Nanetta 

-- ------ -------1----1----1----1---- 1---- ---1 

6 94P 6,45 3,05 -1,88 -0,96 1,8048 3,5344 0,9216 Nanetta 

-------- ------ -1----1----1-----1-----1---- - - - 1 

7 ll4L 5,75 2,85 -2,58 -1,16 2,9928 6,6564 1,3456 Nanetta II 

-- --- --- -------1----1-- --1-----1----1----- - 1 

8 156L 9, 10 4,60 0,77 0,59 0,4543 0,5929 0,3481 Nanetta 

-- --- --------- ---1----1-----1----1---- ---1 

9 158L 8,60 4,30 0,27 0,29 0,0783 0,0729 0,0841 Nanetta 

~ = 74,95 36,10 13,4122 28,0356 6,5439 

------ --- ----1----1----1----- 1---- 1 

n 
8,33 

ad = 1,76 

88 

Kdv = 0,99 
bdv = 2,05 
bvd = 0,48 

3,12 

av = 0,85 

0,73 



TABLE VI 

Calculation of the correlation coefficient and of the regression coefficients of the 
relationship between v and d in Phestia bellicostata ( S c h w a r z b a c h, 1939) -

sample Il. 

Stud. 
n type 

No 

I 63L 

d 

5,05 

V 'Yjv 

2,50 -0,64 -0,19 

Faunal 
band 

0,1216 0,4096 0,0361 Koks 

-------------- ---·1----1----1----1------1 

2 65P 6,35 3,10 0,66 0,41 0,2706 0,4356 0,1681 Koks 

-------- - -----1·---1----1----1---- 1- - ----· 

3 72P 4,40 2,15 -1,29 -0,54 0,6966 1,6641 0,2916 Koks 

-- --------- ----1----1-----1----1-----1-------· 

4 74L 6,00 . 2,85 0,31 0,16 0,0496 0,0961 0,0256 Koks 

-- ------ --- ----1----1-----1---- -----1------· 

5 77P 7,10 3,40 1,41 0,71 1,0011 1,9881 0,5041 Koks 

----- ------ ----1----1-----1---- 1----1-------· 

6 78P 5,80 2,60 0,11 -0, ?9 -0,0099 0,0121 0,0081 Koks 

-- --- ------ ----1---- 1-----1----1---1------· 

7 84L 5,50 .2,65 -0,19 -0,04 0,0076 0,0361 0,0016 Koks 

-----------------·1----1---1----1-------· 

8 92P 5,70 2,50 0,01 -0,19 -0,0019 0,0001 0,0361 Roemer's 

----- ------ ----1----1-----1----1----1-------· 

9 104L 5,45 2,60 -0,24 -0,09 0,0216 0,0576 0,0081 Koks 

---------------l----1-----1----1---- 1-------l 

10 l07P 4,95 2,40 -0,74 -0,29 0,2146 0,5476 0,0841 Koks 

0,1281 0,3721 0,0441 I Koks ll ll5P 6,30 2,90 0,61 0,21 

~ = 62,60 29,65 2,5232 5,6191 1,2076 

-----------1----1----1----1----1 

n 
5,691 2,69 

ad = 0,71 

Kdv = 0,98 
bdv = 2,11 
bvd = 0,46 

0,51 0,11 

av = 0,33 

89 



TABLE VIII. 

Table of t( vl and t( 1} values of the difference of the regression coefficients of the 
relationship between v and d. 

Polidevcia Polidevcia Polidevcia 
Phestia Phestia 

bellicostata bellicosta.ia gengeli vasiceki sharmani I II 

t(v) = 1 2,14 1 I 2,35 I 0,61 I 5,3o I I 4,7sl Polidevcia 
attenuata 

- - -

t(t) = 2,09 2,09 1,96 2,09 2,06 

t(v) = 0,20 1,37 1 4,7s 1 I 4,441 Polidevcia 
gengeli 

- -- --

t(t) = 2,57 1,96 2,23 2,23 

t(v) = 1,40 ~ I 6,21 I Po1idevcia 
vasiceki 

t(t) = 1,96 2,23 2,23 

t(v) = I 4,o51 I 3,591 Polidevcia 
sharmani 

---

t(t) = 1,96 1,96 

t(v) = 0,71 Phestia 
bellicostata I 

---

t(t) = 2,13 
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TABLE VIII 

Calculation of the correlation coefficient and of the regression coefficients of the 
relationship between p1 and p2 in Polidevcia attenuata ( F l em i n g, 1828). 

St ud. 
n type 

No 

18P 8,85 4,0 -0,77 -0,34 0,26 1 0,59 
--- -------- -------1----i 

2 26L 8,7 3,85 -0,92 -0,49 0,45 0,85 

Faunal 
band 

0,12 Nanetta II 

0,24 Frantiska 
-------- --- --- ----1----~---- 1---- 1-------1 

3 36P 10,1 4,1 0,48 -0,24 -0,12 0,23 0,06 Frantiska 
- ----~-- ------ - ---1---- ----1--- 1------ -1 

4 55L 9,25 4,9 -0,37 0,56 -0,21 0,14 0,31 Enna 
- - --- -------------1----1---- 1----1-------1 

5 59L 7,85 3,25 - 1, 77 - 1,09 1,93 3,13 1,19 Barbora 
--------------11----1----1----1----1-- - - ---1 

6 68P 12,3 6,65 2,68 2,31 6,19 7,18 5,34 Gabriela 
-- --- ------ ---!1- ---1----11 - - --1--- 1-------1 

7 71P 11,75 3,7 2,13 -0,64 -1,36 4,54 0,41 Nanetta 
-- ------------11- ---1----11----1----1-------1 

8 91P 8,85 5,5 -0,77 -1,16 -0,89 0,59 1,35 Nanetta 
- - ---- --------- ----1------,-----1- - - - -1----1------- 1 

9 93P 9,15 5,25 -0,47 0,91 -0,43 0,22 0,83 Nanetta 
-- ------ - - -----1----1----1---- ----- 1------- 1 

10 96L 2,65 - 3,07 - 1,69 5,19 9,42 2,86 Barbora III 
------- ------1--- ----1 - ----1-----1-------1 

11 ll1P 11,8 5,0 2,18 0,66 1,44 4,75 0,44 Nanetta 
----- --- ------ ----1----1-----1-----1- ------1 

12 ll8P 15,4 7,2 5, 78 2,86 16,53 33,29 8,18 Nanetta I 

--;-; - 128L ~~~ ~ 0,61 I 0,78 1,64 

14 129L ~~~ 1,03 -0;29 , -0,30 1,06 

15 136L ~~----;:;- -0,82 -0,64 0,52 0,67 

0, 40 Enna III 

0,08 Nanetta II 

0,41 Enna III 

~ 140P 4,3 I 1,8 -5,32 ~ 13,51 I 28,30 6,45 Enna 

17 llfiL 9,55 1 3,7 -0,07 -0,64 1 0,04 0,01 

--;-;- 141L ~~~ -1,22 -0,54 1 0,66 1,49 

0,41 Frantiska 

0,29 Frantiska 

44,46 1-9_8_, 1_o __ 
1 

__ 29_,_37_
1 

I 5,45 1,63 

~ = I 173,15 78,05 1 

---~-
-~- = 9,62 4,34 

ap2 = 2,33 

Kp1p 2 = 0,82 

bp2pl = 1,48 

bplp2 = 0,45 

ap1 = 1,29 
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TABLE IX 

Calculation of the correlation coefficient and of the regression coefficients . of the 
relationship between p1 and p2 in Polidevcia gengeli nov. spec. 

n 

1 

Stud. 
type 
No 

61L 4,65 1,95 -1,21 -0,28 0,3388 1,4641 0,0784 

Faunal 
band 

Roemer's 

- - -------- ---1---- l----l----· 1--~-1--------l 

2 89L 4,00 2,00 -1,86 -0,23 0,4278 3,4596 0,0529 Koks 

--- --- ----l-------:-ll----1-----1-----1---------:-1 

3 97P 5,80 1,95 -0,06 -0,28 0,0168 0,0036 0,0784 Nanetta II 

---------------1----1----1-----1-----1-------1 

4 98P 5,20 1,50 -0,66 -0,73 0,4818 0,4356 0,5329 Roemer's 

----------- ----1----1-----1----1----1---- ---· 

5 134L 9,65 3,75 3,79 1,52 5, 7608 13,3641 2,3104 Enna IV 

~ = 29,30 11,15 0,00 0,00 7,0260 18,7270 3,0530 

----------- - --- 1-----1-----1----1 

5,86 2,23 
n 

ap2 = 1,93 
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Kp1p 2 = 0,78 
bplp2 = 0,32 
bp2pl = 1,93 

3,7454 0,61 

ap1 = 0,78 



TABLE X 

Calculation of the correlation coefficient and of the regression coefficients of the 
relationship between p1 and p2 in Polidevcia vasf.ceki nov. spec. 

n 
Stud. I' type 

No 

I 142L 10,50 3,95 5,23 

Faunal 
band 

1,64 8,5772 27,3529 2,6896 Stur's 

----- ----------1----1--- 1----1----1-------1 

2 143L 2,05 1,20 -3,24 -l,ll 3,5964 10,4976 1,2321 Stur's 

-- -------- - - --1----1----1----1----1--------

3 144L 6,25 3,05 0,98 0,74 0,7252 0,9604 0,5476 Stllr's 

----- --------- ----1-----1-----1----1--·------1 

4 145P 5,40 2,10 0,13 -0,21 0,0273 0,0169 0,0441 StUr's 

----- --------- ---·1----1·----1·----1- --- --- 1 

5 146P 1,55 0, 75 -3,72 -1,56 5,8032 13,8384 2,4336 StUr's 

--------------1----1----1----1----1-------1 

6 159P 5,90 I 2,80 0,63 0,49 0,3087 0,3969 0,2401 Star's 

~ = 31,65 13,85 0,01 -0,01 18,9834 53,0631 1 7,1871 

--------- ---1----1----1!----1----1 

5,27 2,31 
n 

ap2 = 2,97 

Kp1p 2 = 0,99 

bplp2 = 0,36 
bp2pl = 2,70 

8,84 1,20 
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TABLE XI 
Calculation of the correlation coefficient and of the regression coefficients of the 
relationship between p1 and p2 in Polidevcia sharmani ( R. E t h e r i d g e j u n., 1878). 

Fauna! 
band 

1 2L 3,90 2,20 -0,70 I -0,65 0,45 0,4900 0,4225 

2. 3P 4,00 2,20 -0,60 . -0,65 0,39 0,3600 0,4225 

3 4L 3, 70 1,85 - o, 90 ~ ---1-,-oo- l--o-,-90--l--o-,-8-20-0-I--1,-0-00_0_ 1 __ N_a_n_et_t_a ___ , 

Nanetta 

Nanetta 

-4- 2li: ----a,20 ~ -1,40 ~ - -0,90 1,26 1,9600 0,8200 _N_J_a_n_e_t-ta ___ _ 

5 23P 4,30 2, 30 - o, 30 1---o-,-55-1--o-,-1-7 -l--o-.-o-9o_o_1--o-,-30_2_5_1 

-------- - -- ----i----1-----1----1----J-------1 
Nanetta 

6 67P 4,20 2,25 -0,40 -0,60 0,24 0,1600 0,3600 Nanetta II 

7 70L 4,45 2,65 -0,15 -0,20 0,03 0,0225 0,0400 Nanetta II 
-8-SOP~ 2,8o 0,10~---o-,-05- l --_-o-.-0-1_ 1--0-,-0-10_0_ 1--o-,-oo_2_5_ 1 __ N_a_n_et_t_a __ I_I __ 1 

9 81L 4,10 2,20 -0,50 j -0,65 0,32 0,2500 0,4225 Nanetta II 

10 85P 5,00 3,95 0,40 1,10 0,44 0,1600 1,2100 Nanetta II 
__ I _ __ ------------ - ----1- --- -1----1-- -----1 

11 88P 3;90 1,80 -0,70 - 1,05 0, 73 0,4900 1,1025 Nanetta II 
- ------------- ---1----1- ---1----l-- -,-----··--

12 90P 5,20 3,35 0,60 0,50 0,30 0,3600 0,2500 Nanetta 

13 101P 3,25 1,60 -1,35 - 1,25 1,69 1,8225 1,5625 Nanetta II 

14 109L 4,10 2,40 -0,50 -0,45 0,22 0,2500 0,2025 Nanetta II 
- - --------------- ----1----1----- 1--~----1 

15 ll7P 5,20 3,00 0,60 0,15 0,09 0,3600 0,0225 Nanetta 
-- -------------1---- 1---- -1----

16 120L 6,30 4,40 1,70 1,55 2,63 2,8900 2,4025 Nanetta I 
- - --- - -----------1----1-----1-- --1-------1 

17 124L 4,45 3,60 -0,15 0,75 0,11 0,0225 0,5625 Nanetta I 
----- - ---------J-- --1----J-- --1-----1-------1 

18 130L 4,75 2,55 0,15 -0,30 -0,05 0,0225 0,0900 Nanetta II 
- - --- ------ ----1----1--~-1----1----1-------1 

19 131P 4,95 3,50 0,35 0,65 0,23 0,1225 0,4225 Nanetta II 
- ------- - - ---- -1-- --1----,---1---- 1- ---1-------1 

20 132P 3,45 1, 75 -1,15 -1,10 1,26 1,3225 1,2 100 Nanetta II 

21 133L 5,40 2,70 0,80 -0,15 -0,12 0,6400 0,0225 Nanetta II 

22 138P 5,50 3,70 0,90 0,85 0, 76 0,8200 0, 7225 Nanetta II 
-- --- ------ ---- 1--- -1·----1----·1----1-------1 

23 139P 4,45 2,70 -0,15 -0,15 0,02 0,0225 0,0225 Nanetta II 
- -------- - - -11- ---1----1·--- -1----1-------1 

24 148P 6,00 4,80 1,40 1,95 2, 73 1,9600 3,8025 Nanetta 
- ----------- - ---1-- --1----1---- 1------- r 

25 149L 4,60 4,25 0,00 1,40 0,00 0,0000 1,9600 Nanetta 
-- ------------ - --1----1-----1----1,------1 

26 150P 6,55 3, 75 1,95 0,90 1, 75 3,8025 0,8200 Nanetta 

~ = ll9,60 74,20 0,00 -0,10 16,54 19,23 20,1800 
-~-- - ----- - ---1----1·---1 

·- - 4,60 2,85 0,74 0,78 
n 

ap2 = 0,86 ap1 = 0,88 
Kp1p2 = 0,84 
bp2p1 = 0,82 
bplp2 = 0,86 
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TABLE XII 

Calculation of the correlation coefficient and of the regression coefficients of the 
relationship between p1 and p2 in Phestia bellicostata ( S c h w a r z b a c h, 1939) ~ 

sample I. 

Stud. 

I ! I 

I Faunal 
n type P2 P1 ~P2 r;P1 ~-r; (~p2)2 (r;p1)2 band No I 

0,681 

.,_ 
1 9L 5,35 2,55 0,07 0,0476 0,4624 0,0049 Nanetta 

- - --- ------

-1,471 2 15P 3,20 1,80 -0,68 0,9996 2,1609 0,4624 Frantiska 

-I 
3 43L 5,55 2,65 0,88 0,17 0,1496 0, 7744 0,0289 Nanett.a 

-------- ---

4 45L 6,15 2,70 1,48 0,22 0,3256 2,1904 0,0484 Naiietta II 

- - -----------

5 73L 6,15 3,10 1,48 0,62 0,9176 2,1904 0,3844 Nanetta 

-------- --- - --

6 94P 3,85 1,85 - 0,82 -0,63 0,5166 0,6724 0,3969 Nanetta 

----- ---------

7 114L 3,10 1,95 -1,57 -0,53 0,8321 2,4649 0,2809 Nanetta II 

- - ------ ------ ---

8 156L 4,50 2,90 -0,17 0,42 - 0,0714 0,0289 0,1764 Nanetta 

-- ---------

9 158L 4,15 2,80 -0,52 0,32 -0,1664 0,2704 0,1024 Nanetta 

Z:= 42,00 22,30 -0,03 -0,02 3,5509 11,2151 1,8856 

--------- ---
L; 

4,67 -- -
n 

2,48 1,25 0,21 

ap2 = 1,12 apl = 0,46 

KP1P2 = 0,77 

bplp2 = 0,32 

bp2p1 = 1,87 
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TABLE XIII 

Calculation of the correlation coefficient and of the regression coefficients of the 
relationship between p1 and p2 in Phestia bellicostata ( S c h w a r z b a c h, 1939) -

sample 11. 

I 

Stud. 
n type 

No 

1 63L 2,75 1,55 -0,36 -0,16 

Faunal 
band 

0,0576 0,1296 0,0256 Koks 

----- ----------1----1-----1-----1----1-- -----1 

2 65P 3,30 2,15 0,19 0,44 0,0836 0,0361 0,1936 Koks 

----------- ----1----1---- -1----1----1--- ----1 

3 72P 2,40 1,35 -0,71 -0,36 0,2556 0,5041 0,1296 Koks 

-- - ------------1----1-----1----1----1------ -

4 74L 3,45 1,80 0,34 0,09 0,0306 0,1156 0,0081 Koks 

---------------1- - --1-----1----1----1-------1 

5 77P 4,10 1,95 0,99 0,24 0,2376 0,9801 0,0576 Koks 

-------------1--- -1----1----1----1-------1 

6 78P 3,15 1,70 0,04 -0,01 -0,0004 0,0016 0,0001 Koks 

- - --- ------------1---- ----1----1- ------1 

7 84L 3,00 1,60 -0,11 -0,11 0,0121 0,0121 0,0121 Koks 

----- ------ - ------1----1----1--- -1------1 

8 92P 3,15 1,65 0,04 -0,06 -0,0024 0,0016 0,0036 Roemer's 

- - --- ------------1----11----1----11-------1 

9 104L 2,85 1, 70 -0,26 -0,01 0,0026 0,0676 0,0001 Koks 

-- ------ -------1----1 ----- ----1----l--- - ---1 

10 107P 2,60 1,55 -0,51 -0,16 0,0816 0,2601 0,0256 Koks 

-- --- --------- --------1----1- - --1------1 

11 ll5P 3,50 1,80 0,39 0,09 0,0351 0,1521 0,0081 Koks 

96 

~ ~ 34,25118,80 0,04 1 -0,01 

-- ---~---------1----1---- 1----1 

0, 7936 2,2606 0,4641 

~ ' 

n 3,11 I 1,71 

ap2 = 0,45 

Kp1p 2 = 0,80 

bplp2 = 0,35 

0,21 0,0422 

ap1 = 0,20 



TABLE XIV 

Table of t( vl and t( 1) values of the difference of the regression coefficients of the 
relationship between p1 and P2· 

Polidevcia Polidevcia Polidevcia Phestia Phestia 
gengeli vasiceki sharmani bellicostata bellicostata 

I II 

tv = 0,81 1,04 I 3,23 I 1,05 1,26 Polidevcia 
attenuata 

tt = 
I 

2,09 2,09 1,96 2,09 2,06 

tv = 0,27 I 3,1o 1 0,00 0,21 Polidevcia 
gengeli 

tt = 2,57 1,96 2,23 2,23 
• 

tv = ~ 0,04 0,24 Polidevcia 
vasiceki 

tt = 1,96 2,23 2,23 

I 3,s51 ,4,951 
I 

tv = Polidevcia 
sharmani 

tt = 1,96 1,96 
I 
I 

tv = 0,31 Phestia 
bellicostata I 

tt = 2,13 
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TABLE XV 
Calculation of the correlation coefficient and of the regression coefficients of the 

relationship between v1 and v2 in Polidevcia attenuata (F 1 em in g, 1828). 

Stud. 

I I I 
Faunal n type v2 VI ~v2 'Y)VI ~'Y) 'Y)2 ~2 
band No 

1 18P 2,5 2,8 -0,46 -0,02 0,09 0,0004 0,2116 Nanetta II 
----------

2 26L 2,4 2,4 - 0,56 - 0,42 0,24 0,1764 0,3136 Frantiska 
----------

3 36P 3,0 3,15 0,04 0,33 0,01 0,1089 0,0016 Frantiska 
----------

4 55L 2,7 3,6 -0,26 0,78 -0,20 0,6084 0,0676 Enna 
----------

5 59L 2,65 1,85 -0,31 0,97 -0,30 0,9409 0,0961 Barb ora 
-------------

6 68P 3,9 3,9 0,94 1,08 1,02 1,1664 0,8836 Gabriela 
e ---- ---------

7 71P 3,1 3,1 0,14 0,28 0,04 0,0784 0,0196 Nanetta 
-- ------------

8 91P 3,05 2,8 0,09 -0,02 0,00 0,0004 0,0082 Nanetta 
-- -- -------

9 93P 3,2 3,0 0,24 0,18 0,04 0,0324 0,0576 Nanetta 
-- ----- ---

10 96L 2,3 1, 7 -0,66 -1,12 0,74 1,2544 0,4356 Barb ora 
-~ ----- - --

11 111P 4,1 3,0 1,14 0,18 0,21 0,0324 1,2996 Nanetta 
- - - ------

12 liSP 4,4 4,7 1,44 1,88 2,71 3,5344 2,0736 Nanetta I 
-- - - ------

13 128L 3,45 2,3 0,49 -0,52 -0,25 0,2704 0,2401 Enna Ill 
---------- -

14 129L 3,2 2,75 0,24 -0,07 -0,02 0,00~9 0,0576 Nanetta II 
-- - - ------

15 136L 2,5 2,6 - 0,46 -0,22 0,10 0,0484 0,2116 Enna III 
----- ---------

16 140P 1,55 1,5 -1,41 . -1,32 1,86 1,7424 1,9881 Enna 
---- ------

17 155L 3,0 2,5 0,04 -0,32 -0,01 0,1024 0,0016 Frantiska 
----- ------

18 157P 2,3 3,1 -0,66 0,28 -0,18 0,0784 0,4356 E~na 

~= 53,3 50,75 ~=6,10 
~= ~= 

10,1807 8,4029 
--------

Av2 = 2,96 Av1 = 0,5655 0,4668 
2,82 

av1 = 0,75 av2 = . 0,68 

Kv1v2 = 0,66 

hv2v1 = 0,59 

bv1v2 = 0,73 
' 
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TABLE XVI 

Calculation of the correlation coefficient and of the regression coefficients of the 
relationship between v1 and v2 in Polidevcia gengeli nov. spec. 

I 

Stud. 
n type 

No 

1 1 I 61L 1,20 1,35 -0,17 -0,20 0,0340 0,0289 0,0400 

Fauna! 
band 

Roemer's 

-2-~ 1,10 1,45 ---0-,2-7- I----0,_1_0_
1

--0-,0-2_7_0_
1 

__ 0_,_0'"'-12-9-I--0-,-0-10-0-I--K-o_k_s ____ _ 

----- ----------1--'----1----1- ---1--------

3 97P 1,25 1,40 .::_0,12 -0,15 0,0180 0,0144 0,0225 Nanetta II 

-- --- -----------1----1---- 1:----1----1---:-------

4 98P 1,20 1,20 -0,17 -0,35 0,0595 0,0289 0,1225 Roemer's 

-- --- ------ ----1---'---1----1----1---1--------1 

5 134L 2,10 2,35 0,73 0,80 0,5840 0,5329 0,6400 Enna IV 

6,85 7,751 0,00 0,00 0,72251 0,6780 I 0,8350 

- - ---------- ---·1----1----1----1 

n 1,37 1 1,.55 

7* 

av2 = 0,37 

Kv1v2. == 0,95 
bv1v2 == 1,05 
bv2v1 = 0,86 

0,1356 0,167 

av1 = 0,41 
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TABLE XVII 

Calculation of the correlation coefficient and of the regression coefficients of the 
relationship between v1 and v2 in Polidevcia vastceki nov. spec. 

I 

Stud. 
n type 

No 

I I42L 

v2 

2,25 

VI ;v2 'YJVI 

I,9 0,86 0,76 

;ry ;2 

I 
ry2 Faunal 

band 

0,6536 0,7399 0,5776 StUr's 

-- --- ------ ----1----1-·---1----1 - ---1-------

2 I43L 0,55 0, 7 -0,84 -0,44 0,3696 0, 7056 0, I936 Stur's 

-- --- ------ ---~1----1-'-----1---- 1----·1----·---

3 I44L I,7 I,45 0,3I 0,3I 0,096I 0,096I 0,096I StUr's 

-- -------------i--~- 1----1----1----·1-------

4 I45P I,4 0,9 0,01 - 0,24 -0,0024 0,0001 0,0576 Stur's 

-- --------- ----1----1----1-----1----1----~--

5 l46P 0,55 0,5 -0,84 -0,64 0,5376 0, 7056 0,4086 Stlu·'s 

-- - -- ----------1----1----1----1----1-------

6 I59P I,9 I,4 0,5I 0,26 0,1326 0,260I 0,0676 Sttir's 

8,35 6,85 I, 7871 2,5074 I,402I 

-----------1----1-----1----1- ----

n I,39 1 I,I41 

100 

Kv1v2 = 0,95 
bv1v2 = 0,70 
bv2v1 = I,29 

I o,4I79I 

av1 = 0,48 

0,2336 



TABLE XVIII 
Calculation of the correlation coefficient and of the regression coefficients of the 
relationship between v1 and v2 in Polidevcia sharmani ( R. E the r i d g e j u n., 1878). 

I Stud. I 
I I I I I I I 

Faunal 
n type v2 vi ~Vz 1]v1 ~ . 1] ~2 1]2 

band No 

-l-~ 1,251 1,35 - 0,28 -0,46 0,1288 0,0784 0,2116 Nanetta 
--- ---

2 3P 1,20 1,50 - 0,33 - 0,31 0,1023 0,1089 0,0961 Nanetta 
-- - -- ------ -

3 4L 1,30 1,35 -0,23 -0,46 0,1058 0,0529 0,2116 Nanetta 
- - -- ---------

4 21L 1,00 1,30 - 0,53 - 0,51 0,2703 0,2809 0,2601 Nanetta 
---------- ---

5 23P 1,40 1,30 - 0,13 - 0,51 0;0663 0,0169 0,2601 Nanetta 
---- - --------

6 67P 1,30 1,80 - 0,23 -0,01 0,0023 0,0529 0,0001 Nanetta II 
-- - - ------ ---

7 70L 1,70 1,95 0,17 0,14 0,0238 0,0289 0,0196 Nanetta II 
-------------

8 SOP 1,60 1,50 0,07 -0,31 - 0,0217 0,0049 0,0961 Nanetta II 
---------- - --

9 81L 1,40 1,75 - 0,13 - 0,06 9,0078 0,0169 0,0036 Nanetta II 
---------- ---

10 85P 1,85 2,55 0,32 0,74 0,2368 0,1024 0,5476 Nanetta II 
---- --- - -- - -----

11 88P 1,25 1,35 -0,28 -0,46 0,1288 0,0784 0,2116 Nanetta II 
---- --- ------

12 90P 1,90 1,90 0,37 0,09 0,0333 0,1369 0,0082 Nanetta 
------- --- ------

1.3 101P 1,15 1,25 - 0,38 -0,56 0,2128 0,1444 0,3136 Nanetta II 
------- --- - -- ---

14 109L 1,60 2,10_ 0,07 0,29 0,0203 0,0049 0,0841 Nanetta II 
- - - - ------------

15 117P 1,95 2,20 0,42 0,39 0,1638 0,1764 0,1521 Nanetta 
---------- ---

16 120L 2,15 2,45 0,62 0,64 0,3968 0,3844 0,4096 Nanetta I 
-- -- ---------

17 124L 1,55 2,05 0,02 0,24 0,0048 0,0004 0,0576 Nanetta I 
-- ----- --- ------

18 130L 1,65 1,80 0,12 -0,01 -0,0012 0,0144 0,0001 Narietta II 
-- ---------------

19 131P 1,40 2,00 -0,13 0,19 0,0247 0,0169 0,0361 Nanetta II 
---- --- ---------

20 132P 1,10 1,20 - 0,43 - 0,61 0,2623 0,184\:1 0,3721 Nanetta II 
-- - -- ------ ------

21 133L 1,80 2,10 0,27 0,29 0,0783 0,0729 0,0841 Nanetta II 
----- ----- ---

22 138P 1,70 2,30 0,17 0,49 0,0833 0,0289 0,2401 Nanetta II 
---- - ----- ---

23 139P 1,60 1,95 ~I O,H 
0,0098 0,0049 0,0196 Nanetta II 

24 148P 1,70 2,30 0,17 0,49 0,0833 0,0289 0,2401 Nanetta 
--~---

25 149L 1,45 1,80 - 0,08 1- 0,01 0,0008 0,0064 0,0001 Nanetta 
---

26 150P 1,80 1,85 0,27 . 0,04 0,0108 0,0729 0,0016 Nanetta 

~ = 39,75 46,95 I 2,4352 2,1009 i 3,9372 
-~-- -J- ~-0~81 1 0,151 1,53 1,81 
n 

av2 = 0,28 av1 = 0,38 
Kv1v2 = 0,88 
bvzvi = 0,65 
bv1 Vz = 1,1~ 
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TABLE XIX 

Calculation of the correlation coefficient and of the regression coefficients of the 
relationship between v1 and v2 in Phestia · bellicostata ( S c h w a r z b a c h, 1939) -

sample I. 

9L 2,20 1,90 

----------

2 15P 1,30 1,40 

----------

3 43L 2,30 2,30 

----------

4 45L 2,45 2,45 

----------

5 73L 2,50 2,50 

----------

6 94P 1,50 1,50 

----------

7 ll4L 1,45 1,40 

-- ---------

8 156L 2,05 2,55 

0,26 -0,16 -0,04161 0,0676 

---

-0,64 -0,66 0,4224 0,4096 

---

0,36 0,24 0,0864 0,1296 

---

0,51 0,39 0,1989 0,2601 

--·-

0,56 0,44 0,2464 0,3136 

---

.-0,44 -0,56 0,2464 0,1936 

---

-0,49 -0;66 0,3234 0,2401 

---

O,ll 0,49 0,0539 0,0121 

Faunal 
band 

0,0256 Nanet·ta 

0,4356 Frantiska 

0,0576 Nanetta 

0,1521 Nanetta II 

0,1936 Nanetta 

0,3136 Nanetta 

0,4356 Nanetta II 

0,2401 Nanetta 

-9- 158L ~ 2,55 -0,19 1 0,49 -0,0931 0,0361 0,2401 Nanetta 

~ = 17,50 · 1 

2,06 
n 

102 

I 
1,4431 1,6624 

I 

I 

Kv1v2 = 0,81 
bv1·v2 = 0,91 
b'!,!2v1 = 0, 72 

0,18 . 

av1 = 0,47 

2,0939 

0,23 



TABLE XX 

Calculation of the correlation coefficient and of the regression coefficients of the 
relationship between v1 and v2 in Phestia bellicostata ( S c h w a r z b a c h 1939 ). 

sample 11. 

\Stud. I I 
I I I I I I 

· Faunal 
n I type Vz 

I 
vl .;vz 'Y)Vl .;.r; .;2 r;2 

band 
No , 

I 63L 1,20 1,30 -0,06 -0,13 0,0078 0,0036 0,0169 Koks 

-------------

2 65P 1,50 1,60 0,24 0,17 0,0408 0,0576 0,0289 Koks 

----
-~-

---

3 72P 

~~ 
-0,26 - 0,28 0,0728 0,0676 0,0784 Koks 

4 74L 1,45 1,40 0,19 -0,03 -0,0057 0,0361 0,0009 Koks 

---------- - -- ·--

5 77P 1,60 1,80 0,34 0,37 0,1258 O,ll56 0,1369 Koks 

-------------

6 78P 1,10 1,50 -0,16 0,07 -O,Oll2 0,0256 0,0049 Koks 

-------------

7 84L 1,25 1,35 - 0,01 -0,08 0,0008 0,0001 0,0064 Koks 

---- - -----------

8 92P 1,05 1,45 -0,21 0,02 -0,0042 0,0441 0,0004 Roemer's 

----- ------ ------

9 l04L 1,20 1,40 -0,06 -0,03 0,0018 0,0036 0,0009 Koks 

- - --------------

10 l07P 1,15 1,25 - O,ll -0,18 0,0198 0,0121 0,0324 Koks 

------- ---------

ll ll5P 1,35 1,55 0,09 0,12 0,0108 0,0081 0,0144 Koks 

I:= 13,85 15,75 - 0,01 0,02 0,2461 0,3741 0,3214 

-----------
I: 
- = 1,26 1,43 0,034 0,0292 
n 

av2 == 0,18 av1 = 0,17 
Kv1v2 = 0, 73. 
bv2v1 = 0,77 
bvlv3 = 0,69 

-
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TABLE XXI 

Table of t( vl and t( tl values of the difference of the regression coefficients of the 
relationship between v1 and v2• 

Polidevcia Polidevcia Polidevcia Phestia Phestia 
bellicostata bellicostata gengeli vasiceki sharmani 

I II 

tv = 0,69 0,06 0,98 0,04 0,1 
Polidevcia 
attenuata 

tt = 2,09 2,09 1,96 2,09 2,09 

tv = 1,30 0,53 

I 
0,27 2,06 

Polidevcia ---- .I gengeli 
tt = 2,57 1,96 2,23 2,23 

tv = 1,70 0,63 0,05 
Polidevcia 
vaSiceki 

tt = 1,96 2,23 2,23 

tv = 0,85 I 2,47 I 
--- Polidevcia 

sharmani 
tt = 1,96 1,96 

I 
tv = 0,81 

Phestia 
bellicostata I 

tt = 2,13 
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TABLE XXII 

Calcu:Iation of the arithmetic mean, of the deviations, and of the variability limits of 
a in Polidevcia attenuata ( F l e m i n g, 1828). 

I Stud. I 
I I I 

Faunal 
n type ao ~ex ~2 band 

No 

l 18P -5,0 -10,37 107,54 Nanetta II A a 5°22' 

-- GIX 5,9 
2 26L 5,0 - 0,37 0,14 Frantiska h/X - 12°30' -;- 23° 

--
3 36P 9,0 3,63 13,18 Frantiska aav 6,1 

. 
-- GaA 1,4 

4 55L 4,0 -1,37 1,88 Enna Ra 3°58' --=-- 6°48' 
--

5 59L 7,0 1,63 2,66 Barbora 
---

6 68P 4,0 - 1,37 1,88 Gabrie!a 
--

7 71P 17,0 11,63 135,26 Nanetta 
--

8 91P 7,0 1,63 2,66 Nanet.ta 
--

9 93P -5,0 -10,37 107,54 Nanetta 
--

10 96L 3,5 - 1,87 3,50 Barbo!'a III 
--

ll lllP 10,0 4,63 21,44 Nanetta 
- -

12 ll8P -4,5 -9,87 97,42 Nanetta I 
--

13 128L 17,0 11,63 135,26 Enna III 
--

14 129L 8,5 3,13 9,80 Nanetta II 
--

15 136L 4,5 -0,87 0,76 Enna III 
--

16 l40P 0,0 -5,37 28,84 Enna 
--

17 141L 8,0 2,63 6,92 Frantiska 
-- -----

18 155L 6,0 0,63 0,40 Frantiska 
- -

19 157P 6,0 0,63 0,40 Enna 

2:= 102,0 678,08 

~ 
35,69 -= 5,37 

n 
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TABLE XXIII 

Calculation of the arithmetic mean, of the deviations, and of the variability limits of 
· r:t in Polidevcia gengeli nov. spec. 

I Stud. I 
I I I 

Faunal n type a ~IX ~2 
band 

No 

1 61L 9 0,7 0,49 Roemer's 
A c.: 8°18' 

- -
(JIX 4,21 

2 89L 2 -6,3 39,69 Koks hiX -4°33'-;- 20°38' 

-- (JIXV 4,71 

3 97P 6,5 -1,8 3,24 Nanetta II CJ1XA 2,10 

- - RIX 2°-;- 14°36' 

4 98P 9 0,7 0,49 Roemer's 

- -

5 134L 15 6,7 44,89 Enna I\1 

L ~ I 41,5 88,80 
. . 

-----
2; ' 8,3 17,76 

-;:- = I 
I 

TABLE XXIV 

Calculation of the arithmetic mean, of the deviations, and of the variability limits of 
a in Polidevcia vastceki nov. sp. 

I Stud. I 
I 

n type ao 
No 

1 142L 0 

- -

2 143L -2 
--

3 144L 9 

--

4 145L 11,5 

--
5 l46L 2 

--
6 159P 9,5 

L ~! 30,0 

~=I 5,0 
n I 

106 

~IX 
I 

~2 

-5 25 

-7 49 

4 16 

6,5 42,25 

-3 9 

4,5 20,25 

I 

161,50 

26,92 

I 

Fauna! 
band 

StUr's 

Stur's 

Sbue's 

Stur's 

Stur's 

Stllr's 

AIX 5° 

(JIX 5,19 

he.: - 10°34' -;- 20°34' 

CJiXV 5,69 

CJ1XA = 2,32 

RIX = -1 °58'-;- 11 °58' 



TABLE XXV 

Calculation of the arithmetic mean, of the deviations, and of the variability limits of 
a in Polidevcia sharmani (R. Ether id g e j u n., 1878). 

I Stud. I 
I i I 

Fauna! 
type 0 

~rx ~2 n a band No 

-
1 2L -1 4,31 18,5761 Nanetta Arx -5°18' 

--

2 3P -3 2,31 5,3361 Nanetta Grx 8,7 
--

3 4L 4 9,31 86,6761 Nanetta 
hrx 20°47'-;- (- 31 °24) 

----
4 2IL -1 4,31 18,5761 Nanetta 

- -
Gcxv 8,9 

GrxA = 1,74 
5 23P 3 8,31 69,056 1 Nanetta 

- --- Rrx = -0°06' -:-( -10°32') 

6 67P -2 3,31 10,9561 Nanetta II 
----

7 70L 0 5,31 28,1961 Nanetta II 
--

8 80P 5 10,31 106,2961 Nanetta II 
- -

9 81L -7 -1,€)9 2,8561 Nanetta II 
--

10 85P - 18,5 - 13,19 173,9761 Nanetta II 
--

11 88P 8 13,31 177,1561 Nanetta II 
- -

12 90P -13 -7,69 59,1361 Nanetta 
- - ---

13 101P -2 3,31 10,9661 Nanetta II 
- - ---

14 109L 3 8,31 69,0561 Nanetta II 
- -

15 ll7P -3,5 1,81 3,2761 Nanetta 
--

16 120L - 14 -8,69 75,5161 Nanetta I 
-- --

17 124L -20 -14,69 215,7961 Nanetta I 
--

18 130L 0 5,31 28,1961 Nanetta ·II 
--

19 131P -11 -5,69 32,3761 Nanetta II 
- - --- - - ---·----

20 132P -2 3,31 10,9561 Nanetta II 
----- · - -·· 

21 133L 8 13,31 177,1561 Nanetta II 
-- -- ---- - . ----

22 138P -9,5 -4,i9 17,5561 Nanetta II 
-- - · -

23 139P -19 -13,69 .187,4161 Nanetta II 
--

24 148P -11 -5,69 32,3761 Nanetta 
- -

25 149L -25 -19,69 387,6961 Nanetta 
- -

26 150P - 7 -1,69 2,8561 Nanetta 

:1:= 138 0,44 1 2007,9786 

~ 
I 

-= -5,31 
l 

77,23 
n 
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TABLE XXVI 

Calculation of the arithmetic mean, ·of the deviations, and of the variability limits of 
a in Phestia bellicostata ( S c h war z b a c h, 1939) - sample I. 

I Stud. ; 

I I I 

Faunal 
n type ao ~IX ~2 

band No 

1 9L 3 0,61 0,3721 1\anetta Acx 2°23' 

-- - a cx 3,96 

2 15P 5 2,61 6,8121 Frantiska ha -9°30'-;- 14°16' 

acxv - - 4,17 

3 43L 0 - 2,39 5,7121 Nanetta GcxA 1,39 

R:x - 1 °47' -;- 6°34' 
- -

4 45L 7 4,61 21,2521 Nanetta II 

--

5 73L 8,5 6,11 37,3321 Nanetta 

-----

6 94P 0 -2,39 5, 7121 Nanetta 

- -

7 114 -2 -4,39 19,2721 Nanetta II 

--

8 156L 4 1,61 2,5921 Nanetta 

- -

9 158L -4 -6,39 40,8321 Nanetta 

I 
L: = 21,5 139,8889 

/ 

L: 
-
n = 2,39 15,54 
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TABLE XXVII 

Calculation of the arithmetic mean, of the deviations, and of the variability limits of 
a in Phestta belltcostata ( S c h war z b a eh, 1939) - sample 11. 

I Stud. I 
I I I 

Faunal n type ao ~<X ~2 
band No 

I 63L 2 0,27 0,0729 Koks A a I 0 44' 

-- a a I,86 

2 65P 6 4,27 I8,2329 Koks ha - 3°51' --;- 7°I8' 

-- Gav 1,96 

3 72P 0 -I,73 2,9929 Koks GaA. -0,59 

Ra . - 0°02' --;- 3 °30' 
- -

4 74L 0 -I,73 2,9929 Koks 

--

5 77P 0 - I,73 2,9929 Koks 

--
6 78P 3 I,27 I,6I29 Koks 

--

7 84L 3 I,27 I,6129 Koks 

--

8 92P 3 1,27 1,6I29 Roe1ner's 

--

9 I04L 0 - 1,73 2 9929 Koks 

- -

IO l07P 0 - 1,73 2,9929 Koks 

--

ll 115P i 2 0,27 0,0729 Koks 

~ = 19 38,I819 

~ 
- = n 

1,73 3,47 

I 
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TABLE XXVIII 

Table oft[ vl and tftJ values of the difference between arithmetic means of a. 

Polidevcia Polidevcia Polidevcia Phestia Phestia -
gengeli vasiceki sharmani bellicostata bellicostata 

I II 

'"~I 1,13 0,06 I 4,471 1,31 1,90 
Polidevcia 

., ~ I 
attenuata 

2,06 2,06 1,96 2,09 2,06 

tv = 1,03 I 3,241 I 2,38 I I 3,95 I 
Polidevcia 
gengeli 

tt = 2,33 1,96 2,23 2,23 

tv = I 2,661 1,02 1,77 I 
--- I Polidevcia 

I 

vasiceki 
tt = 1,96 2,23 2,23 

tv = 1 2,451 I 2,481 
Polidevcia 
sharmani 

tt = 1,96 1,96 

tv = 0,46 
Phestia 
bellicostata I 

tt = 2,13 
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TABLE XXIX 

Calculation of the arithmetic mean, of the deviations, and of the variability limits of 
{J in Polidevcia attenuata ( F 1 e m i n g, 1828). 

I Stud. I 

I I I 

Faunal n type j30 ~{3 ~2 
band No 

I 18P 17 -0,5 0,25 Nanetta II Af3 17°30' 
-- a{J 1,5 

2 26L 16 -1,5 2,25 Frantiska .. h(J 13°-;- 22° 
--

3 36P 17 -0,5 0,25 Frantiska 
-- --

a{Jv 1,55 

a{JA 0,35 

4 55L 16 -1,5 2,25 Enna Rf3 = 16°27' -;- 18°33' 

--

5 59L 18,5 2,5 6,25 Barb ora 
----

6 68P 17,5 0,0 0,00 Gabriela 
-- -

7 71P 18 0,5 0,25 Nanetta 
--

8 91P 18,5 1,0 1,00 Barb ora 
--

9 93P 19,5 2,0 4,00 Nanetta 
--

10 96L 19,5 2,0 4,00 Barbora III 
--
ll HIP 20 2,5 6,25 Nanetta 

- -
12 liSP 18,5 1,0 1,00 Nanetta I 

# ' 
--

13 128L 17 -0,5 0,25 Enna III 
--

14 129L 17 -0,5 0,25 Nanetta II 
--

15 136L 16 -1,5 2,25 Enna III 
--

16 140P 18 0,5 0,25 Enna 
--

17 14IL 7 - 0,5 0,25 Frantiska 
- -

18 155L 17,5 0,0 0,00 Frantiska 
--

19 157P 14 -3,5 12,25 E nna 

1:= 332,5 43,25 

1: 
-= 17,5 2,28 n 
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TABLE XXX 

Calculation of the arithmetic mean, of the deviations, and of the variability limits of 
{3 in Polidevcia gengel i nov. spec. 

I Stud. ! 

I ! I 

Faunal 
n type jJ ~{J ~2 

band 
No 

1 61L 13,5 0,5 0,25 Roemer's Ap 13° 

-- ap 0,71 

2 89L 14 1 1 Koks hp 10°52' --;- 15°08' 

---- Gf3v 0,79 
3 97P 12,5 - 0,5 0,25 Nanetta II G{JA 0,35 

-- Rp 12°01' --;- 13°59' 
4 98P 13 0 0 Ruerner's 

-- - -
5 134L 12 - 1 1 Enna IV 

2:= I 65,0 I 2,50 

2: 
0,50 -- 13 

I n 

TABLE XXXI 

Calculation of the arithmetic mean, of th'e deviations, and of the variability limits of 
{3 in Polidevcia vastceki nov. spec. 

I Stud. I 
I I I 

Faunal 
n type jJO ~{3 ~2 band No 

1 142L 13 -2,75 7,5625 Stur's Ap 15°45' 

-- ap 1,86 

2 143L 15 -0,75 0,5625 Stur's hn 10°10' --;- 21 o 20' 

---- a{Jv 2,04 
3 l44L 15,5 - 0,25 0,0625 Stur's G{JA 0,83 

- -

4 145P 15 - 0,75 0,5626 Stl'1r's 
Rp 13°14' --;- 18°14' 

--
5 146P 19 3,25 10,5625 StUr's 

--
6 159P 17 1,25 1,5625 stu:·'.,; 

2:= I 94,5 20,8750 

- -
2: . 

3~48 - = 16,75 

I n 
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TABLE XXXII 

Calculation of the arithmetic mean, of the deviations, and of the variability limits of 
{3 in Polidevcia sharmani ( R. E t h e r i g e j u n., 1878) . 

I Stud. I 
I I I 

Faunal 
n type }30 ;p ;2 

band 
No 

1 2L 18 - 0,35 0,1225 Nanetta Ap 18°21' 
--

2 3P 18 -0,35 0,1225 Nanetta ap 1,34 
--

3 4L 19 0,65 0,4225 Nanetta hp 14 °20' + 22°22' 
-----

4 21L 17,5 - 0,85 0,7225 Nanetta 
G{Jv 1,37 

-- GfJA 0,27 
5 23P 18 - 0,35 0,1225 Nanetta 

- - Rp 17°32' + 19°09' 
6 67P 17 -1,35 1,8225 Nanetta II 

--

7 70L 20,5 2,15 4,6225 Nanetta II 
---

8 SOP 18,5 0,15 0,0225 Nanetta II 
- -

9 81L 19 0,65 0,4225 Nanetta II --
10 85P 18,5 0,15 0,0225 Nanetta II 
--
ll 88P 17,5 -0,85 0,7225 Nanetta IT 
--

12 90P 19,5 1,15 1,3225 Nanetta --
13 101P 20 1,65 2,7225 Nanetta II -- ----
14 109L 20,5 2,15 4,6225 Nanetta II 
--

15 117P 21 2',65 7,0225 Nanetta -----

16 120L 19 0,65 0,4225 Nanetta I 
--

17 124L 18,5 0,15 0,0225 Nanetta I 
-

18 130L 19 0,65 0,4225 Nanetta II 
--

19 131P 16 - 2,35 5,5225 Nanetta II 
--

20 132P 18,5 0,15 0,0225 Nanetta II 
--

21 l33L 18,5 0,15 0,0225 Nanetta II 
-- ---

22 138P 17,5 - 0,85 0,7225 Nanetta II 
--

23 139P 19 0,65 0,4225 Nanetta II 
--

24 148P 16 -2,35 5,5225 Nanetta 
- --

25 149L 16,5 - 1,85 3,4225 Nanetta 
--

26 150P 16 - 2,35 5,5225 Nanetta 

~ = 477,0 46,8850 

~ 
18,35 1,80 - = 

n 
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TABLE XXXIII 

Calculation of the arithmetic mean, of the deviations, and of the variability limits of 
{3 in Phestia bellicostata ( S c h w a r z b a c h, 1939) - sample I. 

I Stud. I 

I I I 
Faunal n type ]30 ~{J ~2 
band 

No 

l 9L 23,0 O,ll 0,0121 Nanett.a A(3 22°53' 

-- ap 0,88 

2 15P 22,0 -0,89 0, 7921 Frantiska h {3 20°15' -7- 25°32' 

-- apv 0,93 

3 43L 22,5 -0,39 0, 1521 Nanetta 
a{3A 0,31 

Rf3 21 °58' -7- 23°49' 
--

4 45L 22,5 -0,39 0,1521 Nanetta II 

--

5 73L 22,0 - 0,89 0, 7921 Nanetta 

--

6 94P 22 -0,89 0, 7921 Nanetta 

--

7 114L 24 1,11 ' 1,2321 Nanetta II 

----

8 156L 24,5 1,61 2,5921 Nanetta 

----

9 158L 23,5 0,61 0,3721 Nanetta 

2:= 206,00 6,8889 

--
2: 

22,89 0,77 - = 
n 
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TABLE XX X IV 

Calculation of the arithmetic mean, ·of the deviations, and of the variability limits of 
~ in Phestia bellicostata ( S c h war z b a c h , 1939) - sample I I. 

I Stud.

1 

I 
! I 

Faunal 
n t ype ]30 ;{3 ;2 

b and 
N o I 

I 63L 24 1,55 2,4025 Koks AtJ 22°27' 

a p 1,83 
- -

2 65P 25,5 3,05 9,3025 K oks 
h {3 16°58'--;- 27°56' 

a {Jv 1,92 
--

a {JA 0,58 
3 72P 24 1,55 2,4025 K oks R,s 20°43' --;- 24°12' 

- -

4 74L 23 0,55 0,3025 Koks 

-- - --

5 77P 22 - 0,45 0,2025 K oks 

--

6 78P 20 - 2,45 6,0025 K oks 

- -

7 84L 22,5 0,05 0,0025 K oks 

--

8 92P 19 - 3,45 ll ,9025 R oen1er's 

--

9 104L 22 -0,45 0,2025 K oks 

--

10 107P 24 1,55 2,4025 Koks 

- -

ll ll5P 21 -1,45 2,1025 K oks 

~ = 247 37,2275 

~ 
-- 22,45 3,38 
n 
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TABLE XXXV 

Table of t ( vl and t ( t} values of the difference between arithmetic means of ~-

Polidevcia Polidevcia Polidevcia Phestia Phestia 
gengeli vasiceki sharmani bellicostata bellicostata 

I II 

tv = I 6,21 I ~ 1,95 ~ I 7,741 
Polidevcia ---
attenuata 

tt = 2,09 2,09 1,96 2,09 

tv = 2,82 ~ ~ l1o,4o 1 
Polidevcia 
gengeli 

tt = 2,57 1,96 2,23 2,23 

tv = ~ ~ I 6,7o I 
Polidevcia ---
vasiceki 

tt = 1,96 2,23 2,23 

tv = ~ ~ 
Polidevcia 
sharmani 

tt = 1,96 1,96 

tv = 0,62 
Phestia 
bellicostata I 

tt = 2,13 
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TABLE XXXVI 

Calculation of the arithmetic mean, of the deviations, and of the variability limits of 
r in Polideucia attenuata ( F 1 e m i n g, 1828). 

I Stud.! 
I i I 

Faunal 
type 0 

~y ~2 n y band 
No 

1 18P 128 -0,06 0,00 Nanetta ll Ay 128°04' 

-- ay 6,1 

2 26L 124 -4,06 16,48 Frantiska hy 109°45' --:- 146°09' 

-- ayv 6,3 

3 36P 130 1,94 3,76 Frantiska GyA 1,5 

-- Ry 123°33' --:- 132°33' 
4 55L 130,5 2,44 5,95 Enna 

--
5 59L 133 4,94 24,41 Barbora 

--

6 68P 127 -1,06 1,12 Gabriela 

----

7 71P 120 -8,06 64,96 Nanetta 

--
8 91P 122 -6,06 36,72 Nanetta 

--
9 93P 137,5 9,44 89,11 Nanetta 

----· 
10 96L 127 - 1,04 1,08 Barbora Ill 

--

11 ll1P 132 3,94 15,54 Nanetta 

--
12 ll8P 114,5 -13,56 183,87 Nanetta I 

--

13 129L 121 -7,04 49,56 Nanetta ll 

--
14 136L 127 -1,04 1,08 Enna Ill 

--
15 140P 131 2,94 8,64 Enna 

----
16 141L 135,5 7,44 55,36 Frantiska 

~I 157 137 8,94 79,92 Enna 

L;= 12177,0 I 637,56 

L; 
- = 128,06 

I 
37,5 

n 
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TABLE XXXVII 

Calculation of the arithmetic mean, of the deviations, and of the variability limits of 
r in Polidevcia gengel i nov. spec. 

I Stud., 

I I I 
Faunal 

n type y ~y ~2 
band No 

I 6IL l4I 8 64 ' Roemer's Ay I33° 

-- O'y 5,44 

2 89L I24 - 9 8I Koks hy ll6°04'--;-. I48°I9' 

-- O'yv 6,07 
3 97P I32 -I I Nanetta II O'yA 2,71 

-- Ry = I24°53'--;-. I4I 0 08' 
4 98P I34 I I Roemer's 

--

5 I34L I34 I I Enna IV 

I:= I 665 J I48 

L: 
29,6 - - I33 

I n 

TABLE XXXVIII 

Calculation of the arithmetic mean, of the deviations, and of the variability limits of 
r in Polidevcta vastcekt nov. spec. 

I Stud. I 

I I I 
Faunal n type Yo ~y ~2 
band No 

I I42L I I48 7,I7 51,4089 Stur's Ay 140°50' 

-- O'y 6,41 

2 I43L I32 -8,83 77,9689 Stur's hy 122°32' -7 I59°08' 

-- - -- O'yv 7,03 
3 I44L 143 2,I7 4,7083 StUr's 

O'yA 2,87 
--

4 145P I45 4,17 I7,3889 Stur's 
Ry 132°13' -;- 149°26' 

--
5 I46P 132 -8,83 77,9689 Stt:lr's 

--
6 159P I45 4,17 I7,3889 St:1r'R 

I:=J 845 I 246,8334 

- -
L: 

I40,83 41,I4 - = 

I n 
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TABLE XXX IX 

Calculation of the arithmetic mean, of the deviations, and of the variability limits of 
r in Polideucia shar mani ( R. E t h e r i d g e j u n., 1878 ). 

I Stud. I 
I I I 

Faunal 
n type Yo ~y ~2 band 

No 

I 2L 125,0 - 2,62 6,8644 Nanetta Ay 127°37' 
--

2 3P 126,0 -1,62 2,6244 Nanetta ay 7,68 
--

3 4L 124,0 -3,62 13,1044 Nanetta hy 104°35' + 150°39' 
--

4 2IL 127,0 -0,62 0,3844 Nanetta 
--

ayv 7,83 

ay A 1,53 
5 23P 139,0 ll,38 129,5044 Nanetta 

-- Ry 123°02' -7- 132°12' 

6 67P 126,0 -1,62 2,6244 Nanetta II 
- -

7 70L 120,0 - 7,62 58,0644 Nanetta II 
--

8 SOP 134,5 6,88 47,3344 Nanetta II 
--

9 81L 113,0 - 14,62 213,7444 Nanetta II 
- --

10 85P 121,0 -6,62 43,8244 Nanetta II 
~-

ll 88P 128,0 0,38 0,1444 Nanetta II 
--

12 90P 133,0 5,38 28,9444 Nanetta 
--

13 IOIP 124,5 -3,12 9,7344 Nanetta II 
-- -

14 l09L ll9,0 -8,62 74,3044 Nanetta II 
----

15 ll7P 121,0 -6,62 43,8244 Nanetta 
- -

16 l20L 120,0 - 7,62 58,0644 Nanetta I 
--

17 l24L ll4,5 -13,12 172,1344 Nanetta I 
--

18 l30L 137,5 9,88 97,6144 Nanetta II 
--

19 131P 138,0 10,38 107,7444 Nanetta II 
--

20 132P 132,0 4,38 19,1844 Nanetta II 
--

21 133L 125,0 -2,62 6,8644 Nanetta II 
--

22 138P 126,0 -1,62 2,6244 Nanetta II 
--

23 139P 127,0 -0,62 0,3844 Nanetta II 
--

24 148P 138,0 10,38 107,7444 Nanetta 
--

25 149L 138,0 10,38 107,7444 Nanetta 
--

179,0244 1 26 l50P 141,0 13,38 Nanetta 
I 

~= 3318,0 1534,1544 

---
~ 127,62 59,01 -= 
n 
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TABLE XL 

Calculation of the arithmetic mean, of the deviations, and of the variability limits of 
r in Phestia bellicostata ( S c h w a r z b a c h, 1939) - sample I. 

I Stud. I 

I 
,;y 

I 

.;2 ·I Fauna1 
n type y band No 

1 9L us 3,5 12,25 Nanetta Ay ll4°30' 

-- (Jy 2,69 

2 43L 113 - 1,5 2,25 Nanetta hy 106°26' -;- 122°34' 

-- Gyv 2,88 

3 45L 118 3,5 12,25 Nanetta II GyA 1 

Ry Ill 0 30' -;- ll7°30' 
---

4 73L 114 -0,5 0,25 Nanetta 

----

5 94P ll3 -1,5 2,25 Nanetta 

----

6 ll4L ll3 -1,5 2,25 Nanetta II 

--- - -

7 156L llO -4-,5 20,25 Nanetta 

----

8 158 ll7 2,5 6,25 Nanetta 

~ = 916 58,00 

~ 
-- - ll4,50 7,25 
n 
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TABLE XLI 

Calculation of the arithmetic mean, of the deviations, and of the variability limits of 
r in Plzestia bellicostata (Schwa r z b a c h, 1939) - sample 11. 

I Stud. I 
I I I 

Faunal n type Yo ~y ~2 
band No 

I 63L 97 - 7,1 50,41 Koks Ay 104°06' 

-- ay 6,48 

2 65P ll6 ll,9 141,61 Koks hy 84 °39' -=- 123 °35' 

ayv 6,80 --
3 72P lOO -4,1 16,81 Koks ay A 2,05 

Ry 97°57' ~-· ll0°25' 
------

4 74L 102 -2,1 4,41 Koks 

---

5 77P IIO 5,9 34,81 Koks 

--

6 78P 102 -2,1 4,41 Koks 

--

7 84L 95 -9,1 82,81 Koks 

--

8 92P 115 10,9 118,81 Roemer's 

- -

9 104L 102 -2,1 4,41 Koks 

--

10 107P 102 -2,1 4,41 Koks 

--
ll 115 104 -0,1 0,01 Koks 

~ = 1145 462,91 

~ 
-= 104,10 42,08 
n 
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TABLE XLII 

Table of t( vl and t( tl values of the difference between arithmetic means of y. 

Polidevcia Polidevcia Polidevcia Phestia Phestia 
bellicostata bellicostata 

gengeli vasiceki sharrnani I II 

tv = 1,63 I 4,2 I 0,20 I 5,75 1 I 9,52 1 Polidevcia 
attenuata 

- --

tt = 2,09 2,09 1,96 2,09 2,06 

tv = 1,94 
I 

1,45 1 7,55 I I 8,1o I Polidevcia 
gengeli 

---

I 
tt = 2,23 1,96 2,23 2,23 

tv = I 3,78 I L9,63l 

I 

110,521 Polidevcia 
vasiceki 

tt = 1,96 2,23 
I 

2,23 

tv = I 4,641 1 8,41 1 Polidevcia 
sharrnani 

tt = 1,96 1,96 

tv = I 4,13 I Phestia 
bellicostata I 

---

tt = 2,13 
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Distribution of Polidevciinae in the faunal bands of the Ostrava Beds in the Ostrava-Karvina Coal District 
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SBORNIK NARODNIHO MUSEA V PRAZE - ACTA MUSEI NATIONALIS 
PRAGAE 

XVI, 1960 - B [PRIRODOVEDNY) No. 1-2 

Redaktor ALBERT PILAT, doktor biologickych vect 

Z. Urban: Mikromycety nave pro Ceskoslovensko -
Micromycetes new for Czechoslovakia 

0. K u m per a, F. P rant l, B. R u z i c k a: 
Revise celedi Nuculanidae z ostravsko-karvinske panve ( Pelecypoda) 

Revision of the Nuculanidae from the Ostrava-Karvina District (Pelecypoda) 

V breznu 1960 vydalo svym nakladem v poctu BOO vytisku Narodni museum v Praze 
Vytiskl Knihtisk 1, n. p., v Praze 1. - Cena brozovaneho vytisku 15,- Kcs 



ACTA MUSEI NATIONALIS PRAGAE. VOL. XVI. B [1960) No. 1-2. Pl. I. 

0. Kumpera, F. Prantl & B. Ruzicka: Revision of the Nuculanidae. 
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ACTA MUSEI NATIONALIS PRAGAE. VOL. XVI. B (1960) No. 1-2. Pl. II. 

0. Kumpera, F. Prantl & B. Ruzicka: Revision of the Nuculanidae. 
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ACTA MUSE! NATIONALIS PRAGAE. VOL. XVI. B (1960) No. 1-2. Pl. IlL 

0. Kumpera, F. Prantl & B. Ruzicka: Revision of the Nuculanidae. 
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ACTA MUSE! NATIONALIS PRAGAE. VOL. XVI. B [1960) No. 1-2. Pl. IV. 

0. Kumpera, F. Prantl & B. Ruzicka: Revision of the Nucular.idae. 
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